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- iii SUMMARY
Indoneaia ie a large country with a population of over 160 million, of which 80%
live in the rural areas and over half are employed in agriculture.
Since the
atart of its first 5-Year Plan in 1969, it has enjoyed a long period of
development and sustained growth.
The growth rate has slowed since 1982 due to
weaker oil prices, but there has been an increase in real per capita income in
every year since 1967. The agricultural sector, which provides about 26% of the
GDP, has shared in this growth. The sector is dominated by rice, which occupies
most of the best lands, provide8 half of the human protein and calorie intake
and contributes about a third of the total value of the agricultural component
of the GDP.
Major efforts have been made to increase the production of rice and, over the
past 15 years, modern technology has had a significant impact on rice
production. Both yields and production have increased steadily as a consequence
of several interdependent factors. Improvements in expanding irrigation systems
have created a physical environment conducive to high productivity. Hodern rice
varieties,
with yield potential substantially above that of traditional
varieties, have been introduced through the varietal improvement program.
The
national seed production program has rapidly multiplied these varieties to meet
the demand for new cultivars.
Through the BIMAS program, improved varieties,
fertilizer, ineecticides, and production credit have been made available to a
A l l of theee developments resulted from
large portion of the nation’s farmers.
governmental investment in irrigation, agricultural research, seed production,
plant protection, extension, and po,licies that have supported the price of rice
and aubsidized the price of inputs.
The collective impact of these effort8 has been that rice production grew from
12.2 million NT in 1969 to 25.5 million HT in 1984, during which time Indonesia
changed from being the world’s largest importer of rice to becoming a enall
exporter.
At the same time the per capita availability of rice for domestic
consumption rose from 107 kg p.a.
to 154 kg p.a.,
with an associated rise in
calorie and protein intakes.
It is not realistic to attempt to apportion the contribution to thie remarkable
change in production to the different components contributing to it and, indeed,
many of them are interdependent.
However, it is generally recognised that the
new high yielding varieties of rice have been an important contributory factor
with over 50 euch varietierr, tailored to a variety of needs, being releaaed
since the early 1970’s.
These now cover over 80% of the planted rice area, on
which average yield6 have increased by over 70%.
It ia widely tecognieed in Indonesia that IRRI has played a very aignificant
role in helping to provide thie new technology which, superimposed on the
Government’s infraatructural and supportive measures, has made the growth in
rice production poseible.

- iv IRRI’s impact has been felt in a number of ways.
Its early successes with IR5
and IR8 are credited with demonstrating the potential impact of agricultural
research and this is believed to have helped influence and encourage the
Government to invest heavily in agricultural research through the establishment
Since 1972 IRRI has had a team of between 2 and 7 scientists
of AARD in 1974.
in Indonesia working directly in the national program.
Throughout this time it
has supplied new germplasm and collaborated closely in Indonesia’s own germplasm
improvement program.
But, more than anything else, it has trained Indonesian
scientists, over 400 of them, not only in rice research but in rice based
cropping systems and in the dissemination of new technology.
Xany of the key
people in AARD, including the directors of five of the six research institutes
The partnership
of the Food Crop Research Centre, are IRRI-trained Ph.D.8.
between IRRI and AARD is well illustrated by the flow of new rice varieties,
some o f which are direct IRRI material whilst others are Indonesian lines bred
This partnership, and the
from IRRI parents by AARD’e IRRI-trained personnel.
results that it has achieved, indicate the sort of beneficial contribution that
an IARC can make when it collaborates with a highly motivated and professionally
competent NARS which is strongly and consistently backed by its own government.
The partnership has recently been further cemented through AARD and IRRI signing
a new agreement which recognises the growing competence of the NARS, whose postgraduate trained staff have increased from 42 in 1975 to 399 in 1984 (with a
This agreement
further 449 currently undergoing higher degree training).
very
involves a new type of working relationship about which AARD is
enthusiastic.
It calls for IRRI to collakys&g by filling defined and agreed
gaps in AARD‘e program and capability, rather than by AARD geo,Eeya&tqq in IRRI
activities.
The distinction iq subtle but extremely important in terms of
building
confidence and capability into a relatively large NARS which,
notwithstanding the past gains in rice productivity, envisagee a key role for
IRRI to play in the future in assisting AARD to move into frontier areas of
research relating to upland and swamp rice, hybrid rice and high riek new
technology.
It is not yet possible to relate a similar story for the activities of any of
the other IARCs, all of whom have had to operate in Indonesia within a framework
of weaker infrastructural support and with local counterpart personnel who were
less in numbers and often less well trained than the scientists with whom IRRI
has worked.
For this reason, some commodity based IARCs have had to be less
active than they themselves wished.
This situation is expected to change with
the build-up in AARD ataff and with the Government now giving high priority to
food crops other than rice.
Xuch of the new production will have to come from
upland areas, often on poor soils, in areas as yet lacking the support services
that have been available to rice farmers. In such circumstances AARD is seeking
a greater and more ’collaborative’ type input from CIXXYT, ICRISAT and CIP, and
possibly, from IITA and CIAT. For some commoditiee, such ae maize, AARD now has
the human resource base from which to build a collaborative program fairly
rapidly, and CIXXYT is already responding to a request to thie effect.
Since many of the IARC input8 are likely to be components of complex aystems of
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farming, AARD eees an urgent need for the different centres to coordinate their
separate inputs, if several of them are to play simultaneous rolee in AARD’s
research on crops other than rice (and on the farming systems of which these
crops are components).
The lack of such coordination at the present time is
seen as a flaw in the CGIAR system.
three of
There is strong eupport in Indonesia for the non-commodity IARCs,all
which are regarded as having made useful contributions.
It was suggested that
IPBGR ehould now be more active in advieing NARS about new crop and variety
potentials for non-CGIAR crops, based on results from NARS germplasm collections
with which this centre is associated.
For ISNAR and IFPRI to fulfill their
important mandates, it was recommended that they ehould concentrate in depth in
a limited number of countries where they should involve ae broad a spectrum as
possible of persons engaged in research policy and management.
Through their
professionalism and independence, both centres have the potential to contribute
significantly to strengthening research policy and management, which AARD eees
as an important need in many NARS, particularly rapidly growing ones.
The success of AARD’s partnerehip with IRRI has given rise to considerable
expectatione within Indonesia as to the role that other CGIAR centres might
play.
Given the many demands on all centres, the problems of geographical
separation, plue the much weaker infraatructural eupport and personnel reeources
currently available for research in Indonesia on crops other than rice, it will
prove a major challenge for the IARCe to meet these expectatione.
However, the
story of rice in Indonesia has generated local confidence that this eort of
challenge can be met and there is a widely-held view that the IARCe can, and
indeed must, play a key and even more active role in partnering AARD in the
future.
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The conduct of t h i s study required more than f i f t y interviews with
a g r i c u l t u r a l s c i e n t i s t s and administrators. A l l of them a r e busy people but
gave w i l l i n g l y and graciously of t h e i r time. A l i s t of persons interviewed,
t o a l l of whom I am indebted, i s given i n Annex 2.
I would p a r t i c u l a r l y l i k e t o record my a p p r e c i a t i o n of t h e l o g i s t i c s
support provided by D r . Ibrahim Manwan, t h e Secretary of AABD, who also
provided t h e commentary on which those p a r t s of t h i s r e p o r t r e l a t i n g t o XSMR
a r e based.
D r . Joko Budianto from t h e S e c r e t a r i a t a s s i s t e d me in many ways
and conducted t h e f i e l d interviews i n Malang, Maros, Lembang and Submandi.
He and Dr. B. E. Siwi, t h e D i r e c t o r of t h e Food Crop Research Centre, a l s o
discussed t h e f i r s t d r a f t of t h e manuscript and made many u s e f u l observations
which have been incorporated i n t h i s t e x t . The e r r o r s and omissions remain,
however, my r e s p o n s i b i l i t y .

The l o c a l o f f i c e of IRRI provided me with s e c r e t a r i a l support and t h e i r
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e , M r . W. Tappan, a l s o reviewed my f i r s t d r a f t and made valuable
I was a l s o f o r t u n a t e i n being a b l e t o have comprehensive
comments on it.
discussions about t h e IARCs a t t h e l o c a l o f f i c e s of M R D (and t h e IARCs) and
Both of them and
with two major donor supporters, namely USAID and IBRD.
Dr.
Siwi a l s o made a v a i l a b l e t o m e valuable background material.
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The Republic of Indone8ia is a highly diver80 country apread acroas an
archipelago of lore than 13,000 ialand8, straddling the equator with a distance
of over 5,000 kilometree from oaat to we8t and 2,000 kiloaetroe froa north to
south.
Theae vast di8tanCe8 and difference8 in geological etructure lead to
great variation8 in the seaaono, weather conditions, 8oil type8 and vegetation.
The total land aa88 is about 1.9 aillion km2, surroundod by 7.9 aillion km2 of
territorial water8 (including an economic excluaion zone).
Indonesia becaae indepondent in 1945 and ie governed by a Conmtitution in which
sovereignty i8 exerciaed by the People. Conaultative Aaaeably (HPR), which
deterainee the Constitution and the guideline8 of State Policy and elect8 both
the President and the Vice Preddent, who are the highe8t executive8 of
governrent.
The NPR conmiatm of meabere of the Houae of Repre8entativea (ao8t
of whoa are elected on a conatituency baaia) plus noainated repreaentativea of
regions and of functional group. in aociaty. The foundation of the Conatitution
i8
the
concept of
p&&s, the five principle.
of
nationaliaa,
huaanitarianier, deaoct8cy, 8ocial patice and belief in God.
Adainistratively the country i 8 dividod into 27 provincea, 246 regencies, 54
aunicipalitiea, 3,517 diatricta and 66,154 villages, each of which i8 linked in
a eycltea of local government which peraita a conaidarable degree of delegation
of responeibility.
1.1.2

POPULATZQ!

With an estiaated population of 165 aillion in 1985, Indonesia is the fifth aoat
populous country in the world, after the Peopla'a Republic of China, India, the
USSR and the USA.
This population, however, ia very unovenly dimtributed over the imland8 of the
archipelago a8 a result of difference8 in moil fertility, den8ity of vegetation
and aCCe88ability of the land, the proportion of unhealthy tidal awaapm and, not
leaat, position on trade route. (Annex 1 Table 1).
Java with the neighbouring
ieland of Nadura ham, in hi8toric tiaem, proved to be by far the moat favourable
area to aan: t h e m ialand8 which compriae only 7% of tho total area of Indonemia
contain over 60% of ita population.
With practically all arable land in Java, Bali and Loabok already under
cultivation,
there ia treaendoua population preaaure on land reaourcea.
De8truction of hillaide foreata, and remulting .oil eroaion, exacerbatem already
aerioua flood8 and aaaociated damage in coaatal area.,
and cmuaea heavy milking
of irrigation aymteam.
Heanwhile, potantially arable area.,
though o f low
fertility, lie unutilized or underutilized in the othor imlanda.
Organized
efforts to aove people to the other imlandm began moa. 75 year. ago and today,
aa a reault of officially 8pon8Or.d
trmnaaigration, mpontaneoua aigration, and
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internal growth, an eatimated two and a half million transmigcants are living in
other island eettlements.
Government
attache8 high priority to transmigration to promote regional
development,
create employment, reduce population pressures and increaae
production of food and export crops.
Before the mid-1970’s both the size and
quality of the transmigration program were limited by a shortage of funds.
In
1978, however, with improved resources, coupled with shortfalls in rice
production
and
increasing
landleesnese,
government
accelerated
the
transmigration program. The emphasis on transmigration has continued since this
time, and appears likely to do so in the future, given the long term
implication8 of population growth, currently eetimated at 2.2% p.8.
(although
urban grouth rates now approach 4% p.a.).
1.1.3

ECONOMY

The econorry of Indoneeia i 8 based upon the natural resource industries of
agriculture (including fisheries and forestry), mining and petroleum (Annex 1
Table 2).
A high proportion of these primary resources are located on the
sparsely populated islands of Sumatra and Kalimantan, while over 60% of the
population live on Java, which has areas with some of the world’s highest
population deneities.
The agricultural 8ector provides 52% of Indonesia’a
employment and 26% of its GDP.
Agriculture is of paramount importance to the 80% of the nation’s population
living in rural areas, where it is the major source of employment and income.
Because of the dominance of the oil industry, the agricultural sector is no
longer the main eource of exports, although it etill generated US 9 3.3 billion
of earnings in 1982.
The principal agricultural export products are wood,
rubber, coffee and shrimps.
The principal agricultural import until recently
was rice, but in the la8t few years rice self sufficiency has been achieved, and
the main current agricultural imports are wheat, sugar and soybean seed and cake
(Annex 1 Table 3).
During the 1970’8 the fndOne8ian economy as a whole grew at about 8% p.a.,
although declining oil prices have led to a tailing off of this growth rate in
the 1980’s. In 1982, GNP per capita was estimated to be US 9 580. The dominant
factor in the recent high economic growth rate was the high rate of expaneion of
the oil and gao induatriea. Net exports from these industries rose from US9 0.6
billion in 1973174 to USS 10.6 billion in 1980181, when the current account
1
.
0
provided about 60% of
enjoyed a eurplua of US8 2.1 billion.
Oil receipts 8
central government receipts by 1980181, and helped finance a sustained increaae
in demand.
The pattern of expenditures ha8 also helped foster diveraified
growth.
Of particular note has been the support for‘ agriculture, through
investment in infraetructure, proviaion of eupport services and effective use of
subsidies to maintain producer incentives.
This has supported an agricultural
growth rate of almost 4% p.a. over the past decade.
During 1982, the Indoneeian economy was affected advernely by the protract8d
international receaaion and the accompanying decline in export earning.,
especially from oil.
Theae developments led to a sharp turnaround in
Ind0ne8h08 extarnal re8ource position, with a balance of payment. deficit and a
fall in real per capita income8.
In responae, the Government acted promptly to
ensure that the country's balance of payrentr aituation was manageable and to
provide a baala for longer-term atructural tranaformation. Particular attention

- 3 was paid to reducing Indonesia's dependence on oil for
public revenuee.

export earnings and

These timely actione appear to be having a positive effect, in spite of the
continuing weakness of the petroleum sector.
The need for such actions is of
paramount importance to sustain the proceee of economic growth becquse,
notwithstanding the strides made in the last fifteen yeare, much more ie etill
For
needed in order to meet the government's
eocial and economic goals.
example, although social standards have improved considerably, public health
services still reach only 20-30% of the population; the country suffers from
high infant mortality (93 per 1,000 live births) and low life expectancy (54):
only 18% of the rural and 40% of the urban population have access to potable
water.
The basic education eyatem ha6 improved eignificantly, with 89%
enrollment in primary schools and 35% in junior secondary schools, and literacy
has increased from 57% to 62% over the past decade. However, training at higher
levels ie etill limited, with only 2% of eligible student8 attending poetsecondary echool.
Added to this, some 40% of the population are stated to be
living in poverty (defined as a per capita annual income of under US$ 1501, and
it can be seen that much still remains to be done.
The government's
strategy for tackling these problems ie through a series of
five year plans (Pelitas), the fourth of which (Repelita IV) was begun in April
1984.
Thie gives priority to inveetments in agriculture, human resource
development, energy, industry and rural development.
The inveetment strategy
has a8 a primary goal the creation of jobs. In addition, it aims to bring about
atructural transformation of the economy, generate foreign exchange savings and
enhance the economy's internationa1,competitivenees.

As

in the third five year plan (Annex 1 Table 41, about half of the budget ie
labelled "routine" and comprises pereonnel and material expendituree, subsidies
to regions (provincee), debt eervice payment6 and food and oil eubeidies. Under
the "development" budget comes expenditure on development programs and projects
of the departments, subaidiee for the apecial national development programs in
the dietricts (kabupaten) and village. (kampunga), subsidy on the commercial
import of fertilizers and on inveatment through banking eyeteme, the building of
primary
echoole and epecial preeidential development projects (so-called
Inetruksi Preeident = Inpree),
as well as external donor project aid.
Agriculture comprised 14% of the development budget in Repelita I11 and 13% in
Repelita IV (Annex 1 Table 5 ) .

--------- ---------

Domestic revenues for providing the funde required for the budget
are
practically entirely of fiacal origin and provide over 85% of the necessary
funde.
The residue ia met from an external inflow, moat of which ia derived
from program and project aid obtained from donor countries in the framework of
the Inter-Government Group for Indoneeia (IGGI) which wae firet formed in 1967.
This hae, in recent years, provided about USS 2 billion a'year in the form of
concessional l o a m used both to aupport the balance of payments and for
Aid provided as grants, such as
development projects (Annex 1 Table 6 ) .
technical aid and food aid, a8 well a8 aid from non IGGI countries, ie not
included in the totale shown in Annex 1 Table 4.
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Indoneaia ha8 a dual agricultural atructure conai8ting of around 18.5 million
aaallholdora and p a t over 1000 large oatatea.
Between thea they cultivate
under 17 aillion ha. of Indone8ia's total land area of 191 rillion ha., auch of
which ia in foroat or graaaland (Table 1.1).

TABLE 1.1
LAND CLASSIFICATION (aillion ha) a)
Region

Total land
area

Total forest
land area

Scrub, G r a d )
bare landa

Agriculture Other
Eutateu
uues

6

---------- ------------ ------------ ----------- ---47.4
13.2
53.9
7.4
18.9
7.5
42.2

Sumatra
Java
Kaliaantan
Bali/Nuaa Tonggara
Su1awaai
Haluku
Irian Jaya

28.4
2.9
41.5
2.0
9.9
6.0

4.7

5.4
6.2

1.2
6.4
1.7
3.2

0.2
0.1

8.9
2.9

1.9

4.1

1.2
1.6
0.3

2.5
4.2
1.o
10.6

-----------------TOTAL
290.5
122 2
17.5
16.6
34.2
-----------------------------------31.5
0

a)
b)

Source: ISNAR 1981
Includes only acrub, grana and bare lands outside foreut land.
A further
15.5 million ha o f thia claaa of land are roported to exiut within forest
land.

Of the 16.6 a. ha. of cultivated land, over 9 aillion are under annual crops in
the amallholder aoctor, and the reaidue ia under porennial crop8 on both
8mallholdinga and oatatea.
Noarly half of the land under annual crop8 io
irrigated (Table 1.2).

TABLE 1.2
SUMNARY OF ESTIHATED LAND USE FOR ANNUAL CROPS (1977) <a

Region

........................
Sawah <b
Irrigatd Rainfod
.....................

Java
Sumatra
Kaliaantan
Sulaweai
Haluku and Irian Jaya
Bel1 and Nuaa Tenggara

Swamp Total
(8000 ha)

-

Upland Total
---------------

2628
776
54
266

337
238
189
83

169
331
1

3004
1182
575
349

n.8.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

301

99

-

400

1530,
712
540
393
130
432

4534
1894
1115
742
130
832

4923
Si6
392
3329 9232
2242
...............................................................................
fndonoda
<a

Source: ISNAR 1981
<b Tho term
r d o r a to rice f i e l d . , irrigatod or watered only by
rainfell, which heve low bank. or "bunda" built around thea to retain wator.
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Land ownership in Indoneeia ie more evenly dietributed than in many other
developing countriea.
While farm holdings vary from near landlees to large
plantation.
moat consiat of a house site, a small yard/garden and about one
farm size is generally uneconomic.
An estimated 50
hectare of tillable land
percent of the farm families in Java are effectively landlese, of which 40
percent derive their income from off-farm work.

-

-

Land problem6 for the moat part atom from uneven population distribution,
uneconomic farm eize and low productivity.
On the inner islands of Java, Ball
and Hadura, limited land area and high population density cause farma to average
only 0.5 hectares with an average annual per capita farm income of the order of
US 8100. Fragmentation of farms has increaaed dramatically in the laet 15 yeare
and in now at a point where an eatimated 60 percent of all farms are le88 than 1
ha., with about 30 percent of theae less than 0.25 ha. Java alone haa more than
8.6 million farma with an average size of only 0.5 ha. (Annex 1 Table 7 ) .
These amall farma are primarily engaged in subeiatence food production,
especially where population preesure i a moat intenaive and irrigation is most
extensive.
However, there is a eubstantial volume of coconut, sugar cane,
rubber, coffee and apice produced by smallholders (Annex 1 Table 81, about five
million of whom, many being in tho poverty group, depend partially or wholly on
perennial crop8 for their livelihood.
Tree cropa occupy about a third of total cropped land (coconuts and rubber
account for 80% of thi.1,
and generate almost half of total non-oil export
revenue.
Srrallholdare cultivate 80% of the rubber and coffee area8 and
virtually all coconute, cloveo and peppar, whereaa tea, oil palm and cacao are
grown primarily on estatea.
Non-food crops in Indoneaia have traditionally been Ch88ified a8 "eetate" crops
(grown rrainly on eatate.
rany of which are now etate owned), or "industrial"
cropa
(rralnly 8mallholder).
Although largely
irrelevant today,
thio
cla88lfication .till per8i.t.
in8ofar aa tha organieation of research, extension
and other aervicea to the grower are concerned.
*'Eatate*' crop producers pay a
levy on their production, part of which i8 diverted to funU research on these
crops, which ia therefore, relatively better endowed than,that on most other
agricultural cropa in Indoneaia.

-

The moat important crop in Indon8eia ia rice, which provides over half the
national calorie and protein intake and ia grown on a wide variety of lands
Irrigated wetland constitute8 about 53% of the rice area, most of
(Table 1.3).
it being in Java and Bali.
About two third8 of the irrigated area has a welldeveloped infraatructure and is capable of growing two cropa a year.
Rice is
often followed by a aecondsry (palawija) crop.
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TREE 1.3
ClREFIS OF W
O
R

RICE GRMJIN6 ENVIRO"TS, INWNESIFI, 1976.

Enviroment
Java-Bali

Sumtra Kaiimantan Sulauesi Nusa TenaPgara Total

The importance of rice in the Indonesian agricultural economy and diet has long
been reflected in the emphasis placed on the crop in research, extension and
production programs.
The introduction and local breeding of high-yielding varieties (HYVs), together
increaeed fertilizer and pesticide use stimulated by the BINAS/INIAS
and greater stability of production through the
program (aee eection 1.2.21,
rehabilitation and extension of irrigation, has led to a very substantial
increaee in average wet rice yield per hectare. Self-sufficiency in rice, which
was a key goal of Repelita I and 11, has been attained (Annex 1 Tables 9 and
10).

with

Government food production policy is now laying much greater atreea on
increaaing the output of "palawija crops" the m i n one of, which are maize,
cassava, sweet potato, soybean, groundnut, aungbean and, more recently, sorghum
and wheat.
These crops in the paet, received much less e~phasisthan rice, and
yielde and returns per hectare from their production are often well below their
potential. Fruits and vegetables are 8180 widely grown in Indonesia, but mainly
as home garden crops.
The relative importance of these different food crops is
ahown in Annex 1 Table 11.
Livestock production accounts for le00 than 10 per cent of the total value of
agricultural production.
The number of farm animals in Indonesia is emall
compared to the human population.
Here it ie the small farmer who keep8
livestock.
Farm animals are a source of power and are viewed as a major aaset
to the econosic structure of the traditional subsistence farm and to village
life. Exceptione to the traditional small-holder livestock syeteme are limited.
The moat valuable componente of the liveatock sector are cattle and buffalo,
They are found in herds with only one
aost of which are used by small farmers.
or two adult animala.
They subsist on crop reeidues and roadside grazing and
aerve primarily ae draught animals, although efforts are now being m d e to
A number of dairy
develop a beef industry in the eastern parts of the country.
P i g s are excluded
animal. have ala0 been imported to develop a milk induetry.
from many area8 for religiou. reaaons.
There is a large poultry population and
a rapidly developing modern poultry industry.

- 7 Over 60% of animal protein euppliee are, however, derived from fieh.
Marine
fi8hing provide8 three-quartere of the 2 million ton fieh catch, although only
25% of the 6uetainable marine yield is harveeted.
There ie a high growth
potential in offehore fiehing, although there are problem8 of ecale and of
marketing. A considerable growth potential 8180 exiete for aquaculture which is
a8 yot, very little developed.
Apart from its importance as a eource of
protein, the fiehing industry providee employment for about 3 million people and
also gonorates over US$ 250 million of export earnings, mainly through the
harvesting of ehrimp and, to an increasing degree, tuna.
Foro8try i8 ale0 an important eub-sector in Indoneeian agriculture and, next to
oil, i 8 the biggest eource of export earninge. Approximately 60% of Indoneeia’e
land area i8 in foreet, which coaprieee the largeet concentration of tropical
hardwood8 found in any country. Since April 1984 forestry ha8 been taken out of
the Ministry of Agriculture and it ie now in a separate minietry.

In the early 1960s, Indoneeia’e population grew rapidly but rice production
remained relatively constant.
The government eought to change thie through a
program of technical advice, credit, and inputs to cooperating farmere. After a
trial period, thie was implemented nationwide in 1965-1966 and named BIHAS, or
ma88 guidance (Birowo 1975).
Tho ba8ic program ha8 been modified eeveral times.
To accomodate faraer
participant8 who no longer needed credit because yield8 and income had
increased, INMAS was initiated in 1967-68.
When the firet modern varietiee
(IRS, IR8) became available in 1968, the program wae renamed BINAS Baru (new

BIHAS)

.

At the 8ame time as farmer participation in BIMAS increased, Indoneeia suffered
from a 8hortage of foreign exchange which made it difficult to import inputs.
Con8equently, BIHAS Gotong-Royong (mutual cooperative BIMAS) wae introduced in
1968-69.
Foreign private enterprieee were recruited to provide technical
guidance and required input8 to the government on l-year credit.
By the 1970
wet 8ea80nr however, this aaaietance wa8 no longer needed.
In 1969-70 Improved BIHAS wa8 8tarted, and the unit village concept wae
introduced.
Thi8 roproaonta the current aodel.
The agricultural area wae
divided into block8 of 600-1,000 ha. Each becamo the organizational unit for
activitiea to mupport intenaification
including credit, input retailera,
exten8ion officer.,
and product marketing.
In 1972-73 the Improved BIHAS
program wa8 expanded to include food crop8 other than rice.

-

In 1979 tho government launchod a collective approach to intensification called

INSUS (Inteaificaai Khusu8 or Special Intensification). Groups of up to 50
farmer.
(in many ~8.08 uaera of one tertiary irrigation canal) make collective
deci8ione about land preparation, planting, epraying and harveeting echedule8.
Order8 for input6 under the intensification program are coordinated, and
8chedule8 for receiving credit and aaking payment6 to the Bank Rakyat (People's
Bank) aro determined for all BIHAS participant8 in the group. Thi8 collective
proce88 of credit approval and loan repayment ha8 been responsible for
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eubetantial increases in rice production.
In 1980, 9.8% of the total wetland
rice area (7.8 million ha) and about 68% of the BIHAS/INHAS area (1.6 million
ha) fell under the INSUS program.
Uoet spectacular results (an average of over
12 HT paddy/he for a group of farmers) have been accomplished in Bali, where the
program is coordinated with the treditionel community irrigation organization
the "subak"

.

Ae an incentive to participation, rice produced by INSUS farmers ha6 a support
price marginally above rice purchased from non-participants.
An INSUS program
for corn was started in 1981.
The BIHAS program is built around three principles:
First, participating farmers are encouraged to use modern
practices, including good land preparation, seeds, efficient
practicee, fertilizer, and insecticide.

production
irrigation

Second, noncollateral credit is made available to obtain a package of
inputs that preeently includes a recommended modern variety, 100-250 kg
urea/ha. and 35-75 kg triple superphoephate/ha. (depending on area), 2
litre6 of insecticide, 100g of rodenticide, and a nominal cost-of-living
allowance.
Inputs are provided in kind and the living allowance in cash,
with an interest rate of 1X per month charged on the outetanding balance.
Third, technical aeeietance is provided by exteneion agents (PPL) through a
three-tier system.
Each PPL works with 16 maeter farmers, who in turn are
amsigned 20 farmers, each of whom has 5 farmers .to whom he should
Ideally, 1 PPL
coumunicate new information that is passed down the chain.
reaches 1,600 farmere through the tier structure.
Farmers accepted the BIHAS program rapidly.
Four years after the program was
That increased to
initiated (1968), more than 750,000 hectares were enrolled.
3,086,000 hectare8 by 1975.
BIHAS participation has declined since, but the
total program area (BIUAS plus INUAS) ha8 increased steadily and covered 5.9
million
of the slightly more than 7 million hectares of the wetland rice
cropped during the late 1970's.
The two nost important inputs in the production package are fertilizer and
modern varieties.
Ae the program expanded, adoption of fertilizer and modern
varieties grew.
From 1970 to 1979, urea consumption tripled, the area planted
to modern varieties increased fivefold and insecticide use 1088 markedly (Annex
1 Tables 12,13,27).

As input use increased, yields also roee steadily.
Over the 10-year period
considered, wetland rice yields climbed from 2.6 to 3.2 HT/ha or by 22X.
The
actual magnitude of the yield increase in the production progran area wee
probably even greater.
While wetland ie defined as both rainfed and irrigated
areae, the production progran was largely confined to irrigated farms.
During the first year of the program, repayment stood at 9OX or more.
In the
1975 dry aeaeon, default6 on loano increaeed ateadily. Ae of January 1980, only
47X of the 1978-79 wet meeaon loan6 had been repaid.
But even though faramra
a
with outetanding loano cannot obtain additional credit, thio ham not had
noticeable impact on urea conrumption or modern variety adoption bacauae input8
can atill be obtained for caah through INNAS.
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The rice pricing policy of the government has also stimulated the application of
high levels of input8 (Annex 1 Tables 12 and 13).
Since 1968 government ha8
supported the price of rice and subsidized the cost of fertiliser and pesticide.

,

Initially, BINAS was largely restricted to paddy areas with good water control.
The program was expanded in the mid 1970’s to include direct seeded rice, maize,
aorghum, soybean, groundnut, green beans and caeaava. However, its acceptance
on secondary crops has been much slower than rice, and only 3% of the area
under secondary crops was in the BIMAS program by 1983. On the other hand there
hae been a significant growth in the palawija area in the INMAS program (i.e.
using modern inputs but not BIMAS credit),
which covered 39% of the area under
The BINAS program is
palawija crops in 1982 and rose to 49% in 1983.
implemented via village units (VU).
These are defined as 600-1,000 hectares of
A
rice land and compriee 2-3 villages and up to about 1,500 farm familiae.
fully established VU is euppoeed to have a People’s Bank credit office, a
farmers’ cooperative (BUUD/KUD) for input supply and purchase of paddy, or a
village kiosk to eupply inputs, and at least one field extension worker (PPL).
The growth of BUUDIKUD farmers’ cooperatives, with small-scale drying, storage
and milling facilities, haa been atrongly promoted by the government aa a meaus
of linking farmera with the official production, price and stock policies for
rice. The average BUUD/KUD has between 750 and 1,000 farmer-members, and covers
an area of 600 to 1000 hectares.
The BUUD/KUD system has evolved into the principal economic intermediary between
farmere on the one hand and BULOG/DOLOG and private traders on the other.
The
BUUDa are federations of old village cooperatives, while the KUDe are the next
stage of development, when BUUDe are organized and registered formally as
cooperatives.
The change from handling and storage of stalk paddy to gabah, resulting from the
widespread adoption of HYV’s,
has created problems in post-harvest operations,
i.e. threshing, transportation, drying and storage, both at the farmer level and
beyond. This challenge has been met by the Governrent through channels, such as
the Rice Procurement Agency (BULOG) and BUUD/KUD farmere’ cooperatives, with the
establishment of suitable product quality standards and the adoption of measures
for the protection of stocks.
BULOG has recently completed construction of modern ntorage facilities, with a
total capacity of over one million metric tons built at 128 locations throughout
Indonesia.
The new facilitiee have enabled BULOG to modernize product handling
and to go 8ome way towards covering foreseeable foodgrain storage requirements,
although the bumper harvests in 1983 and 1984 created atorage problems.
BULOG is aleo responsible for implementing government’s price policy for rice
and other foodetuffs, as discuseed in section 1.2.3 of this report.
In
addition, it has the import monopoly of wheat and sugar and charge of their
distribution, adRiniEtr8tfOn of food a i d , import of maize, and the taak of
aasiating the Department of Industry in preparing import papers and tender8 for
raw cotton and cotton yarn.
These reaponsibilitiea give BULOG an influential
role in Indonesia’s food security policy and in food import&. The importance of
this role 18 enhanced by BULOG’s management information ayatem, eatabli8h.d
bOC6U8e of the critical importance of adequ6te data for fulfilment of it8
obligations as the national price atabilization, food di8tribution and rice
atock authority.

However, BULOG's
most
summarized ae follows:
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important reeponsibilities concern rice

and

most
high

may

be

(i)

To supply rice regularly to the armed forces, and to
employees, at reasonable pricee which maintain a
stability in the incomes of theee key groupe;

government
degree of

(ii)

To procure rice or gabah from the domeetic market so a6 to support the
eetablished minimum floor price for farrere, eufficient to induce thea
to increase their farm production through u8e of high
yielding
varieties, fertilizere and other important farm inpute;

(iii)

To be prepared to inject rice into the market to help maintain a atable
economy by preventing rice pricee from rising above a predeterained
ceiling price.

Theee taske require direct involvement and technical expertiae in training,
storage, management, financing, transporting and general orggnieational akills.
The activities of BULOG, BIHAS and INHAS with reepect to the price and stack
policy, and the provision of credit and inpute, are supported on the education,
extension and renearch sidee by the Director Generalaten of Food Crop.,
Livestock, Fieheriee, and Eetate Crope, the Agency for Agricultural Education
Training and Exteneion (AAETE) and the Agency for Agricultural Research and
Development (AARD).
The Director Generalatea are responsible for field and extension aervicea to
farmers, and the operational staff for the BIHAS and INHAS program.
are,
effectively, on secondment from the staff of the relevant Director General
(principally food crope).
The field extension workers (PPL's)
referred to
earlier, and the higher level PPH's and PPS's to whom they report, are alao on
the staff of the relevant director general.
These officere provide the uaual
type of exteneion eervices to farmers, including the proviaion of technical
assistance.
The AAETE ie priaarily a training agency, with a wide network of training
centres dietributed throughout the country.
These are uaed for training both
farmers and extension. peroonnel.
The AARD is the reeearch agency whoae
activities and structure are described in Chapter 2 of this report.

For the paet fifteen years or so four objectives have dominated governaent
thinking on agricultural development.
The first ha. been the attainment of
national self-sufficiency in the production of major foodatuffs, with apecia1
emphasie on rice.
The eecond has been the irproveaent of farm incoaea in the
intereet of achieving better income-diatribution within the aociety.
A third
objective hae been to provide urban coneumers with rice at a "reaaonable" and
relatively 8table price.
The fourth objective ha. been to control the budget
aubeidiee to producere and coneumere which have been given in purauit of the
~~~-~~~~~

a>

Thia section draws heavily on World Bank (1982) for its content.
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firet three. These objectives are sometimes in conflict with each other, in the
sense that attaining more of one requires soae sacrifice of another.
The
balancing of competing objectives involves "tradeoffe" that depend on both
technical and political Judgements. A principal instrument in the pursuit of
these objectives is pricing policy.
T h i s ie formulated at cabinet level and
executed by BULOG.
Current policy measures aainly concern rice, and comprise BULOG implementation
of a national paddy and rice floor price determined by means of relating the
benefits gained from using the BIMAS/INWAS package to its cost, bearing in mind
the need to esteblish adequate production incentives.
Allowing for regional
disparities, and for product quality differentials not fully covered by the
existing system, the floor price is applicable nationwide and is particularly
effective in areas covered by BI#AS/INMAS.
A flexible ceillng price system for
rice, at the wholesale and retail levels, takes account of the need for
maintaining an adequate margin between ceiling and floor prices so as , in
principle, to cover the cost of holding stocks, while protecting the interests
of consumere.
The firet statement of a comprehensive price policy for rice was made in 1969
(Hears and Saleli Afiff). The basic philosophy of this policy, a8 summarized by
nears (19811, was: (a) support for floor prices high enough to ntimulate
production; (b) ceiling price protection assuring a reasonable price for
consumere; (c) sufficient range between these two prices to provide traders and
millers reasonable profit after holding rice between crop seasons; and (d)
appropriate price relationships within Indonesia and internationslly.
In
addition, inter-regional price spreads were intended to be sufficient to enable
traders to cover costs of movement from surplus to deficit areaa, and domestic
prices were to be insulated from world prices to avoid large swings in domestic
prices.
On the other hand it was intended that there should be a correlation
between domestic pricee and world prices over time to minimize import eubsidies.
Since this basic philosophy was first articulated and implemented in the early
1970's,however,
its
application has evolved in response
to
changing
circumstances and pressuree.
In particular, substantial economic and budget
subsidies, especially for fertilizer, have been introduced, which to some extent
involves departure8 from the original principles for rice price policy.
Currently two types of eubsidies are utilised, naaely, budget subsidies which
involve GO1 cash payments from the development budget, and economic subsidies
which involve economic prices below the opportunity cost as reflected by longrun world prices.

During the period 1970-82, Indonesia generally maintained a domeetic price for
rice below the import parity price? as shown in Annex 1 Table 14. Only in 1976,
1977, and 1982, when the world price was well below its long-run trend level,
was the Indonesian rice price above the import price.
Doaeatic fertilizer prices are also well below their import parity pricee.
Annex 1 Table 15 shows the price etructure for urea and triple superphoaphete
(TSP) in 1982. The economic price a> of urea at the fara-gate was estimated at
that time to be Rp 160Ikg compared to the official price of Rp 70/kg; and the

......................................................................
a>

What prices would be in the absence of any subsidies.

-
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economic price of TSP, R p 171/kg compared to Rp 70/kg.
Thus, domestic prices
Since 1982 urea prices to
were less then half the inport parity price in 1982.
the farmer have not risen in dollar terms.
There is also an economic subsidy
involved in the domestic production of urea: suppliers of natural gas for urea
manufecture receive a price which is lower than the opportunity cost of that
gas. This represents a substantial implicit subsidy which is likely to grow if
the policy remains unchanged, since by the late 1980's about 53% of Indonesia's
total annual urea production of 3.7 WT is expected to be produced using gas
feedstock from fields with export potential.

--Budget
-----------Subeidies

I

Although economic subsidiee may involve efficiency costs for the economy, they
do not necessarily involve cash outlays from the GO1 budget.
In particular,
differences between domestic and import parity prices will give riee to budget
subsidy only when rice or fertilizer ie imported.
Thus, throughout the 1970's,
imports of these commodities were a substantial burden on the budget.
However,
Indonesia is likely to be close to self-sufficiency in rice during the 1980'8,
in which case difference8 between domestic and world prices would not impose
budget costs except in those years in which some imports are necessary to offset
poor harvests.
Also, because of its plentiful natural gas resources, Indonesia
is a competitive producer of urea, and its urea production will continue to grow
The
rapidly in coning years so that no substantial urea imports are predicted.
economic subsidy implicit in the low price of natural gas feedstock for urea
plante elso does not have a direct budget inpact: it simply involves foregone
revenue8 for the gas producer and hence reduced incentives to produce and
deliver gas for this purpoee.
However, there are important budget subsidiee in
the present pricing structure.
There are two main categories of theee that affect food crops: First, there are
subsidies on fertilizer. Urea and phosphate fertilizer, in particular, are sold
to fernere by PUSRI (the Fertilizer Company) and its agents at prices that are
considerably below the full cost of production (or import costs in the case of
imported fertilizer) and distribution.
The 1981/82 budget coet of these
In that year, the total coet was
subsidiee is given in Annex 1 Table 16.
estimated to be USS 370 million, equivalent to 30% of the development budget for
the entire agriculture eector and more than the budget for either health or
housing and water.
The eecond type of budgetary subsidy arises because BULOG's
selling price for rice does not adequately reflect its full coats of storage and
other marketing costs.
It was estimated that, in 1982, BULOG lost about Rp 30
for each kilogram of domestic rice distributed in market operations.

During the period 1978-83 the GDP of Indonesia rose by nearly 6% per annum.
In
the agricultural sector the growth rate wae just under 4%.
Any discua6ion on
this growth rate is dominated by the influence of rice which compriaem about one
third of the value of agricultural output.

wetland rice yield8 fluctuated between 1.8 and 2.2 nT/ha.
Until the nid-l960'e,
With the introduction and widespread adoption of modern varietiea in the late
1960'8,
wetland yields rose ateadily and have averaged over 4 llT/ha ainco 1982,
although dryland yields are lee8 than half thio level (Annax 1 Tablo 9).
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Despite a severe drought in 1971/72, and major outbrakes of Brown Plant Hopper
(BPH), production has increased every year except for 1972 and 1975.
Between 1968 and 1981 the average rate of growth of rice production, area
harvested and yield were 4.4%, 1.1% and 3.3% p.a., respectively. Output growth
in recent years has been spectacular.
For example between 1978 and 1982 the
increase in production wae 6.8% p.a.; between 1979 and 1980 it wae 12.8%. There
have, however, also been some disappointing years.
In ,1972there was a 4%
decline from the previous year due to a lower yield and area harvested, both
Even though production recovered in 1977,
caused by widespread drought.
production during the period 1973 to 1977 wae well below the trend after the
rapid rate of growth (5.7%) between 1968 and 1971. (Annex 1 Figure 3).
Output
returned to the trend rate of growth in 1978, but slurped again in 1979, leading
to serious concern for long-term food security.
However, 1980 and 1981
production level8 (20.2 and 22.3 million MT respectively) implied increases of
13% and 10% p.a., growth slowed again in 1982 and 1983 (23.2 and 23.5 million NT
respectively, but surged to 25.5 million I¶T in 1984).

This growth trend of the last 16 years has resulted in a steady rise in per
capita availability of rice from an average of 90.6 kg in 1960-1967 to over 140
kg at the present time.
The impressive strides made by rice have not occured with other basic food
crops, particularly palawija crops, which are grown on some 6 million ha, often
after rice.
The production levele of theae crope very from year to year but
have generally stagnated during the period of Repelita 111, except for maize,
whoae production roee strongly in 1983 (Table 1.4).

TABLE 1.4
'PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL PALAWIJA CROPS 1978-83

?!
1978
Uaize
Soybean
Groundnut
Cassava
Sweet Potato

1979

1980

1981

4509
4029
3606
3991
617
680
653
704
475
446
424
470
12902 13751 13726 13301
2079 2094
2803 2194

1982

1983

3235
5095
568
521
437
469
12988 11651
1676
2044

sro!!s!! lase
1979-83 Repelita IV
Actual
Target
8.5
5.1
-0.6
18.8
1.3
8.7
6.1
-1.8
0.6
2.8

Naize is the second moat important food crop in Indoneaia.
In the period 19701980 the total area fluctuated between 2.1 and 3.4 m ha., producing batween 2.2
and 4.011. UT with an average yield of about 1400 kg/ha.
Average annual
consumption ie 26 kg par capita but in South Sulaweei, Eaat Nuaa Tenggara and
Ea6t Java it le 71, 58 and 40 kg respectively. Nationally maize provide8 about
10% of the calorie intake, and it is also used increamingly in the growing
animal feed induatry, whoae demands have turned Indoneeia from being a amall
exporter to becoming an importer of thie commodity.

- 14 casseve
Cassava is grown on about 1.4 a ha., yielding an average of 9.7 MTlha., to give
a total production of over 13m UT or 10% of world production.
Host of this
production comes from Java, with the Lampung area of Sumatra and East Nusa
Production 'fluctuates from year
Tenggara also being important producing areas.
to year but, in general, has been fairly etagnant and has lagged far behind the
Repelita I11 target.
Uost caaeava is used for consumption either fresh, after
drying and storing, or after processing.
Per capita consumption averages 72
kglannum, fresh cassava providing 8% of the national calorie intake, but in some
parts of the country the intake may be several times this level.

Soybean production has stagnated during Repelita 111, and hoped-for sizeable
increases have not been realized.
Imported varieties of seed have so far not
been successful. In spite of relatively high internal prices, soybean yields are
The area under
low, in part because of climatic and eeed storage factors.
soybean, principally in Java, has ranged between 650 and 800,000 ha in recent
years.
In 1981, 800,000 ha produced 690,000 XT, an average yield of 850 kg per
hectare.
A large part of the eoybeans are produced in monoculture after rice,
with rather lese coring from intercropping with maize, sorghun or cassava, often
uaing very intensive systems, on upland soils.
At present, soybean production is supplemented by large and growing imports. In
1982 doneetic production was about 521,000 MT and imports were 361,000 MT.
In
1983 domestic production increased to 568,000 XT and imports rose to 391,000 UT.
Groundnut
--------During the period 1970 - 1980 the harvested area under groundnuts increased from
375,000 to 500,000 hectares, with an average annual production of about 450,000
MT representing a yield of 900 kg/ha.
Most production is derived from Java,
whose groundnuts are grown on eawah, mixed with rice and soybean, or in free
stand after rice, or more commonly, from upland areas where they are grown in
combination with maize, cassava and grain legumes.
Groundnuts are used mainly for human consumption.
Production has been static
over the last six years, and a significant level of imports has developed.
Repelita IV has set a very high target for growth in production based on the
domestic demand. There are, however, both technical and price constraintsto be
overcoae before this target can be met.

yielding an
In 1981 150,000 XT of lrungbeane were produced from 273,000 ha.,
average of 550 kglha., a level only half of that returned at AVDRC.
Tho araa
It ie mainly a cash crop,
under the crop has tripled in the l a s t ten years.
grown for producing traneparent noodle8 and bean eprouts. Cultivation is either
in free stand after rice or a8 an intercrop, usually with maize.
The two
systems require different plant types, although most varieties grown are
suitable for mixed cropping.
The availability of high quality eeed ie limited, often because of primitive
aethods of seed separation, leading to a high incidence of damaged seede.
It
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will be necessary to overcome this problem if the very ambitious target of selfsufficiency by 1988, implying a 16.1% per annum growth rate in production, is to
be met.

Sweet potato production in Indonesia appears to have declined during the decade
of the 1970's , with the area under the crop falling from 378,000 to 265,000
hectares.
However, yields increased from 6.1 to 7.6 XT during this period and
overall production in 1981 was about 2 million MT, representing a per capita
intake of 13 kg/annum.
Intake levels were soaewhat higher in the important
production areas of East Nusa Tengarra and Irian Jaya, although overall about
half of total production is grown in Java.
Repelita IV call8 for a growth rate
in production of 2.8% p.a.,
a modest target that would appear to be technically
feasible.

Sorghum is grown mainly in Central Java, East Java and East Nusa Tengarra. The
area planted increased from 17,600 to 53,100 ha from 1973 to 1982.
Grain
production increased from 10,500 to 42,200 NT, and yields increased from 597 to
1,189 kg/ha during this time.
Sorghum is used mainly as a food during times of
food shortage, when it may be mixed with rice.
It is sometime8 fed to cattle
and to poultry, although its tannin content may limit this use.
Production is sometimes in monoculture, but more usually in combination with
other palawija crops. The crop has many similarities to maize but has a greater
drought tolerance and, therefore, has a potential role to play in the
development of the eastern parte of Indonesie, provided that a mechanism can be
established for marketing it at a satisfactory price either in the domestic food
market or by exporting it, probably to Hong Kong or Singapore, which already
purchase part of Indonesia's production.

Wheat is a major import into Indonesia, and for several years now, efforts have
been made to grow the crop locally. These are still limited and are confined to
highland areas. For ecological reasons, the crop is likely to remain a minor one
unless major breakthroughs are made in wheat breeding
Potatoes
-------The potato is a relatively minor vegetable crop in Indoneeia.
Production in
1980 was 230,000 NT from 24,000 ha.
For hietoric reasons, and because it
fetches a high price in the expatriate market, it is a crop that has generated a
lot of interest in recent years. It is, however, of significance in the diet of
very few Indonesians and in the income of few farmers.

Although palawija crops are grown in eystere of monoculture, they are more
frequently found in multiple-cropping systems, either after rice or on non-rice
lands.
The palawija crop grown in the cropping system is selected on the baeis
of available water, and the time available before replanting rice.
Haize i s
eaaily managed, but returns per unit of land have been low.
Caeeava yields
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more, economically, but requires a system of maintenance of planting material
throughout the year, and must be used or proceesed rapidly after harvest.
Legumes are of high value but low
Therefore, marketing is often a problem.
yields, and are often exposed to pest attack.
Furthermore, obtaining high
quality seed is often e problem.
Sweet potatoes a h 0 require a eystem of
planting material, and after harvest they are not readily processed into high
quality long-lasting form.
In recent years a great deal of cropping eyetens research has been carried out
in Indoneeia, and eome of thie haa indicated that, in particular circumstances,
multiple cropping involving palawija crops can be as profitable, or even more
so, than rice monoculture.
This is, however, not the normal situation and
palawija crop production is constrained by the availability of suitable seed
supplies, the inappropriate use of inputs, the inadequacy of water control, the
incidence of pests and diseases, high post-harvest losses, and insecure
marketing outlets.
Collectively, whether they are grown in mono or multiple cropping, the
contribution of palawija crops to the agricultural GDP was about 1600 billion
Rupiahs (USS 2.5 billion) in 1981.
This represented about 12% of the
agricultural GDP.
Of the total sum, 38% was made up by maize, 26% by cassava,
13% each by eoybean and groundnut, 6% by sweet potato and 4% by mungbean. These
percentages change very much from year to year and, for example, the importance
of maize increased at the expense of cassava in 1983.
Although there is Considerable scope for increaeing the yields of palawija
crops, yields are not the only problem. Domestic consumer demand for secondary
crops remains highly inelastic, and rapid increases in supply could result in
declining producer prices.
Increasing the production of secondary crops must
occur in conjunction with the development of new source8 of donerrtic demand for
them and for exports.
So any increase in production will have to find its way
into animal feed or into the processing aector, to complement or supplement
current usage.
The extent to which this can be done is likely to be highly
dependent on price policies, as there is evidence of high cross elasticity with
alternative commoditieo, including ones which are imported.
For the grain
legumes, particularly eoybean, market prices are already attractive, both as
human food and for the rapidly growing animal feed rarket, and the najor
constraints to increasing production are technical ones.
1

!!?9n:lood EroEg
Outaide of the food crop area, Indonesian agriculture has had an uneven
performance in recent years.
Despite recent higher world prices for rajor tree
crop product.,
only oil palm ha8 shown sustained large increase8 in production,
due to investment program6 by GO1 and private estates. Static production levels
are a aymptom of paat low prices and noglect, especially indequate research and
extension, and of failure to replant with higher-yielding varieties.
In
particular, tho performance of the rubber and coconut industriea, both of which
utiliae a lot of land, ha6 been particularly di88ppOinting. The growth rate in
production of 8ome important tree crop8 between 1973 and 1983 ia ahown in Table

1.5.
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TABLE 1.5
GROWTH RATE IN TREE CROP PRODUCTION 1973-83

Palm Oil
Kapok
Tea
Coffee
Coconuts
Rubber
Cloves

---1973

---1978

---1983

290
29
67
180
1280
844
27

525
32
89
260
1578
950
21

937
51
116
230
1605
981
31

x

E191
growth rate
12.8
5.8
5.6

2.5
2.3
1.5
1.4

........................................................................
Source:

Statistical Handbook of Indonesia 1983

In the livestock sub-sector, growth is constrained by prevalence of one
cow/buffalo units where the growth potential is limited.
Nevertheless, there
has been a major emphasis on dairy and poultry production and the latter, in
particular, has led to an overall growth in livestock production in Repelita I11
exceeding 5% p.a.
Total neat production in Indonesia rose from 435 thousand HT
in 1976 to 508 thousand HT in 1980.
Milk production increased from 58 to 67
million litres in the same period.
The value of the annual output of the
livestock sector in 1980 was US 0 881 million.
During the ten year period 1970 to 1979, fish production increased at about 4.5
percent a year.
Marine fisheriee increased from 735,000 HT to 1,300,000 NT.,
and inland fisheries from 421,000 UT to about 500,000 HT.
Fieh culture ha8
In 1979, about 75 percent of the total
increased about 3.6 percent per year.
fish production was accounted for by rarine fisheries and 25 percent by inland
fisheries and aquaculture.
The increaee in marine fisheries' production can be
However,
attributed to the use of motorized veesels and modern fishing gear.
traditional fisheries continue to contribute about 90 percent of the total
production.
Productivity from aquaculture remain8 low because of a lack of inputs, such as
fertilizer, inadequate methods of eradicating predatore, low stocking rates
because of a shortage of fi8h fry in some areas, and a low level of management.

Knneiss-r9e-ror.ntur-is-~~~e-~~~~~~tio~
Reference has already been made to the fact that the island of Java with only 7%
of the land area of Indonesia contain8 over two-thirds of the population, with a
large number of its farm8 being undar one, or even one half, hectare in 8ize.
Land in Java is, to a large degree, a fixed resource. Thia ham had to b8 t a k m
into account in a national agricultural policy which focu88.d
initially on
"rice" self-sufficiency, but now atreaaes "food" eelf-aufficiancy am (L p r i m
goal.
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With respect to rice, it ie recognieed that there are phyeical conetrainte to
the continuation of the paet growth trend in production.
Nevertheless a growth
potential doe8 exist, particularly on irrigated wetlands end tide1 euemplends
outeide of Java.
The development of theee areae will, however, require major
decieione on inveetment policy as to where end how the emphaeie ie to be placed.

For example: in the inteneively cultivated irrigated areae where BPH has been a
persistent problem, primary reliance on varietal reeietance for control has led
to the alnoet total planting of large contiguoue areae to the eingle variety
PB36.
This has created a potentially dangeroue situation in which an ineect or
dieeaee outbreak could spread rapidly throughout the area.
To reduce the likelihood of dieeaee and pest outbreaks, measures are being
taken, and will continue to need to be, to broaden the varietal divereity in
contiguous areae, and genetic source8 of resietance to major pests end dieeeeee
will have to be maintained.
At the same time, greater emphasie will have to be
placed on reducing the preeent heavy reliance on varietal reeietance.
It ia
anticipated that thie can be achieved through inpleaentation of integreted pest
control, including cultural controls (eynchronized planting, crop rotation),
selective sanitation, manipulation of natural enemiee, spraying of pesticides
only when insect populationa reach economic damage threeholde, and en aggreeaive
pest eurveillance program (Oka 1979).
Although modern varietiee have been widely adopted throughout Indoneeia, this
has largely occurred in the wetland (irrigated and rainfed) environments.
Consequently, eubetantial portion8 of the rice-growing areae have not yet
benefited fron the new technology: including the dryland, high-elevation, and
tidal environmente.
Presently, several candidate varietiee are being ecreened
for these areaa, and during the paet few yeare several varieties have been
released for both dryland and for high-elevation areas.
More effort will need
to be made to develop modern varietiee suitable for farmera in dryland and tidal
environments,
because
they repreeent the major ehere of the
untapped
and have been targeted
for
the
agricultural
potential in Indoneeia,
transmigration of the landless and near-landless farmers of Java-Beli, which
forme a prominent feature of Repelita IV.
The Plan calls for a 22% increaee in
rice production over the next five yeare, with an overell increeee in yield of
an anbitious 13%, the residual gain being derived from extra land, mostly
outside of Java and Bali.
Thus, although rice research has made considerable progreee, it ie still faced
with a number of important challenge6 and GO1 has important policy decisions to
make in orienting theee challenges in terms of the emphaeie and location that it
gives to irrigation, awaap and other land and transmigration development
programs.
It also hae to be borne in rind that production ia entirely in the
hende of enall farmere and output depends on the way i n which they uee the
resources made available to them.

Although rice ie the s t a p h food of choice, and incomes from its production
difficult to match from other food cropa grown in monoculture, the growth
demand for rice appear8 likely to outetrip it8 production potential over
long term, and government planners have been giving increasing attention
palawiJa cropa, uhocle pa8t production record ha6 been sluggieh. Theme crops

are
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be grown on lands unsuitable for rice, are particularly valuable in the giret
years of transmigration programs, and for cropping systems as practiced on small
farms.
Furthernore, thb current levels of technology practiced for palawija
crops in Indonesia tend Lo be below those of other ASEAN countries.
Maize and
cassava yields, for example, are only 53% and 68% respectively those of
Thailand; soybean and groundnut yields are half those of Malaysia.
The proepects for palawija crops are, however, constrained by economic factors
which are strongly influenced by price and trade policies.
In the case of
maize, the main demand in Indonesia ie as a food for human consumption. Unlike
rice, however, maize is almost exclusively consumed in rural areas (with the
exception of some consumption of fresh corn on the cob and young corn in urban
areas) and, by and large, consumption decreases as incomes rise. This negative
expenditure elasticity implies (at constant prices) a decreasing per capita
demand for maize for direct human consurption as incomes increase and the
population become6 nore urbanized.
There is another major potential demand focus for maize, however, and that is
the growing livestock sector.
During Repelita IV, the demand for commercial
animal feed is expected to grow rapidly.
Currently about 12% of present maize
production is used for animal feed (or over half a rillion MT per year), and it
seems likely that the expected increases in maize production, due to the greater
use of inputs end new eeeds, is likely to be absorbed principally in the animal
feed industry.
At present, ite use in this area ie sometimes constrained by
unattractive price relationships between maize and animal products.
In the case of caseava, the direct huran coneumption of both fresh and dried
roots (gaplek) ie widespread in Indonesia.
Urban consumption is virtually all
Rural consumption is
for fresh roots consumed largely ae a snack or side dish.
divided between freeh and dried forms, with fresh roots having a positive, but
modest, expenditure elasticity of demand and gaplek, the dried roots, having a
large negative expenditure elasticity of demand.
The net result is that direct
human consumption demand for cassava is probably flat - increased fresh root
demand is balanced by decreased gaplek demand.
A large amount of cassava is coneumed as starch. This is the leading commercial
starch in Indonesia, being used in snacks (krupuk) and baking, and may account
for a quarter of total cassava production.
There is a good demand for products
that use caasava starch and, as such, this demand is expected to continue to
grow.

Cassava is also used for making chips, cubes or pellets which provide an energy
component of animal feeds.
The prime market for these is in Europe. Indonesia
exports between 0.4 and 1.0 million MT of fresh cassava equivalent annually, but
in recent years it has not been able to meet its EEC quota, because of price.
Although cassava is now widely used in Europe, it is hardly used at all in the
Indonesian animal feed industry, although it is not clear to what extent this ie
due to traditionalien, lack of know-how or pricee.
It is not a problem of
and
cassava
yields
could
be
increased
markedly
through
the use of inputo
supply,
and new varieties, but the rationale for thie depends heavily on the demand and
the price.
These two factors are highly dependent, and growth in demand for
export pellets, dORe8tiC starch and animal feed are all price-linked, with the
domestic animal feed and starch sectors offering the best proepects, given the
uncertainty of the future narket in the EEC.
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The third important palawip crop ia soybean.
In this case, growth in
production appears to be constrained by technical, rather than economic, factors
Soybean
since demand is strong, prices are high and imports are increasing.
production plus imports are almost entirely consumed directly in the form of
tahu (soybean cake) and tempe (fermented soybeans).
These soybean products are
important protein sources in urban and rural areas, especially among lower
income conrrumers. Demand for these products is strong and growing.
Another major user of soybean is the animal feed sector, which uees soybean meal
At present this demand is
entirely met by irport8: these have been increasing from 114,000 XT per year in
1982 to an estimated 200,000 MT in 1984.
Total present demand, therefore, for
1.3 million XT per year, of
human con~umption5114 animal feed, ie about 1.2
which only half is met by domestic production.
In this situation, there is a
large potential for rapid increases in domestic production as an import
The only constraint is how fast production can be increased, given
substitute.
the doneetic soybean price (which is high) and agronomic developments.

a8 a protein (and energy) aource for compound feede.

-

Although a nunber of new varietiee of soybean have been released, their uptake
has been slow and 80% of the total area under the crop is still planted with
traditional varieties.
Many farmers have problems in obtaining good quality
seed and germination is often reduced still further by planting after rice on
soils that are still waterlogged.
Hence growth in soybean (and also other grain legumes) does require new
technology, and particularly an ensured supply of certified high quality seed,
whereas for cassava and naize much new technology is being generated (with the
use of CIMIYT, IITA and CIAT germ plasm) but growth is constrained by demand
The easing of these demand constraints and the provision of greater
factore.
quantities of legume seeds are both issues amenable to policy changes, and
growth in production and use of maize, cassava and soybean could be strongly
influenced by such changes.

Growth in production of palawija and other crops would probably also be
influenced by changes in the fertilizer and price policies already referred to,
both of which date back to the 1960’8, and are heavily oriented towards
increaeing the production of rice.
Attention is already being given to
controlling subsidies which have an impact on the government budget, such as the
fertilizer subsidy.
This in the period 1978-83, cost Rp 1283 billion and in
1982/83 alone, represented nearly 6% of the total development budget and wae 22
times the development budget of AARD.
Any change has to be looked at in terms
of the changing world oil economy and its effects on energy requirements for
mechanieation, pumps, grain and fertilizer transport as well as the manufacture
of urea.
All of these factors will influence rice production costs.
Thus,
before reducing the fertilizer subsidy significantly, a careful economic
evaluation is required of the effect of change8 in fertilizer price on its use,
The latter is
on production, on farm profit8 and on the real cost to the GOI.
likely to be falling in t e r m of the opportunity coat of the natural gae used in
the manufacture of nitrogenous fertilizer, given the current etate of the world
oil and gaa market.

-
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In the field of animal protein, growth in production from marine fisheries is
limited by the fact that the coastal areas are already heavily fished by
artisanal fishermen, who number over one million, whereas the main potential for
growth lies in distant waters where capital-intensive larger vessels are
required.
In social terne, the best prospects lie in the rapid development of
aquaculture, in which field Indonesia is far behind its ASEAN associates.
Growth in aquaculture will,
however, require significant investments in
research, extension and training. Repelita IV makes considerable provision for
such inputs.
The livestock industry is confronted with a similar dilemma to fisheries
regarding economy of scale, in that most of its ruminant stock ie in one or twoanimal herds on Java, Bali and Madura, whereaa the grazing land potential which is easiest exploited on large-scale livestock operations - lies in the
other islands. Any developments in Java, in either large or snall ruminants, or
in the more promising area of poultry (where national per capita consumption ie
still under 1 kg/annum) are likely to depend heavily on crop-based foods (such
ao maize, caesava and soybean).
Currently there is no policy for integrating
crop/liveetock/fiah developments, each of them being handled by different
Director Generalates.
They do come together in AARD, but this agency has no
structural unit that deals with farming systems, and it also lies in a grey area
in terms of IARC activities.
ILCA works on livestock systems, but its mandate
does not extend to Aeia, and the only Centre engaged in ayeteas research in
Indonesia ie IRRI, who, with IDRC support, is now embarking on a program of
"farming" systems research that includes livestock.

Industrial and estate crops also lie outside of the mandate of the CGIAR
centres, although in Indonesia several million small farmers depend heavily on
these crops, particularly coconuts and sugar.
The stagnation in production of
these two commoditiee is of particulsr concern to the GOI, although it is
recognised that investment in the sugar industry, at a time of global surplus,
is a risky prospect.
Nevertheless, some success has been attained with
smallholder rubber and tobacco schemes, and ultimately it is possible that most
of the non-food crope in Indonesia may be produced primarily by smallholders.
If the outcome of the Impact Study indicates that the CGIAR system has markedly
influenced the production of food crops on small farms, sone Consideration nay
need to be given to channeling or diverting some resources to non-food crops
that are of social, as well as economic, importance.

Another area to which both the GO1 and the CGIAR may need to give closer
attention in future is that of poet-harvest research.
At present, the need for
thi8 far exceeds the capacity in Indonesia, and responsibilities for this work
are spread amongst different organisatione, some of which are not closely tied
to either producere or consumers.
Given the marketing problems with such crope
as cassava and maize, and the potential problems of marketing in commodities
8uch a8 sugar end coconuts should their production come into eurplu8, plum the
prospects for generating employment through the processing sector, thio would
appear to be a potentially interesting area for positive policies relating to
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agro-industrial development. It is also an area where the CGIAR may need to reexamine its current approach, given the type of denand constraints that can
follow oucce8s in increasing productivity.

An analyeim of household expenditures data indicates that Indonesia's rapid
economic development has been accompanied by significant progress in reducing
poverty (defined as a per capita income of below US$ 150 per annum).
Between 1970 and 1980, the proportion of the population living in poverty
declined from 57% to 40%; the decline was particularly rapid in the other
islands and in urban areas.
The core of the poverty problem continues to be in
rural Java, where landless labourers form a large, and possibly rising,
proportion of the population and where, for most of the 1970'6, there was little
evidence of any rise in real agricultural wages.
The 1979-80 bumper rice
harvest appeare to have led to improvements in wages and incomes in Java, while
agricultural incomes in parts of the other i8lands dependent on export crop8
declined. This situation may have been reversed following the 1983 devaluation,
but evidence on this is still inconclusive.
In the future, the availability of productive employment will be a key
determinant of income distribution.
As compared to the 1970'8,
the growth in
the labour force le expected to increase over the next decade (to about 2.6%
p.a.) while economic growth will be lower.
The resultant squeeze in the labour
market is not expected to lead to a dramatic increase in unemployment, but there
is a eerious risk of stagnant or declining labour incomes in both rural areas
and the urban sector.
Given the balance of payments constraint facing the
country, Indoneeia's
employment outlook depends crucially on the pattern o f
economic growth.
Although, over the long term, the structural shift in
employment away from agriculture is expected to continue, this sector is still
likely to account for half or more of total employment, and the growth in
agricultural incomes will be an important determinant of job opportunities
elsewhere in the economy.
It is, therefore, important to maintain appropriate
policiecl on the use of capital intensive equipment (tractors, harvesters,
motorised boats), to spread labour demand on Java throughout the agricultural
year (e.g.,
by improving water resource management and development) and to
encourage agricultural developrent on the other islands.
Such policies will
nececlsitate a close look at the policies being adopted with respect to commodity
Both issues are
development and also those relating to technological change.
important in terms of establishing research priorities and programs.

.
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Agriculture wae proclaimed to be the eector central to the national development
effort in the guidelines on which all four of Indoneaia'a 5 Year Plana have been
baaed. The role of ecience and technology for development was proclaimed in the
1973 guidelines, which preceeded the eecond plan, and this led to the
eatabli6hment of reeearch and development agenciee in moat department8 of
government.
The Agency for Agricultural Research and Development (AARD) was established by
pre8id8ntial decree in 1974, with the statutory reponaibility to eetablish
r888arCh and development in agriculture according to the policy stated by the
Uiniater of Agriculture and to manage all technical executive unite in
AARD waa given the
agricultural ra8earch and development within the minietry.
following mandate:

- To

plan and prepare programs and coordinate policy for the management
of re6earch and development within the minietry;

- To organize and

formulate technical policy, give guidance and control
for all ratter8 including the setting up of programs and methods that
involve pereonnel recruitment, financial adrinietratiOn/RanageRent,
equipment eupply and maintenance, scientific reports, research and
developrent managerent, according to the policy atated by the Uiniater
of Agriculture;

- To

manage a
developrent,
librariee;

number of reeearch centree,
institutes,
laboratoriee,

centres for reeearch and
experimental farma, and

- To control and monitor the management,

maintenance and development of
the reeearch unit8 of the Uinietry of Agriculture: and

- To

evaluate, and etudy
performed by these unite.

the finding.

of

re8earch and

development

The eatabliahment of AARD represented the creation of a truly national
agricultural re8aarch aystem.
Prior to 1974 reeearch was conducted separately
within each of the Directorate Generalateo of Food Crop.,
Eatate Cropa,
Foreatry, Fimheriee and Animal Husbandry, all of which had limited research
budg8ta and few trained reeearchera.
Such research reaourcee aa did exiet were
aiphoned off to form AARD. This waa not done very readily in all inatances, and
.ore
former re8earch statione etill exist in some Director Generalates but,
aince virtually all of the reeearch staff traneferred to AARD, the eituation
today is that hardly any ninietry of Agriculture re8earch is conducted out8id8
of AARD. (Indeed very little agricultural reeearch in Indoneaia ie conducted by
other aganciea except for forestry research, which is now no longer under the
Uiniatry of Agriculture).
Sore work

on

germ

plaar conservation ia

done

by

the National Biological

Inmtitute (LBN) and 80me on oceanography by the National Oceanographic Institute

- 24 (LON), both of which are parts of the Ministry of Science and Technology. Some
agricultural research is carried out at different universities, but budgetary
constraints severely limit the scale of such activities. In the private sector,
applied research is conducted by a seed company (corn) and by sone fertilizer
and pesticide manufacturers.
In nearly all of the above instances, both public
and private, the research is carried out in collaboration with AARD.
Thus, in
Indonesia, the term NARS is virtually eynonymoue with AARD.
The involvement of CGIAR Centree in agricultural research in Indonesia predates
the formation of AARD, in that IRRI has been operating in the country since the
1960’s.
Given the strong government focus on rice, it is not suprising that
IRRI has been very active, and any discussion with Indonesian agricultural
scientists on the role of International Centres is dominated by references to
IRRI.
IBPGR, CIP, CINMYT and ISNAR are also well recognised and IITA, ICRISAT,
IFPRI and CIAT have also had recent links.
The five remaining CG Centres
WARDA, CIAT, ICARDA, ILCA and ILRAD - are not mandated to work in Indonesia,
although ICARDA has aupplied aeed of faba bean, on request, for trials in the
dry eastern parts of Indonesia.

-
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2.2

LLSTIWYTZONAL

STRUCTURE

AARD is one of the 6 main technical units of the Ministry (Department) of
Agriculture (Annex 1 Figure 1).
It has eleven main organieational units: 1
Secretariat, 2 Research Centres (Soils, Agro-Economics), 2 Centres (Statistics
and Data Processing, and the National Library of Agricultural Sciences), 5
Research Coordinating Centres (Food Crops, Horticultural Crops, Industrial
Crops, Fisheries, and Animal Science), and a Board of Estate Crops Research
Management.
It a180 has 23 research institutes, 42 research stations and 154
experimental farms and ponds (Annex 1 Figure 2 and Table 18).
About 90% of the
institutes and 20% of the Statione and Farms have been improved in recent years.
In order to facilitate location-specific technology adoption and testing, a
number of these facilities are grouped in 10 regional research complexes. These
serve to ensure the suitability of improved technology for agricultural
development throughout the archipelago.
The 10 complexes are at Medan, Padang,
Palembang, Bogor, Malang, Banjarmarsin, Heros, Nanado, Kupang and Ambon. They
serve national needs in adjoining areas as well as those needs where they are
located. The types of research unite in these complexes are germ plasm centres,
experimental farms, experimental atatione, laboratories and research institutes.
The eleven principal units of AARD are as follows:
SECRETARIAT
The Secretariat is made up of five sections: Program Formulation, Cooperative
Research Administration, Financial Administration, Personnel Administration, and
General Administration.
The Program Formulation Section assists the Director
General
with research and development management.
It coordinatee the
formulation of research activities, conducts monitoring and evaluation of thia
research, and prepare8 reports on program apd project implementation. The
Cooperative Research Section administere the-collaborative
and cooperative
research activitiea with foreign and national institutions concerned with
agricultural re8earch and development.
This cooperation includes multilateral
and bilateral donor organizations, univereitie8, and national and international
ruearch 8yateme in other countriee.
The Financial Adminicrtration Section
manage.
the financial accounting, monitor0 expenditure, and evaluate8 the
financial report8 of all unit8 of AARD.
The Peraonnel Adminiatration Section
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carries out manpower planning and manages promotions, transfere, and retirement.
The General Administration Section exeminee, anelyzee and evaluates the work
rules and procedures of all the unite, provides guidance for maintenance of
facilitiee and managee official correspondence.
CENTRES

--The Centre
------

fog &g&cg&gygaJ
ggocggg&_ng (CADPL links data collectors and
information ueers, and assists the Director General of AARD in reeearch
management through the proceeeing, storage and retrieval of information in e
reeearch inventory.
It a180 provide6 for statistical coneultation, and
coordination and eupport of data collection, proceeeing and analyeis eysteme for
all the research institutes.
It is responsible for the management of a
compreheneive computer information eyetem, deeigned to eerve the entire Ministry
of Agriculture.

--The -------National -----Library

fog 4gg&cu&&mg&Sgigdc_e_e (NLAS) serves as a national
agricultural library, coordinate6 the Research Institutes’ own collectione,
servee ae the main centre for information exchange with national and, in
particular, with International Agricultural Research Centre libraries, and
publishes scientific journale, bulletins, reports and other materials.
RESEARCH CENTRES

The Sod& Eggsarch Centre conduct6 reeearch to support the in-country
charscterisation, utiliaation and coniscrvation of land reaourcea.
It support.
research done by all other AARD Research Institutee, as well as providing
support to other program within the Ministry of Agriculture, and other
Ministries (i.e. Tranemigration). It is reeponeible for conducting soil, water,
and plant analyses in reaponse to requeeta from other AARD Inetitutee, and also
assist6 the Director General of AARD in guiding and coordinating eoil fertilitiy
and
productivity
research programs carried out by individual research
institutes.
Research in eupport of the transmigration program is euperviaed by the Centre
for Soil Research.
The main research activities are to locate suitable areas
for transmigration and to develop appropriate farming systems.

The Agro-Economic Se_gs?gc4 Cmggg ha6 a major long-term activity, The National
Panel of Farmers (PATANAS) program, deeigned to meaeure the parametere of
agricultural production, income and employment, along with measuring the impact
of present and proposed agricultural policies and technological innovations.
The program began in East Java in February 1983, and during the 1984-1985 fiscal
year ia being extended to West Java, West Sumatra and South Sulawesi.
By the
end of 1988, it will include all ten AARD research complexes in Indonesia.
Additional research activitiee include agricultural development etrategiee,
production constraints at the farm level, optimum reeource utilization, analyais
of the implications of varioue price and marketing policies for agricultural
commoditiea, organization of input aupply, and analysia of credit policiea. In
general, inadequate agricultural economic8 research haa been a major weakneaa in
th8 paat in formulating effective agricultural policiea.

-
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RESEARCH COORDINATING CENTRES

For each major commodity grouping the research centre consists of a group of
research institutes managed by a coordinating centre with responeibilitie6 for
activities at the group level with respect to equipment, experimental atation.,
personnel, planning and evaluation.
The Estate Crop Centre differ. from the
other five in that it is managed by a board chaired by the head of AARD rather
than by a director appointed by him.
Food crop research is carried out at 6 institutes 6upport.d
by 15
Eppd-Egppg.
research stations and 45 experimental farms.
Each of the six inatitutea,
located at Bogor, Banjarbaru, Waros, Walang, Sukamandi and Sukarami, ha8 both a
regional and a specific mandate (e.g. tidal rice, irrigated rice, upland rice,
food crops other than rice) but each supports its five sister institute. in
carrying out their specific mandate in its geographical area.
The main focus of research at these food crop institutes has been the brmeding
of locally adapted varieties of high yielding wetland rice, with attention to
earlier maturity, and pest and disease resistance.
Distribution of variatiea
resistant to brown plant hopper has sharply curtailed crop lossem.
Ramarch on
upland rice, which has hitherto been meager, is being expanded. In addition to
rice, research is ongoing for corn, soybean, groundnut, mungbean and a w e d
potato.

HpriLultural Crops.
Research on these crops was, until recently, carried out
within the food crop8 research institutes.
A separate reaearch centre ha8 now
been established, with research on vegetable crops and ornamental.,
having ita
headquartere at Lembang, and a new inetitute for fruit reeearch will ba built at
Solok in Sumatra.
In the paet, research on fruit and tropical vegetable.
ha.
received rather limited attention, the main focus having been on teaparate
(upland) vegetable8 such as potatoes, tomatoes and cabbage8.

--------------

Industrial CroEg.
Three research institutes have major re8pOn8ibilitie8 for
research on indu8trial ~rope. The Inetitute for Spice. and Medicinal Plant.,
at
Bogor, is respon8ible for research on cloves, pepper and other spice8 and
medicinal plants.
The Institute for Tobacco and Fiber Crop8 at Walang, Ea8t
Java is working principally on tobacco, cotton, jute, kenaf, and kapok. The
Institute for Coconut8 at Wanado, North Sulawesi ha8 the national mandate for
research on coconut..

Egtgtg-C~ppg. There are eeven estate crop institutes.
The Reaearch Inatitute
for Estate Crops in Bogor conducts pioneering reeearch and commodity analyai.
for all estate crops.
The Inatitute at Sungei Putih, N. Sumatra is reaponaible
for rubber production research on estates, and the InatitUte at Sembawa, S.
Sumatra is researching problemo of small-holder rubber production.
The
Inetitute at Medan, N. Sumatra, has the national mandate for oil palm production
and processing problcm8.
At Gambung, Weat Java, the InatitUte i8 focuaing on
production and proceoming technology for tea and cinchona.
Tho InatitUte at
Jambet, E. Java, has the national mandate for research on coffee and cocoa, and
laetly, the Inetitute at Pasuruan, E. Java ha6 re8ponaibility for 8ugar
production and technology research.

--------Livecltock.

-

Remarch in animal science focuseo upon two aajor are08
aniad
di8888.8
and animal production.
The Reaearch InatitUte for Aniaal D i 8 e 8 - 8
at
Bogor i8 directed at developing integrated di8ea.e
control program. for i8prov.d

- 27 local or introduced breeds in crop based production eystem8.
It ia re8pon8ibio
and serves ae a national reference centre for all
important animal diseaeee.

for developing vaccines,

The Research Institute for Animal Production at Ciawi near Bogor worku primarily
on improving liveetock productivity, and also concentrate6 on the introduction
of livestock into tree crop based agriculture, improving paaturea and meking
better use of various local by-product8 as feed.

---------

Fiaheries.
There are three fisheries research institutee.
The on0 for marine
fi8heries at Jakarta studies marine reeourcee, fiehing methods (craft and gear
use), mariculture and eocio-econonics.
It has field station8 at Serarang
(Central fava) for demereal fisheries resource etock aeeesument aurveyu, and at
Serang (West Java) for mariculture.
The Institute for Freehwater Fieheries at Bogor, conducts research on fiah
culture, shell fish farming, and fry production.
It ha8 a amall field
laboratory at Jatiluhur for work on man-made reeervoira and a freahwater prawn
hatchery at Paear Uinggu.
The Institute for Brackishwater and Coastal Fisheries at Maros (South Sulaweai)
conducts research on brackiehwater and coaetal fish, prawns and shellfi8h. Both
it and its brackiehwater reeearch station at Gondol (Bali) are currontly under
cont~truction.

Responsibility for research on fish technology is allocated to each of tho three
re8earch institute8 within their respective area of jUri6diCtiOn.

RESEARCH REVIEW AND COORDINATION
There are extensive arrangements for the review and coordination of
policy, funding proposale, and reeearch program@. Theue include:

reaearch

1.

Monthly meetings of the head of AARD with the Minister, tho three Junior
Uinisters, the Secretary General, the Inepector General, the Director
General and the Head of AAETE;

2.

Regular consultatione outside the framework of the ronthly meting
other Director Generals in the Winietry;

3.

Regular conclultatione with leaders fron the provincms, frequently in the
form of provincial agricultural advi8ory cormitteem, met up under eithor
the Governor or Head of the Office of Provincial Agriculture (Kananwil):

4.

Technical meetings on research in relation to devolopment goal.
8uch a8 transmigration, land use, etc.;

5.

Xonthly meetings with the Minister for Science and Technology:

6.

Poriodic reaaarch management workshops;

7.

Intograted nstional research programs in key
economic8, 8oil8).

8.

Reviowa of re8oarch program and projectm; and

aroam ..it

in

rica,

with

field8

agro-
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Reviewa of research institutes and centres.

During the period 1978-1983, AARD received about 3%of the development budget
However, thia
and 20%of the routine budget of the Hiniatry of Agriculture.
ministry only receives about 20% of the total public sector budget for
agriculture (large aums for subsidies and price aupportr, and for BULOG being
administered by the Office of the President, and irrigation being handled by the
Ministry of Public Works).
In terra of the total public aector budget for
agriculture, AARD'e allocation appears to be between 3 and 4%of the total. In
terms of the agricultural component of the GDP, the allocation to agricultural
research during 1978-83 averaged 0.22% per year (Annex 1 Table 19).
In real terms, GO1 expenditure on agricultural reaearch grew by over 11.5% p.a.
from 1975/76 through 1982/83.
There waa a reduction in budget of 21.2% in
1983/84 and 8.8% in 1984/85, in part a reault of the removal of the formatry
budget to a aeparate miniatry (Table 2 . 1 ) .
In addition to this national contribution, AARD ha8 rec8ived conaiderable donor
aupport.
During the period from its inception until April 1985 this totalled
USS 175m, or 33% of AARD'a total income of S524m during the 11 years.
Until
1982/83 the external component was generally of the order of 25-30%, but in that
year it rose to 34%, in 1983/84 to 48%and in the laat year to 51% (Table 2 . 1 ) .
Of the external funds given in these last three year6 about 25%waa grant and
75% loan money, and about half of the total, or over USY 40m, war, from the World
Bank.
Theee external funds mean that the total expenditure on agricultural
research in recent yoar6 ha0 been closer to 0.3% of th8 agricultural GDP rather
than to the 0.22% mentioned earlier, and that th8 national contribution ha6
fallen below 0.2% in the laat two year..

TABLE 2.1
AARD BUDGETS 1974-85

us

S m

YEAR

GO1

EXTERNAL

TOTAL

1974174
1975/ 76
1976/77
i97717a
1978/79
1979/ 80
1980/81
1981182
1982/83
i9wa4
1984/8J

12.7
17.7
24.7
30.7
36.1
27.4
41.4
47.2
47.7
34.5
29.4

4 .O
4.3
8.5
12.7
12.3
9.2
16.0
19.2
24.1
31.4
32.8

16.7
22.0
33.2
43.4
48.4
36.6
57.9
66.4
71.8
65.9
62.2

GO1 Contribution
in billion Rp.

5.3
7.3
10.2
12.6
15.0
17.1

25.9
30.5
26.7
33.4
32.7

-----

-----

-----

-----

349.5

174.5

524.0

221 a
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- 29 Becau8e of the fact that AARD underwent aajor structural change8 in 1979, and
again in 1983, it i8 difficult to preaent budget allocation tiam aerie8 on a
Budget analy8i8 i8 coaplicated
re8earch centre or a re8earch in8titute ba8i8.
atill further by the fact that there are four coaponenta to the budget: routine,
developaent, estate crop ce88 and foreign aid, with the latter baing allocated
It i8
on o funtional rather than a 8tructural ba8i8 (Annex 1 Table 20).
po88ible to 8how the routine and developaent budget8 by re8earch centre, and
The table i8 not, however, ea8y
this is done for 1982183 in Annex 1 Table 21.
to interpret because it include8 inter6ectional program 8uch a8 aid counterpart
funds

.

It i 8 a180 difficult to di8aggregate budget8 to identify how auch of the
expenditure ia for itma8 8uch a8 personnel eaoluaent8, becau8e t h e m are 8pread
over a nuaber of heading..
L i k w h e , operational re8earch co8t8 cannot be
identified in conventional terma, becau8e thi8 tera i8 u8ed in AARD to cover a
wide range of activities.
An effort ha8 been aade by Salmon (1983) to look at congruence in agricultural
re8earch in Indone6io. Although recent 8tUdh8 (AARD 1984 b, 1984 c) rai8e 80me
queationo about hi8 data barn, they do tend to 8upport hi8 conclu8ion8 that
The AARD
there is a fairly high degree of congruence in food crop allocatiorm.
8tudie8 have gone into con6iderable depth in an effort to diaaggregate the
research expenditure on apecific commoditie..
They ahow a relatively high level
of
expenditure on live8tock and fi8heri.8
at the expenam of rice and
Beoring in Rind that non-food crop8 are olm
horticulture (Toble 2.2).
ruppocted by a rpecial ~088,which I. not 8hown in the table below. the re8earch
support given to thea i 8 extreaely high in t e r m of their relative value (and,
perhap8, their research output). Ricm, on the other hand, although it8 remarch
output is very high, doe6 not overdominate the reaource allocation picture.

TABLE 2.2
COHHODITY COHPONENTS OF AARD'S DEVELOPMENT
BUDGET IN RELATION TO VALUE OF COHMODITY PRODUCED
Coaaodity
Rice
Other cereal8
Grain legumes
Root crop8
Horticulture
Fi8heri.a
Live8tock
Won Food Crop8

%

Developaent'
Budget
21

% Contributed by
Comaodity to Agricultural GDP
34

6

5

7

4

2

4

8

11

1s
19
23

8

9
24

Exclude8 allocation8 to develoment projects and to aupport aervice8

.
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AARD'e
profeeeional staff has grown frolr 220 in 1975 to over 1500 on eite on
December let 1984, with a further 450 away training at that time. In addition,
there is a support ataff of over 5000 and approximately 100 foreign technical
The former dependence on part-tire
specialists are currently aeeigned to AARD.
'contract' staff (mainly univereity faculty) ha8 declined considerably ae the
number of trained permanent etaff ha8 increaeed.
In December, 1984, AARD had 102 Ph.D.6 and 296 M.Sc.8 on ita research staff, and
a further 144 and 305 ecientiete away undergoing training at the Ph.D. and n.Sc.
levels reepectively (Table 2.3). A long-term maeter plan for training calla for
e staffing of 510 Ph.D.8 and 1130 H.Sc.6 by 1995.
Although theae figures ray eeer ambitious, the training achievement8 to date are
inpreeeive.
The training program i c r already ahead of echedule, with the number
of traineee identified for 1983184 being in e x c e ~ eof the target for that year.
Adequate funds are available from external eourcee to cover training coets over
the next few yeare.

TABLE 2.3
GROWTH IN PROFESSIONAL
STAFF OF AARD 1975 - 84
AND TARGETS FOR 1995

Moat of the incremental growth in staff with poet-graduate qualification8 during
the period froa 1974 to 1984 has come from AARD'cl own training program rather
A maeeive and coordinated
than from recruiting personnel with higher degrees.
training program haa been funded by the IBRD with major support from USAID, ADAB
and other donors.

A

major corponent of this training program ha6 t a k m place at 8even 6elect.d
local univeraitiecr (particularly IPB Bogor).
This ha8 graduated 17 of the
additional 86 Ph.D.8
and 182 of the increaae in nurrbere of 270 n.Sc.8.

.

-
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Currently about 90 of the 144 trainees doing Ph.D.
theses and most of the
doing l4.Sc.e are at local universitiee rather then overseas.

305

The staffing pattern varies between organisational units, with the food crops
and animal huebandry centres being relatively well staffed with poat-graduate
personnel,
due
partially to their past USAID/IRRI and
ADAB support,
respectively, whereas the fisheries and industrial crop6 centree, which have
received limited external eupport in the past, have relatively few trained
researchere in terms of the value of the comrodities covered by these centree
(Annex 1 Table 22).
Detailed data on training plans and targets for selected CORROditieS are not
readily available, although a recent review of the food crop program (AARD
1984~1, which covers most commodities (other than potatoes) in which the IARCe
are involved in Indonesia, ha6 atteapted to do this (Table 2.4).

TABLE 2.4
CURRENT STAFF IN FOOD CROP RESEARCH EITHER WITH OR UNDERGOING
POST GRADUATE TRAINING
Current Staffing

Likely Staffing when current
trainees complete (1987-88)

The table indicate8 how much of the ekilled manpower re6ources have gone into
rice research (where the staff build-up is now tapering), the more recent
development of a growing degree of specialisation in cereals and grain legumes
(although still small in terms of the importance of theae crops, especially
maize), and a major shortfall in expertise in root crop6 (in spite of the fact
that Indonesia is one of the world's largest producers of cassava.
Its
Until recently, AARD has not had a central manpower development plan.
policy ha8 been to offer post-graduate training in their field of choice to all
staff whoee grade6 made them eligible.
A 6 a reeult, there is some lack of
balance in the growth and station location of expertise on both a disciplinary
and a commodity basis. Steps are now being taken to review thi8 in terms of the
long-terr manpower targets.
Hanpower is, perhapa, an inappropriate word, because about a quarter of AARD'e
profeaaional ntaff are women.
A detailed breakdown i a available for the aix
major comaodity centres which contained 1067 of the 1367 tenured staff in
December 1984.
The percentage of professional staff who ware women in each
remearch centre was: food crop8 17, horiculture 24, induatrial cropa 28,
livestock 26, fieheries 32, estate crops 10, overall 24%.
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Reference has already been made to the fact that about one third of the funds
received by AARD during the paet eleven years have been from external sources,
of which the largest is the World Bank.
Since its inception, AARD has received support from 8 donors other than the Bank
through 34 projects, of which 18 are completed (Annex 1 Table 23).
The
portfolio for these projects was US$ llOm, of which US$ 80m, or the major part
of the ongoing external assistance, flows through two USAID projects (one for
expanding and iaproving a network of 9 agricultural research stations
in
Sumatra,
and the other for strengthening applied agricultural research
generally), three Australian projects (animal health, animal production and
pastures), and one Dutch project (secondary crope at Halang).
These six
projecte, plus smaller ones supported by Belgium, Holland, Japan, FAO/UNDP and
the UK, are all closely linked into AARD mainstream activities.
All long-term
training ie now consolidated through the Bank project (except for eome training
in one Auetralian project).
A number of donors also provide technical
aseietance opecialiete and 102 such persons were attached to AARD in April 1984
(Annex 1 Table 24).
The World Bank has provided ita support through two major ‘projects, National
Agricultural Research I (NARI) and NARII, and is currently negotiating a third
project (NAR 111).
WAR1 wae involved with the eotablishment of AARD and
provided funds for physical resources (including four major new Institutes),
technical assistance and manpower.
It was followed in 1980 by a larger NARII,
whose goal was to etrengthen the reeearch capability of AARD in subsectors in
addition to those included in WAR1 (rice, eccondary food crops, highland
vegetable8 and rubber), in order to enaure continued growth of the research
effort following the accompliehmente of NARI.
The NARII Project, therefore,
added support for fruit, lowland vegetablea, livestock, fisheries, forestry, and
estate crope other than rubber and induatrial crops.
It is expected to
complement the Sumatra Agricultural Research (SARI and the Applied Agricultural
Research (AARP) projects of USAID and other World Bank projects relating to
extension, rubber, coconuts, seeds and transmigration, so that agricultural
research can keep in step with the overall agricultural development program.
Between 1975 and 1982, NARI and 11 were responsible for funding the Ph.D.
training of 69 Indonesians (33 overseae) and H.Sc. training of 342 persons (32
abroad).
NARIII, which ie now under diecua8ion, seeks to complement past and ongoing
donor support by further consolidating research efforts and should, to a large
degree, take AARD to a state of full development in terms of infraatructure and
trained peroonnel.
Apart from the World Bank and bilateral donors, AARD has received oupport from
various international centres.
The60 includa ACIAR and IDRC who have provided
operational funda for raaearch, mainly in poet-harvest and fiaheriea, AVRDC,
IFDC and aeveral CGIAR Centrea. AVRDC ha. been active in vegetable reaearch and
ha.
undertaken collaborative activities funded by the Aaian Development Bank.
IFDC ha6 collaborated on rice policy re8earch i n a joint IFPRI/IRRI/IFDC
activity.
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Of the CGIAR centree, IRRI has been the one moat actively involved in Indonesia.
Ita program dates back to 1967, when the HYVa IR5 and IR8 were introduced into
the country.
In the early 1970’8 it became formally involved in three waye:
Firet, through Dutch bilateral aid, a pathologist and a eoile epecialiet were
baeed at Haroe; eecond, with USAID support, a breeder, an economist and a
farming eystene specialist were baeed at Bogor; and third, a fornal cooperative
research and technical aeeietance contractual arrangement between the Hinietry
of Agriculture and IRRI wae signed in 1972 and lasted until 1982.
The core of
thie arrangement wae that IRRI rendered technical support to etrengthen rice
IRRI provided
reeeaerch at the Sukamandi Food Crop Reeearch Inetitute.
technical experts in the fielde of plant breeding, plant pathology, entomology
and agricultural engineering, in addition to a training program with eeminare,
The Sukamandi inetitute
workehope and training in both Indonesia and at IRRI.
wae eetabliehed with funding from two World Bank (IDA) loane and wae expanded
It is located at the centre of the rice growing area of West
using NARI funds.
Java and is within three houre drive of 0.5 million ha of wetland rice, or about
10% of the area (allowing for double cropping) under rice in Indoneeia.

IRRI hae, however, collaborated with Indoneeia in nany waye. Training hae been
a critical element and, between 1962 and 1982, 401 IndoneBian ecientiete (1
poet-doctoral fellow, 32 H.Sc.,
24 Ph.D.,
41 non-degree and 307 short course
Five of thoee with Ph.D.8 now head up
participante) have been trained at IRRI.
food crop reeearch institutes.
The GO1 and IRRI have, since 1965, collaborated
in the Genetic Evaluation and Utilieation Program (GEU), with IRRI maintaining
Indonesia’e germ plaem collection, aeeieting in ecreening for brown plant hopper
and grassy stunt virue reeietance, evaluating eating quality and providing other
infornation not readily attainable in Indoneeia at the present tine.
IRRI also
arranges screening of Indoneeian deepwater varieties in Thailand and cold
tolerance teeting in Korea.
Indonesia has reciprocated by screening materials
for IRRI and other countriee for rice tungro virue, blast and gall midge. AARD
hae also been actively involved in IRRI’e International Rice Teeting Program,
entering more than 50 etrains annually in IRTP nureeriee for evaluation, and it
has ueed eeveral hundred IRTP entries as parents in it8 national breeding
program.
In 1984, after the conclueion of the 1972-82 IRRI/AARD program, a new
collaborative program wae eigned in which IIRI‘e involvement is to be focused on
upland rice improvement and upland farming eyeteme, reeearch on brown plant
hopper, green leaf hopper and tungro virus and on irrigation water management.
It is envisaged that germ plaen tranefer and training will continue to play key
roles in the program, but that rather than AARD cooperating in IRRI’e program,
IRRI will now co&&gborg&g in those parts of AARD’s program where it poeeeees
epecialised expertiee which doee not yet exist within AARD.
Since 1977 IRRI hae had an agricultural engineer posted in Indoneeia working
mainly in Sumatra and Sulaweei, where there is often a shortage of labour, on
developing a domestic induatry for the manufacture of agricultural machinery
deeigned at IRRI. Thia progran is carried out through the extension eervicee of
the DGFC and ha8 led to an increase in local manufacturere of small-scale
machinery, particularly threehere, where the number of local manufacturer8 ha8
increaeed from 2 to 13.
The Government enviaagee an expanding role for
selective mechanieation, even in parte of Java, becauee of the importance in
communal irrigation eysteme of timely planting and harveeting, and becaure of
periodic ehortagee of labour.
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Indonesia’s links with IRRI have been enhanced for a number of years by the
preeence on the IRRI Board of Trusteee of a senior agricultural scientist from
Indonesia (since 1978 from AARD).
GgMlWT works in Indonesia mainly through its regional office in Bangkok,
although maize and wheat germ plasm is received directly from Mexico for
ecreening and evaluating locally.
The maize program works with both openpollinated and hybrid varieties.
The only hybrid released to date ie a
commercial one (Cargill) whose field testing and evaluation was done by AARD.
5000 ha were planted in 1984 and the 1985 target is 68,000 ha.
AARD aleo
participate8 in CII¶NYT’s international testing program.
Staff have attended
meetings and workshops organised by CINNYT and have undertaken sponsored tripe
to other Asian maize programs and to CIHIYT.
The six open-pollinated new maize
varieties releaeed in the period 1980-1983 were all locally bred.
CIHMYT haa
trained twelve AARD staff at its headquarters in various types of courses, and
There is also a
CIMUYT publications are fairly widely distributed within AARD.
link with CIMMYT’e tropical wheat program.
Four AARD staff from the new wheat
program visited CIWHYT in 1981, and germ plasm has been received from CINMYT.

CJe

has been active in Indonesia for more than six years.
Progress wa8
initially conatrained by conetant local staff changes but more recently the
situation has ntabilieed.
Several aspects of CIP‘e involvement are of
particular interest.
1) CIP was aaked to review the complete potato research strategy for
Indoneeia, which was carried out in September 1983.
There are
indications that the results of thie miasion are beginning to
bear fruit, and that the internal organisation will be developed
which will permit CIP to work more efficiently with national
ecientists.
2)

CIP poeted a eenior scientist to Indonesia for approximately five
months in 1983 to work with AARD, epecifically on research aimed
at solving problems of potato production in warm conditions.

3) In 1982, Indonesia became a part of a collaborative
network, SAPPRAD, consisting of five countries in South
in which Indoneeia has assumed the lead role for the
tropical potato agronomy. Thie includes bacterial wilt
mulching, intercropping etc.

research
East Aeia
work in
control,

4)

CIP has supplied AARD with germ plasm with bacterial wilt and
late blight resietance and with true potato eeed for evaluation
in the national prograa.

5)

CIP has aleo been inetrunental in making it poesible for an
Indonesian scientist to visit Vietnam, on USAID funding, in order
to etudy the use of village level techniques of potato tissue
culture.

Six of them have
Ten AARD staff have participated in CIP training activitiee.
attended one to two week coursee at CIP’8 regional office in the Philippines and
Several AARD staff
four have been to couraea or workshops at CIP headquarters.
have also visited CIP headquarters.
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In 1976 Indonesia established a National Committee for Plant Genetic Resoursee,
chaired by e senior AARD etaff member, which was charged with advising the GO1
on all matters relating to plant genetic resources.
The Committee oversees a
number of collections, which are located at univereities and AARD facilities.
In its early years it worked cloeely with ZWGE who, since 1977, have eponeored
eight germplasm collections from the remoter parts of Indoneeia (fruit trees,
tuber crops (twice), bananas (twice), coconuts (twice) and soybean) with grante
for thie from the IBPGR totalling USS 149,250.

IBPGR ha6 also funded (US0 23,300) the translation into Englieh of Indonesian
books on tuber crope, fruits and vegetables and three regional training coureee
on plant genetic reeourcee evaluation (875,000) at which there were a total of
fifty participants, forty-one of them coming from other South Eaet Asian
countries.
These coureee were held at the National Biological Institute at
Bogor (LBI), whose director is the secretary of the National Committee for Plant
Genetic Resourcee.
course at
Ten Indoneeian scientiete have taken the IBPGR sponsored M.Sc.
Birmingham University on the conservation and utilieation of plant genetic
The IBPGR has also aeeisted Indoneeia in the participation of about
resources.
thirty scientist6 at a number of IBPGR sponsored workshop8 and training courees
outside of Indoneeia, with staff from AARD, LBI and Univereitiee as participant6
(see Annex 1 Table 2 5 ) .
The leader of XITA'g
root and tuber program has vieited AARD on a number of
occasions and has supplied them with both cassava and sweet potato germ plaem.
This is being grown with that of CIAT, and although some shows pronise, none is
yet ready for release.
The AARD root crop program coordinator did hie M.Sc.
Six Indoneeiana have
training at IITA and is very familiar with their program.
been trained at IITA.
The training has involved staff from both the root crop
A number of AARD etaff reported eeeing
and the grain legume program8 of AARD.
IITA publicatione.
There ie , however, a recognieed risk in ueing IITA germplaem because African caeeava mosaic is not found in Indonesia and, in light of
thie and also because of the regional reeponeibility agreement eigned by CIAT
and IITA in June 1984, IITA may have a limited role to play in Indoneeia.
Since 1977 AARD had received eight visits from CIAT'e caseava program etaff and
has a160 received planting stakes which are ehowing some promise in field
trials, but no CIAT lines or their progeny have yet been releaeed.
The AARD
root crop program coordinator ha8 visited CIAT and participated in a CIAT
regional meeting in Thailand. Twelve Indoneeiane have participated in CIAT root
crop training coursee.
CIAT is constrained in what it can do by the shortage of trained manpower in
AARD'e
root crop program, and has devoted part of its effort in Indonesia to
Brawijaya Univereity at Malang where a srall pool of root crop expertise has
been developed with Dutch and IDRC funding.
There is a close working
relationship between root crop researchers at the Halang Food Crop Research
Institute and the University. A recent workshop aponsored jointly by CIAT and
Economic and Social Commis8ion for A d a and the Pacific (ESCAPI'a
the U.N.
Regional Coordination Centre for Research and Development of Coaree Grains,
Plueee, Root6 and Tuber Crops (CGPRT) had two AARD and five Brawijaya
participant6 Plus one Brawijaya-trained privata eector plantation manager who
he6 a collaborative screening program with AARD.
CGPRT'8
director (who ia
located at Bogor) 16 a CIAT Board of Trucrtem and icr keen to develop CIAT-AARD-
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CGPRT links.
Two scientiete from CIAT’s forage prograa also visited AARD in June
explore a ba6i8 for po8sible future collaboration.

1984 to

------ICRISAT

has been visited by the leader of AARD‘s grain legume prograa who
participated in a Consultative Group meeting for Asian regional research on
Several visits to AARD have been made by ICRISAT staff
grain legume8 in 1983.
and sorghum, groundnut and pigeon pea gera plasa has been supplied.
Two AARD
ataff have received research scholarships ( 2 and 11 weeks) from ICRISAT and
.even
pereon8 have gone there as in-aervice trainees, mainly in the cropping
system program, on courses of 6-8 months duration.
ICRISAT i 8 also cloeely linked to CGPRT, which is funding a regional training
program for agricultural econoaists at ICRISAT with one participant from AARD.
Discuseions are under way regarding a senior ICRISAT staff member doing a
eabbatical at CGPRT which, if it materialiees, should help to strengthen AARDICRISAT linka.

----IFPRI

has a collaborative prograa with IFDC and IRRI on rice policies in South
Thie prograa is not with AARD but ie linked to the Planning Unit in
the office of the Secretary General of the Ministry of Agriculture.

East A8ia.

----ISNAR

ha8 had a link with AARD since 1981, when at AARD’s request it staffed
AARD’e firat Ouinquennial Review.
Since the review, one member of the review
team has visited AARD approximately every three months to aseist AARD in
developing aethodology for iaplementing some of the review recommendations in
the areas of priority aetting, planning, aonitoring and evaluation. The foraer
Director General of AARD ia a aeaber of the Board of Trustees of ISNAR (and at
one tire waa a TAC meaber
the only person froa Indonesia to be 80 appointed).

-

In terne of mandatee IRRI ie clearly the IARC of aoet importance to Indonesia,
given the role of rice in the national economy. The other food crops covered by
the IARCe, in order of importance according to the value of their production,
are listed in Table 2.5.
TABLE 2.5
COMPARATIVE TARN-GATE VALUE OF SOME
FOOD CROPS PRODUCED IN 1981 (AARD, 1984 b,c.)
Relevant
(billion Rupiaha)
CGIAR (or other) Centre
Rice
Corn
Caa8av a
Soybean
Groundnut
Sweot Potato
Potato
Other food crop.
Fruit8
Vogetabloa
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In interpreting the above table in terms of the current level of IARC activities
note must be taken of the non-technical constraints to production, particularly
the question of narket demand, which have been referred to in Chapter 1 of this
report and will be mentioned again later. However, it is, perhaps, worth noting
that 76% of the value of IARC mandated crope produced in Indonesia is
represented by rice.
Nevertheless the size of the country is such that the
other mandated crope still represent over 2 billion US dollare of agricultural
GDP each year.

AARD has existed a short time, especially when measured in the context of tine
in the continuing, accumulative process of generation of knowledge through
reeearch.
The eventual effecte of AARD, in terne of increaeed output of food
and fibre in Indonesia, cannot be judged yet.
Nore appropriate criteria for
judging its effectiveness now are related to its assembling of resources, its
base for expansion of research activity, and the continuation and strengthening
of program that were already in existence.
In particular, the expansion and
development of human resources, described earlier in this chapter, represents a
noteworthy achievement.
There are, nevertheless, numerous reports that furnish detailed information
about specific contributions of AARD.
Perhaps the nost comprehensive is the
AARD (1981) publication
yegre of Zg~ifulgggg& Resear@ gpd byg&npn&t fgf
Indonesia ---1976 1_9%Q.Other reports on selected programs of AARD aleo furnieh
evidence of its progress and accomplishments.
Of special significance is the
resume prepared in June 1982 of the National Rice Research Program, initiated
with cooperation from IRRI and funded by the USAID, the Ford Foundation, and
The NRRP was integrated into the NARII and
other donors (IRRI 1984s).
a8 well ae benefited from
the organizational atability
contributed to
provided by the emerging AARD.

---------
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The most impressive accomplishment of AARD is the role that it has played in the
transformation of rice production, which has turned Indonesia from being the
world’s largest rice importer in 1980 to an exporter of nearly 300,000 MT in
1984.
Within the short life pan of AARD, annual milled rice production has
grown from 15.5 to 25.5 million MT with new varieties and technology playing a
key role in the increa6ed production.
Since rice is the most important crop, and the one to which most resourcee have
been devoted, it is not suprising that it has made the most progress in
research.
But iaportant new varieties have been bred in a nuaber of other
crop8, as will be related later, and useful advances have been made in research
on farming systems and integrated pest control. In the food crop area alone 188
research papers were published by AARD staff in the period 1979-1984.
A number
of theae are short communications and are in the local language but amongst
them, in both the Indoneaian Journal of Agricultural Research and referred
international publicstiona, are papers of a very high standard.
Table 2.6
auamarlzea this published output.
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TABLE 2.6
RESEARCH PAPERS ON FOOD CROPS PUBLISHED BY AARD
STAFF DURING 1979-1984
Publication
Ind. J. Agric. Sci.
Agric. Res. Bulletin8
Other Publications

Rice

Uaize/
Sorghum

Grain
Legumes

Root
Crops

Total

33
8
48

9
3
26

5
24

2
0
21

--

---

a9

38

38

23

188

--

--

9

--

53
16
119

As in any new and rapidly growing agency there are problems, the most serious of
which are financial. These lay in three main areas:
a)
the extremely low salary levels paid to professional staff mean that
many of them have to take on adminietrative taske and other work to
earn sufficient 'honoraria' to make a reasonable living,
the shortage of funds for operational research, becauee the major part
b)
of the budget ie devoted to salaries and capital development,
restricts the amount of research that can be carred out,
c)
the level of funding for maintaining buildings and equipment is not
keeping pace with the development of new physical resources, and some
of the newer equipment is already suffering from lack of funds for
maintenance.

None of the above probleme hae seriously affected AARD to date, but they do
ropreaent a major ri6k in the foreseeable future as ekllled staff numbers
rapidly build up. Funding Shortage8 could lead to frustration and staff waetage
which, to date, has been negligible.
The situation could well change as
agricultural development, in general, creates career opportunities for skilled
agricultural scientist8 outside of the research area.
At present few such
opportunities exist in Indonesia.
The heavy dependence of AARD on foreign funde, which are provided mainly for
developmont activities,
could also represent a problem in future when
expenditure shift6 more from developmental to operational activities.
AARD'e
two major donors, USAID and IBRD, appear to be very conscious of this and in new
project8 currently under consideration are both reviewing the possibility of a
Ultimately, however, to effectively
greater degree of operational support.
utilithe resource(^ that it is developing, AARD will probably require to gg
leaat double its current budget level relative to both agricultural sector
expenditure and to the agricultural GDP.

----_

A problem that im probably less enduring, but currently exists, is the shortage
of .kills
in remearch management, particularly planning, programming and
evaluation. This arise8 from the fact that many of AARD's research managers are
newly-trained Ph.D.a with limited training or experience in the managerial taaku
that are now being thru6t upon them.
AARD has made considerable effort at
providing in-8ervice training for it8 senior staff and ha8 plans to intensify
thi8 activity,
although in the long run it will probably be neceaaary to
provide 8uch training more formally at a local university.

,
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Since 1969, the most spectacular change in Indonesian agriculture has been the
transformation of the rice economy.
This has been brought about as a reeult of
concerted efforts by the government to make Indonesia self-sufficient in rice.
The aucceesful attainment of this goal in the early 1980s was due to the
interaction of a number of key factors.
In Repelita I and I1 alone, about
USS1.S billion was spent on rehabilitating or expanding a total of nearly 3m ha,
of irrigation systems, with an even larger sum and a similar area planned for
Repelita 111. Both rice and fertilizer prices were subeidised, enabling farmers
to apply modern technology, and the use of nitrogenoue fertilizer increased tenfold between 1969 and 1984.
Procurement and storage were reorganised through
BULOG in order to create market stability and the BIHAS program took research
results to farmere fields and provided both credit and effective organisation of
All of these eupportive activitiee,
farmera’ groups and the supply of inputs.
plus the opening up of new lands off Java, are likely to have helped increase
production.
But superimposed upon them was the new technology provided by the
agricultural reeearch agency (AARD) whose personnel, from before the date of
This collaboration has
establi8hment of AARD, collaborated closely with IRRI.
been most fruitful and ha6 led to the production of over fifty new and highyielding varietiea of rice which now cover over 6 million hectaree, or more than
70%, of the planted area.
Total yield of milled rice ha8 increaeed by 10
million HT per annum since 1974.
Whil8t such an increaee is theoretically possible from the IRRI-based Pelita
varieties firat relaased in 1971, in practice thie appears to be highly unlikely
because of their eu8ceptibility to new pest biotypes that thrive on well-watered
and fertilized rice, and the area under theee two varieties fell from 1.56 m ha
in 1975/76 to only 0.11 m ha in 1982/83, as new and reeistant varieties came on
atreem from either AARD’a IRRI-trained staff of from IRRI itself.
The professional competence of the AARD scientists has been instrumental in the
rapid adaptation, teating and release of both locally produced and IRRI
varieties.
To attempt to isolate or apportion the contribution made by AARD,
IIRI or the aupportive mechanicras supplied by government ia not realistic since
all three components are interdependent.
However, in the next chapter an
attempt is rade to quantify the effects of the new varieties as a whole, without
attributing these effects. At thie point, suffice to say that the rice story in
Indoneeia, and the strong and close relationship that exists between AARD and
IRRI, both indicate the sort of beneficial contribution that an IARC can make
when collaborating with a strong, motivated and effective WARS.
Apart from the role8 played by IRRI in term8 of technology and training, many
of the senior policy makers interviewed felt that IRRI had made a significant
contribution to rice policy in the early 1970’s by demonstrating the potential
that existed in rice research.
It wae felt that an awareness of IRRI’s early
aucceuas opened the eyee of Indonesian planner8 and policy raker8 to the
horizons that could be reached in rice productivity and that this influenced the
government in creating AARD and in eupporting it 80 atrongly.
There i 8
Ju8tifiable national pride in the increase that has taken place In rice
production, und the important role played in thie by IRRI is well recognisad end
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openly acknowledged.
It is not yet possible to relate a similar story for any of the other eight
CGIAR centres working in Indonesia, none of whom have very large programe.
Given the sucess of IRRI, the attainment of a rice surplus in a difficult export
market and the stagnation in production of most other food crops, plus the
emphasie now being given to upland crops, the climate is now very favourable for
In the interviews carried out for this
a greater involvement of other centres.
report the need for this wae frequently expressed.
This need was allied with a
comment on the nature of the relationehip that AARD is now seeking with the
IARCs

.

The evolution of ranpower and facilities over the last decade has led to AARD
becoming a much larger and very different organisetion than what it was a few
years ago. The nature of the dynamic changes that have taken place has led to a
new forr of relationship with IRRI, in which, rather than AARD ’cooperating’ in
IRRI’s program, IRRI ’collaborates’ with AARD’s program.
This is irportant in
that it means that AARD is a full partner in the work and IRRI’s program in
Indonesia is based on priorities defined by the WARS.
AARD does not yet have
this type of relationship with the other IARCs (other than, perhaps, ISNAR).
Many scientists feel that 80me of the IARCs have not fully comprehended the
changes that have taken place within AARD and which have increased its capacity
and opened up new opportunities.
They believe that there is no need to repeat
the 20 year period of “cooperation“ that they had with IRRI and that this could
and should be short-circuited, especially with CIMHYT end ICRISAT, by moving
quickly into the type of collaborative agreement they now have with IRRI.
These perceptions appear to have strongly influenced the answers given to the
two Impact Study Questionnaires which were completed (to differing degrees) by
nearly 60 ‘per8ons. The eample interviewed was a mix of eelected reeearch
leaders plus 6 random sample of scientists available on visits m8de to four of
the six
food crop reeearch institutes and to the horticulture research
institute.
However, it included about 25% of the total scientists at the Ph.D.
or H.Sc. levels involved in food or horticultural crop research.
brief commentary on the findings of these surveys is of interest in assessing
the perceptions that Indonesian agricultural specialist8 have about the IARCs
and their value to Indoneeia.
The queetions below were given to 33 AARD
scientiets in the food and horticultural food crop research institutes.
A

None
Slight
Considerable
Very thorough

0
15
17
1

Dont Know
0
Inactive
2
Moderately Active 28
Very Active
3
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The overall perception of the respondants is that they do know quite a lot about
the CG system and that it is fairly active in Indoneaia.
The anawera, however,
aay be biased by regarding IRRI as "the system", although the responses to the
third question do show that anonget the individuals interviewed were those with
knowledge of all of the centres operating in Indoneeia (apart froa IFPRI) who
have worked with the planning bureau of the minietry rather than with AARD. The
survey is, however, not representative in that there was a bias in favour of
rice in the pereon8 interviewed, although some researcher8 working on maize,
root crop8 and grain legumes were included ae can be 8een from the responaes to
the next question.

NOST CONTACT
SOME CONTACT

N_ATIIRE OF CO!TACT

VISIT TO IARC
ATTENDED WORKSHOP
ATTENDED TRAINING
RECEIVE GERM PLASM
RECEIVE PUBLICATIONS
VISITS FROM STAFF

IRRI CIP CIMHYT ICRISAT ISNAR IITA IBPGR CIA"
20
6
3
1
0
2
0
1
4
21
19
12
20
23

24

0

6

6

s

4

4

3
0
4

4

5
11

3
7
7

a

2

4

1

3

0

1
0

3
1

1
0

1
3
3

0

6

0
0
0
1

5

7

a

1

1
1
2

If we average theae figure8 between the 33 repondents, each one had received
visits from the staff of 2.1 Centres, received publications from 1.4 Centre.,
But only 88% of them had
germ plaem from 1.2 and had Vi8ited 1.1 Centrea.
It is difficult to
attended workshope and under SO% had received training.
interpret such figures from e random sample, even though it contained a number
of AARD's moat active research workera.
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!mC
Attending workehops/conferences
Participating in training courses
Receiving materials (germ plasm)
Receiving publications
Visits by staff
Research methodology

Z! Eortanc!!
So!!
!!CY

1

7

1
2
3

3
9
10
21
12

19
15
23
21
10
7

The !!Et

Important
------4
8
15
2

0
4

The final column in this last question was also put to the policy maker6
interviewed.
Their answers were: training 15, germ plasm 4 and re6earch
methodology 4 (possibly a proxy for training).
In addition, a number of them
felt that IRRI had helped establish the credibility of agricultural reaearch in
the eyes of senior policy makers and that this had encouraged the Indone6ian
government to invest in research.
In general, there was a tendency for the
research leaders to regard "training", and research scientists "germ plam", a8
the most important role of the IARCe.
The lower priority given to IARC ataff
visits may be of interest to the centres, especially since the responae8 to
Question 4 showed a high frequency of IARC staff vieits.
These observations set the framework for the rest of this chapter and explain,
in terms of both impact and perceptions, why the chapter is focueaed so heavily
on IRRI, about whose impact in Indonesia much has, and can, be said.

Joint research between Indonesia and IRRI has been in operation since 1972.
Even before that tine IRRI was using Indonesian germ plasm as a source for
sturdy eteme, erect leaves and plant vigour and a high percentage of the
improved plant type varieties released by IRRI and other NARS in the 1960s and
1970s trace back to Indonesian parents.
The national program was considerably strengthened in 1975, after the
of AARD,
by the establishment of a national multidisciplinary
improvement program known as the Genetic Evaluation and Utilieation
(GEU).
Thie was formed as a result of the need to coordinate
activities for better response to outbreaks of brown planthopper, (th.
of ragged stunt and grascry stunt virus), that occured in the rid-19708.

creation
varietal
program
breeding
carrier

The GEU program now provides varieties for the more than 8 million ha of
Indoneeia'e
extremely diverse rice-growing envlronmente.
Becauae it i8
impoesible to breed a single variety suitable for all environments, remarch
goals were eetablished for each major eco-system.
Indonesian rice scientists are capable of screening breeding line6 for moat of
the characteristic6 to be incorporated into improved varietiea.
Due to a
8hortage of greenhousee and personnel, Indonesia has been assisted by IRRI in
acreening for brown planthopper and grassy etunt virur, reaiatance, eating
quality evaluation, and other information.
Some cold-tolerance 8creening of
Indone8ian linea I8 done in Korea and the Philippine6. Thailand ha8 aa8iat.d
in
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screening deepwater breeding material for elongation ability and submergence
tolerance. In turn, Indonesia has reciprocated by screening materials from IRRI
and other countries for rice tungro virue, blast, and gall midge.
The strong organieational foundation laid through the establishment of the GEU
program ha8 enablesd CRIFC to produce an extremely large amount of breeding
material.
In 1979, the program produced 711 crosses, 4,116 bulk hybrid
populations, 91,472 pedigree nursery entriee, 2,018 obeervational trial entriee,
and SO1 replicated yield trial entries grown in varietal improvement nurseries.
An important component of the GEU program is its participation in the
International Rice Testing Program (IRTP), which annually distributes about 20
uniform nurseriee for growing in more than 50 countriee.
The participating
countries and IRRI provide the entries for the nurseries.
IRRI coordinate8 the
preparation and distribution of seed from the nurseries to intereeted countriea,
surnarizes the results, and reports them to the participating countries.
The
nurseries are divided into yield trials, obeervational trials, and streem
screening trials (disease and insects, low temperature, drought, ealinityalkilinity, and other soil deficiencies or toxicities).
Since 1976 Indonesia
has annually grown an average of 9 yield trials, 9 obeervational trials and 20
atreas screening trials (Table 3.1).
Over the yeare more than 40 Indonesians
engaged in the rice program have participated in the annual 4 month GEU training
course at IRRI.

TABLE 3.1
INTERNATIONAL RICE TESTING PROGRAM NURSERIES GROWN IN
INDONESIA, 1976-80

Nursery Type
Yield trials

6

9

9

7

12

Observational
triale

8

9

10

6

12

Strese screening
Cold, drought,
probler soils

4

4

2

2

6

Diseasee,
insects

16

21

12

13

19

TOTAL

34

43

33

28

49

The fact that IRTP nurseries are groun in many countries each yoar giv.8
country
and di8oa.e.
and 8tr.88
tolerances that would require several years' testing if oach country had to
depend only on its'oun facilities.
Indonesia ha4 entered more than 50 .train8
program the benefit of varietal reaction8 to insect.,
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annually in IRTP nurseries for evaluation throughout the network.
This has
considerably reduced the number of years required for the evaluation of
promising lines.
Indonesia has used several hundred IRTP entries as parents in the national
breeding program.
Many IRTP entriee have also been evaluated for new variety
These included IR26, IR28, IR29, IR30, IR32,
potential and with good success.
IR34, IR36, IR38, and IR42, all IRTP entriee that were ultimately released ae
varieties in Indonesia.
Two paths have been concurrently followed in varietal improvement:
(1)
continued breeding of local varieties, and (2) the direct uee of new IRRI
varieties.
IRRI lines/crosses were also used in Indonesian breeding programs.
IR8 and IRS, renamed PB8 and PB5, were releaeed in 1967.
C-4-63 was also
introduced from the Philippines in 1968 and released in 1969.
In 1971, Pelita
1-1 and 1-2, selections from a cross between IRS and national improved Syntha,
were releaeed.
Numerous other varietiee in both categories were subsequently released by the
government (Annex 1 Table 26).
Except for Semeru, none of the varieties have
exceeded the yield potential of IRS and Pelita 1-1 and 1-2.
The Indonesian
A principal
varieties tend to be somewhat taller than the IRRI varieties.
advantage of the newer varieties is in dieease resistance.
The eating quality
of the Indonesian varietiee is much more apt to be rated 'good' than io the caae
of the IRRI varieties, where only IRS4 and IR56 have earned this cla8sification.

A

principal factor Influencing the introduction and diffusion of the new
varieties is their resistance to the brown plant hopper (BPH).
This pest was
first recorded in 18S4 but did not become a serious problem until the early
1970'e
when more intensive methods of production (heavier fertilization,
elimination of fallow) created favourable condition8 for its spread.
As all
varieties grown in Indonesia before 1975 were susceptible, new sources of
resistance had to be found.
This waa done, but the process had to continue
because new biotypes developed. Varieties involved were:

-

Regletan& &g Biggyee :
1 PB26, PB28, PB30, PB34
Brantus, Serayu, Citarum, Asahan.
Resistant &e B i & y ~ $ e 1
2- PB32, PB36, PB38
Semeru, Ciaadane, Cinandiri, Ayung.

Biotype 3 was noted in North Sumatra in
Biotype 2 appeared in the mid-1970'8.
1983; IR(PBIS6 wa8 found to be resistant and was shipped in February 1983. Two
Indonesian varieties have also been found to be resistant.
To date, the
successive waves of BPH biotypes have tended to limit the use of the traditional
varieties. The result has been successive waves of modern varieties.
The overall area planted to the modern varieties of rice - including Indonesian
varieties developed since 1968 and the IRRI varieties has expanded aharply
over tire, as is shown in Annex 1 Table 27 and Figure 4. From 60 to 65 percent
of the total modern rice area is grown in the wet seaeon and 35 to 40 percent in
the dry season; since 1975/76 the dry season proportion has been increaaing
slightly.

-

In terms of varietal breakdown, the situation hae, as noted, changed sharply
over the years. The moet recent breakdown is summarised in Table 3.2.
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TABLE 3.2
HIGH YIELDING RICE VARIETIES IN INDONESIA 1981-83
Category

1981
Dry

1982182
Wet

1982
Dry

1982183
Wet

................................................................................
Percent

A l l PB(IR) varieties
- PB(IR)36
A l l modern Indonesian varieties
- Cisadane
A l l nodern varieties
Traditional varieties

55.3
(35.2)
12.7
(5.4)
68.1
31.9

52.5
(40.6)
21.9
(11.3)
74.5
25.5

48.7
(30.7)
31.2
(15.1)
79.9
20.1

48.6
(41.8)
36.8
(19.4)

85.4
14.6

................................................................................
Total

100

100

100

100

The magnitude of the area planted to IR36 has been a source of some concern, but
will probably decline a0 the importance of BPH biotype 3 increaaee and with it
the use of PB56. The next most popular PB varieties are PB38 and PB42, but they
Anong the Indoneaian varieties,
cover a much smaller land area than PB36.
Cisadane increased from 585,000 ha i n the 1981/82 wat season to 812,000 ha in
1982183.
With reepect to crops other than rice, no biological material ham yet been
released as a result of germ plasm inputs from the IARCs (although three tomato
varietiee do have AVRDC parentage). Gern plaom from CINHYT, CIAT, CIP, IITA and
ICRISAT ie currently being screened and evaluated by staff who have undergone
training at the8e centre.,
but within the imnediate future no new varietiee with
IARC parentage are anticipated for release. However, one CIMHYT maize gene pool
appear8 very proniaing and could be the oource of future relaaees.

Although a multidisciplinary commodity research epproach ha8 been practiced in
Indonesian transmigration programs since as long ago a8 the late 19508, this
type of approach has been strengthened and enhanced in the last decade through
collaboration with the IARCs.
Starting with rice in 1975, the food crop
research institutes (and later the horticulture research institute which grew
from then) have organised their work approach very much along the lines of the
As yet, rice
IARCs, with nultidieciplinary national teams for each commodity.
is the only commodity with an adequately staffed national teem and even it lack.
key personnel at some research institutee, but progrese on etaffing is being
made in the maize, eorghum and grain legume programs and in some area6 of
industrial crops, live8tock and fisheries.
A great deal of the methodology used is identical to that at the IARCs, but
eince ruch of this is standard internationally the only credit that the IARCs
In the ca8e
can take for this is the number of pereon8 that they have trained.
of germ plasm evaluation, the IARCe have, in many Instances, pioneered interna
tional testing and evaluation programs and Indoneeia has collaborated cloaely in
these.
Its own testing methods for cereals, grain legume8 and root crop8 are
The IARC8 have barn
cloeely allied to those of the relevant centree.
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particularly active in bringing AARD into regional networks for rice, maize and
potatoes, with AARD taking the lead in specific aspects of the IRTP disease and
peat screening network and the CIP coordinated SAPPRAD network on tropical
potato agronomy.
In 1983 AARD reorganised its system of research protocols, programing and
reporting on a basis very similar to that used at many IARCs.
Whilst this
cannot be attributed to any specific IARC action, it appears as a likely
invisible effect of the CG system in that those responsible for initiating this
change were people who work extremely closely with the IARCa.
Four specific examples of IARC involvement in research organisation
cited. These involve IRRI, ISNAR, IBPGR and IFPRI.

may

be

The first activity relates to the role played by a small team of IRRI
acientista, baaed at Bogor for 12 years, in developing the methodology and
organisation for cropping systems research.
Their strategies for cropping
intensification are simple technologies, conceptually easy to demonstrate, but
Sometimes difficult to implement in farmers’ fields. Consequently, the cropping
systems research in lowland rice producing areaa has actively involved local
government officials and extension personnel in the research processes.
The
introduction of BPH resistant and early naturing rice varietiee served as the
catalyst for more intensive rice production in these irrigated, and partially
irrigated, areas.
In addition to this, cropping systems research has been
carried out in upland rice areas where food crop production is not as stable and
profitable as rice production in the lowlands.

This cropping systems research has had
organisation and methodology including:

Considerable impact

on

research

(1) The acceptance of a systems approach to research and to increasing
This is demonstrated by the increaeing demands aade
agricultural output.
on CRIFC and AARD for their services in conducting cropping/farning sytems
research throughout the country.

(2) The reorientation of commodity research goals.
Feedback from cropping
systems research activities has reeulted in greater emphasis being placed
on screening legumes for tolerance to low pH soils, corn for resistance to
downy mildew, and upland rice for resistance/tolerance to blast and brown
plant hopper etc.; and
As a consequence of the
(3) The creation of interdisciplinary research teams.
systems emphaeis, research at CRIFC now involves teams of scientist8
trained in soils, entomology, breeding, agronomy, and economics. Theee
teams jointly plan, conduct and evaluate AARD research throughout the
country.
Recently the traditional separation between CRIFC and the Centre
for Soils Research has been broken down and both centres now work together
on a nurber of major activitiee.

A

eecond IARC activity in the field of organisation and management is the
program of ISNAR.
This centre’s firat involvement in Indoneeia was in August
1981 when at AARD’e request it provided a team of eight to carry out an in-depth
review which rade recornendations about AARD nethode of setting prioritiee,
organieing and managing its programs, allocating resources and defining its
need8 for external support.
In general the review was regarded by AARD a6 a
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euccese, although AARD felt that any future reviewe of this type would need to
be of longer duration and to include both external consultante and AARD staff in
order to have a better feel for the background.
Following the review, AARD then requested ISNAR to aeaiet in implementing its
reconnendations, in the first instance by helping to prepare NAR 111, the next
major stage of World Bank support.
ISNAR did thie, not through a traditional
technical assistance role, but through working with AARD staff to strengthen
their
management capacity through the joint development of
appropriate
methodology. This waa done through a series of quarterly visits which developed
an iterative approach, which wae then aleo used to prepare a loan propoeal to
the Asian Development Bank in horticulture, one of the areas highlighted for
priority aseietance by the ISNAR review.
The ISNAR review made a number of recommendations aimed at strengthening AARD's
planning, monitoring and evaluation capacity, which were strongly supported by
AARD's
najor donor, the World Bank, whose NAR I1 loan called for the
establishment of an in-house monitoring and evaluation unit. In 1983 AARD aaked
ISNAR to aeeist in developing B methodology for use by such a unit through B
program of applied research.
AARD decided to evaluate its programs and
activities over a three year period through nine sub-sector reviews carried out
by joint teame of external coneultants and AARD staff.
It requeeted ISNAR to
initially take B lead role in these reviewe but to train AARD staff and
gradually phaee down its involvement so that by the end of the review period
AARD had the internal capacity to carry out this taek. Reviews of horticulture,
palawija crops and fisheriee were carried out in 1984 (see AARD 1984b, A A R D
1984~).
Involvement in these evaluation reviewe io not only enabling ISNAR to fulfil
that part of its mandate that "helps national eyetems identify and make better
uee of other resources available from donore by helping national leaders
identify their needs which might be met by external aid but, through involvement
of donors and IARCs in the review proceea, ISNAR is aleo covering its mandate,
"to serve an intermediary role in improving cooperation between NARS and IARCs".
The reeearch program evaluation methodology is aleo part of the process of
etrengthening local management capacity.
The degree of AARD research centre
involvement in the reviews has progressively increased.
The first review
evaluated one of the weaker units of AARD and local input8 were limited.
For
the second review AARD mounted a much stronger team and thie process was
continued at the third.
Both of the last two reviews aleo illustrated the
growing capacity of the research unite within AARD to uae the information and
data methodology which ISNAR has helped to develop, and ISNAR has now been asked
to help prepare a follow-up syetem to ensure that the reveiw recommendations are
being implemented.
The najor current problem in doing this is a ehortage of
staff in the AARD Secretariat which hae overall responsibility within AARD for
programming and evaluation.
The local office of the World Bank hae specifically requeeted AARD to
incorporate the continuation of the review process as a component of N A R 111.
USAID, AARD'e
other major donor, hae had exploratory diecuesions with ISNAR
about a 'Special Project' in which ISNAR would provide some research management
training inputs in a new USAID loan which ie expected to follow AARP in 1986.
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In addition to its specific involvement in evaluation reviews, ISNAR’e Training
and Conference Program has been specifically involved in efforts to strengthen
management skill0 by organising a new approach for the annual meeting of AARD
eenior
staff
in 1983.
This focueeed on management, rather
than
on
administration, as in previous meetings, and was the precursor of locally
arranged meetings with a similar structure.
The third example of an IARC role in the general area of research organisation
and methods is offered by IBPGR. The strong eupport given by this centre in the
period 1977 to 1980 is regarded as having helped to establish local credibility
for the National Committee for Plant Genetic Reeources.
Thie led to the
Connittee being granted adequate funds by GO1 in Repelita I11 so that it hae now
Since 1980 Indonesia has required little funding from
becore self sufficient.
the IBPGR, although it has continued to play an active role in regional
networks.

The final example in this general Sield relatee to IFPRI’e work on rice policies
in South East Asia.
Thie regional project is highly regarded by thoee who are
aware of it, although knowledge of the project and its output do not seem to be
wideepread.
Houever, the reaponeibility for thia ray lie with the Indonesian
The work done to
counterparts who have yet to produce a completion report.
date, and the reaulte from IFPRI’a work in the Philippines, have encouraged the
Planning Bureau of the Minietry of Agriculture to seek IFRI participation in a
follow-up project relating to investment policy in irrigation development.
The
local directors of the first IFPRI project felt that IFPRI had played an
important role in training Indonesian planners in rationalising their approach
to policy option8 in aaking difficult decision. about large-scale investment..
IFPRI’s profeneionalism and independonce were regarded as inportant attribute8
in their work in Indone8ia.
3.4

The responaeo to the quemtionnaire referred to in Section 3.1 of this report
make it clear that training is regarded a8 one of the most iaportant roles of
the IARCs, particularly by the rrenior ninirtry and AARD personnel interviewed,
many of whom felt that i t was the .ingle moat inportant contribution made by the
IARCe to Indoneaia.
Whil8t the nunber of pereons receiving advanced training at the centre6 (mainly
IRRI but aled IITA) is emall in terms of the raeeive training program.
now
funded by IBRD, USAID and ADOTB, it is noteworthy that a significant nunber of
the peraona who are now the top research managere in AARD were trained at IRRI.
These are the people who played a paraaount role in the developrent of the new
rice varieties which did 60 much to entablieh AARD’s credibility in Indonesia.
During the couroe of the survey a number of interesting comnenta, criticisme and
euggeetione were made about IARC training program. Many of these comments were
based on the feeling that the IARCs nead to coneider evolving their information
and training approaches to parallel the way in which IRRI’e reaearch approach
he8 evolved to take account o f AARD’s changing manpower numbera and capability.
Thus it was auggeated that:

1.
2.

There ehould be a heavier streen on in-country training which can both
involve more people and be more relevant to local conditione.
There ahould be leas large workahop ‘jamborees’ and more short-tom
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individual visite to IARCe by AARD staff in order to better capitalize on
their increasing degree of epecialieation.
IARCe ahould provide more facilitiee for poet-doctorale (but ehould not, as
eome do, use post-doctorale a6 technical assistants).
IARCe should coneider a sabbatical vieitihg ecientiet program for NARS
staff, poeeibly through exchange vieits with an IARC etaff member doing a
Thie would help the NARS senior
sabbatical in the program of the NARS.
etaff keep up to date and would increaee the familiarity of the IARC etaff
with field problame.

In the information field it was obeerved that many relevant ecientiete never see
IARC publication8 although these are highly regarded and widely diatributed.
There ie a particular problem in finding IARC documentation at the working level
and at inetitutee of etatione located away fror Bogor.
Thie topic is discueeed
in more detail in the next eection of thie chapter.

The earlier parte of thie chapter have dealt with a number of aspects of
IARCINARS relationshipe, but have not covered all of the queetione poeed in the
two questionnaires. Of theee queetione three, in particular, etimulated anewere
and commente that juetify d~6CU66iOn.
1.

2.
3.

Have the IARCe influenced national reeearch policy or been in any way
a drain on national reeourcee?
Are there alternative agenciee that duplicate the CGIAR IARCe?
How can the IARCe increase their effectiveneee in the future?

There wae a unanimous opinion expreeeed that collaboration with the IARCe have
not imposed additional burdens on the ecarce national re~ourcee available for
reeearch.
It wae ale0 agreed by all that the IARC8 have not influenced funding
allocation8 or relative emphasis between commoditiee nor have they influenced
the overall organieation of reeearch or reeearch policiee.
There ha6 been eome
influence on methodology, particularly with respect to farming eyeteme, and an
influence on the agro-8ociological baeie for orienting reeearch, a6 well a8 an
impact on the way fund8 have been allocated within commodity prograr6,but these
have been indirect, through peer di6CU6SiOn6, rather than by IARCe trying to
directly influence policy.
Overall the meaeage was very clear that Indonesia
feels that the IARCs (i.8. IRRI) have responded positively to Indone8ia’e
agricultural goal (rice iself-aufficiency) by providing what the country most
needed, i.e. training, germ plaem, information and methodology.

The role of the IARCa ie regarded a8 unique.
Technical aesiatance ha6 been
provided by personnel from multilateral agencies (FAO, IAEA, IBRD-WAR 11) and
bilateral project8 (Dutch, U.S. Japaneee, IDRC, ACIAR, ADAB etc.), and germ
plaem ha6 been obtained directly from other NARS euch a8 tho88 in India,
Paki6tan, Thailand and the Philipinnma.
But theam other contact8 have lacked
the long-term continuity and back-up provided by the IARC.,
and their technical
personnel eometlmee lack6 the reeearch expertiam of centre etaff. However, rore
technical a8ei8tance rtaff on long-term aeiignment in fndone8ia, particularly on
eoeo of the bilateral and multilateral projecta, have made a major contribution
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to Indonesian reeearch.
Furthermore, their agencies can often provide capital
or operational funds for local reeearch, which IARCs can rarely do.
But
overall, alternative agenciee do not fill the slot into which the IARC fit.
This ie not unexpected since many of theee agenciee are themeelvee members of
the CGIAR which fund8 the IARCs.

An exception to this generalieation is AVRDC which ia well regarded in
Indonesia. The many person8 who mentioned AVRDC coneider its mandate to be very
important in Indonesia, want it to be more active and either think it is a CG
centre or that it should be one.
Host look upon it as a 'eieter institute' of
the CGIAR centers.
A eecond 'centre' which waa eingled out for special mention
was ACIAR whose grain legume (mainly groundnut and pigeon pea) initiatives in
Indonesia in the past were noted ae being "more vigorous than that of ICRISAT"
although favourable comment was made of the fact that on a recent vieit to
Indoneeia the ACIAR pereon concerned with the legume program was accompanied by
a grain legume specialist from ICRISAT.

Both of the queetionnaires conducted during the preparation of thie report
invited comments and criticiams of the exieting CGIAR eyatem, and most
respondent8 completed theee eections.
The few impractical comments have been
ignored and the rest are covered below In a narrative that attempts to emphasi8e
the ieeuee that were raised either by the noat senior policy makera or were
Aa throughout this report, the attitude to the
repeated by several people.
reeponeea tends to be dominated by perceptions of IRRI aa being "the eyetem" and
tends, perhaps, to overlook the GO1 support for rice which gave IRRI such an
excellent framework in which to work.
This in no way decries the excellence of
its work or the degree of local self confidence that it has helped to build, but
it may mean that a somewhat optimistic attitude is being taken regarding the
potential for other IARCs, given the human reaourcea and infrastructural
services that exist for crops other than rice, and the many conflicting demands
for their service8 on all IARCs.
The predoninant opinion expre8sed in answer to questions about the service
provided by the IARC8 wa6 that It has been excellent but that all IARCe now need
to follow IRRI'e
example and change their approach from a mecooperativeemor
"outreach" one to a "collaborative" one based on AARD's
definition of ite
national priorities.
With the emergence of what they now regard as a etrong
national system in Indonesia, AARD scientists feel that the role of the IARCs
needs to nove away ftom "promoting" outreach into "complementing" local
capability.
In order to do thie effectively and to take adequate cognizance of the changing
rice situation in Indone8ia, It was felt that there needed to be a greater input
from commodity-oriented centres other than IRRI, particularly CIHHYT and
ICRISAT.
It was felt that AARD had been relatively neglected by these two
centree in the past and, for example, there had been lees CIIYHYT activity and
trainee8 in Indonesia than in Thailand or the Philippines, although Indone8la
grew note maize than either of theee two countriee.
In AUgU8t 1984 the Head of
AARD and the Director of CRIFC had the opportunity to visit CIHHYT and to
exprese their concerns and their wiahee for both a more active CIMHYT training
program for Indonesian8 and for the participation of AARD in the International
Wheat Te8ting Program.
They were plea8ed with CIHHYT'e poeitive reepon6e to
both requests and anticipata much closer linkage6 in the future.

t

.
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Much of the future growth in agricultural production in Indonesia will have to
come from the 70% of its cultivated lands that are not irrigated, especially
from upland and transmigration areas where soils are often poor (with water
management a major problem), fertilizer efficiency is likely to be low and the
infrastructure for supporting farmers is deficient.
In such areas the only way
that a satisfactory income can be generated, and the GOI's equity goals met, is
by having multiple enterprise farms which practice a "system" involving a range
of crops and treea, aa well as livestock and fish, rather than the monoculture
of the irrigated lowlands.
,

Hany of the crops that are likely to be important in such "farming systems" in
Indonesia are ones that are mandated to CGIAR centres.
But to package the
various commodities together in appropriate farming systems is a task that is
likely to require a great deal of skill, cooperation and coordination.
Currently various centres have "farming" or "cropping systems" programs but of
these only that of IRRI is active in Indonesia.
However, as the research on
such systems moves further away fron wetland rice areas, and rice becomes a less
doninant crop in the newer areas, there will be increasing need for inputs from
IARCs other than IRRI (from centres such as IBSRAM, IFDC and IMRI), and also for
these efforts to be appropriately coordinated.
Unless this is done there will
be a risk of both duplication and of doing location-specific work that may not
be cost-effective. But to get the IARCs to work together in a "collaborative"
(the buzz word) systems approach will require some heroic methodology and very
careful coordination. AARD does not believe that a NARS co,uld do this and feels
that the IARCa need to deaignate a coordinating centre, possibly ISNAR, possibly
another, to undertake this task. But it needs doing without much delay.
Another subject that caused a great deal of discussion was the role of the nonWith respect to IBPGR, it is felt
commodity centres, IBPGR, IFPRI and ISNAR.
that it has done en excellent Job internationally but that there ia a reel
danger that much of its past efforts will languish in underutilised collections
evaluation work.
unless a mechanism can be evolved for following up IBPGR's
AARD, for example, has very limited experience on which to base the choice of
crop germ plasn which it might use to open up the arid eastern parts of
Indonesia. It has received material from ICARDA and wonders whether IBPCR has a
role to play in aaeiating countries to get into new crops and to gain access to
germ plasm from crops that are not mandated to IARCs.
For example, could or
should IBPGR be encouraging Indonesia to use raterial from any of the banana
collections that it has assieted?
These comments were offered in the positive
vein of "Here is a centre that hae done an excellent Job. Can it now move into
a second generation task", and not in any negative sense.

ISNAR's association with AARD has already been referred to.
A feature of this
about which AARD was very positive is the continuity of the link maintained
mainly through a single pereon.
It was suggested that for ISNAR to fulfil its
difficult mandate it should focus on a limited number of countries in eome
depth.
In this context, ISNAR'e
involvement in very small countries ~ E J
questioned.
It is felt that the impact of this centre would be lraximised by
focueeing on countriee with large populations and possibly using theee a8
training grounds for passing research management experience and ekille to
smaller nations. To do this it night need to locate staff in countries where it
had a major collaborative activity.

IFPRI's

role was also coneidered to be one where there was a need for an

IARC.

- 52 There were some concerns expreeeed within AARD about IFPRI working outside of
, which tends to be proud (and a little possessive) of its association with
the CGIAR.
Inter-institutional barriers can be quite rigid in Indonesia, even
within the same ministry, and there would eeem to be both a genuine desire
within AARD, and a real value to that agency, for IFPRI to involve the AARD
Centre for Agro-Economic Research (CAER) in whatever work it does in Indonesia.
The CAER has a number of staff with new poet-graduate qualifications who could
benefit greatly from contact with IFPRI, and IFFPRI may need to be more
sensitive to the views of AARD.

AARD

On the subject of management, the questionnaire elicited a few comments
regarding IARC nanagenent.
It was suggested that there should be a stronger
developing-country NARS representation on IARC Quinquennial Reviews and it was
a180 connented on by a number of people that the IARCe lose too much valuable
tine by being over-reviewed.
The lack of a career structure within the CGIAR
system was raised on several occasions.
It was suggested that there should be
more opportunities for NARS etaff to actually conduct research at IARCe and aome
Concern was expreeeed
provision for this should be made in centre budgets.
about the varying levels of staff productivity at the IARCe, with sone of them
felt to be carrying 'passengers'.
The three most widespread suggestions for changes that needed to be nade in the
CG system (all of which have already been discussed) are:

(a) The need for other Centres to adopt the IRRI "collaborative" approach;
(b) The need for relatively greater IARC involvement in Indonesia on crops
other than rice; and
(c) The need for a coordination of CGIAR and related IARC activities.
At the technical level, given the increasing competence of the NARS, sone
scientists feel that the level of IARC involvement in fertilizer and variety
trials might be reduced, and that more emphasis should be given to producing
early generation materials rather than advanced breeding lines or fixed
varieties.
But these ere not universal views and are offered only as examples
of the wide range of dialogue that took place.
There was, however, fairly widespread eupport for the view that comnodityoriented centres should increasingly emphaeiee tropical plant physiology and
seed production in legumes. The former because it offers the chance to open new
frontier8 and the latter becauae the absence of enough legume seed is a major
current contraint in Indonesia.

A number of questions were raised about IARC publications.

The quality of theee
was highly praised but the distribution was not.
It is recognieed that the
IARCe need to maintain an image with donor8 and national policy rakers, but it
is felt that sending them expensive and highly technical publications, which
they have neither the tine nor the expertise to read, while failing to get such
a
publications to the research scientists who badly need them is not
ratimfactory mituation. The publication and contact list0 sent to the writer by
some centres supports this view, ae does a look at the literature available in
libraries and offices away from Bogor.
The current syetem for dieeeninating
IARC publications and newsletter6 in Indonesia does not seem to be either
technically or coat effectivo and would eeem to warrant re-examination.

,
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Although the training programs, particularly those of IRRI, were universally
praieed, it wae euggeeted that there was a need for note in-country training
becauee of the big increase in staff of many NARe and the high cost8 of overeeas
training.
For centres located outeide of Aeia, euch ae CIP, CIAT, IITA and
CIIJIJYT,
the regional training course appeare to be a
very acceptable
alternative.

f

Apart from suggesting changee in the CG system that might be amenable to early
implementation, a number of respondents commented on the long-term need8 of the
eyeten.
One of the more provocative repliee was that “new rice technology wae
being adopted in Indonesia at a faeter rate than it wae being generated, and
growth would soon plateau, so that unless eome dynanic changee in thinking and
approaches took place, IRRI would be obsolete (for Indonesia) in 10 to 20
yeareme. Hoet respondent6 were not quite eo blunt but all recognized the pace of
recent change and many felt that whilst most IRRI activitiee ehould be
maintained, there should be some cut-backs to provide funds for careful probing
into newer, nore basic and higher-risk areas, all of which NARS were not readily
able to move into.
Greater emphaeie on plant physiology has already been
mentioned.
A lot of repliee suggest stepping up the work on hybrid rice and
almoet every respondent mentione biotechnology, although none give a clear
answer to the question as to whether IRRI had comparative advantage8 over
developed country laboratories for doing this.
There is, however, a genuine
concern about developed country biotechnology being patented, and for this
teaeon it is felt that IRRI and other IARC’e ahould keep at the forefront of
this new technology.
and the non-technical conetraints which
Given the progress made with rice,
raiee questions about the future of other food crope, eome time wa8 devoted to
diecueeing other commodity options currently not covered by the CG eyetem.
The
three areas of particular importance in Indoneeia,
eepecially from the
standpoint of growth potential and equity coneideratione, and which are not
covered by CGIAR activities, are, firet, horticulture, then aquaculture and
third coconute.
The point was repeatedly made that if there were inadequete
fund6 for eetablishing new centree for theee com~moditiee, they night coeteffectively be added to existing centree.
Thie would save on infrastructural
coete and offer eome staffing flexibilty.
Another option for change in the eytem would be to increaee the level of poetharvest research carried out by the IARCe and to initiate product-utilisation
reeearch.
The general feeling on thie topic ie that IARCe should not do
processing work, although there would be coneiderable merit in their liaieing
more with centres of excellence in post-harveet utilieation.
Support for euch
centree from without the CGIAR budgetary eyeten ehould be encouraged.
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Part of the increase in rice production has been due to an increase in the area
under the crop. But more important ha8 been the increase in yields from 1.74 HT
of milled rice per hectare in 1973 to 2.62 MT/ha in 1983. Farmers have achieved
t h e m yield increaeee because they have been willing to adopt modern technology
that ha8 been developed and,teeted to a large extent by AARD, eupported by
government intensification programs, and dieeeminated through the extension
8y8tea.
Huch of this increase in rice production may be attributed to improved
varietiea and more effective use of fertilizer (see Annex 1 Figures 4 6 5 ) . But
First of all, the development of theee
thia explanation is too eimple.
technologies (such a8 new varieties and more effective uee of fertilizer) are
complex and involve expertiee from aeveral disciplines.
Secondly, these
technologies must be adaptable to field conditione and implemented on a large
.calm
i f they are significantly to affect national production.
Consequently,
con8iderable technical expertise is needed not only for the development of
8cientific innovatione but also for their implementation and management.
One of the reeearch etrategies has been to develop high-yielding, intermediate
amylo8e, and pe8t and diseaee-resistant varieties suitable for irrigated
lowland; rainfed, high elevation, non-irrigated upland; and tidal swamps.
For irrigated lowlandu, which make up about 53 percent of the rice area, the
reaearch etrategy has been to develop varieties with strong seedling vigor,
moderately high tillering ability, erect leaves, intermediate to short height
(100-130 cm) , reoistance to lodging, 90-135 days maturity, intermediate
Since increased
threahability and reapon8ivenees to 90-135 kg/ha of nitrogen.
di8ease and peat problem8 have developed with intensified production, high
priority is placed on developing resistance to bacterial leaf blight, grassy
atunt, rice ragged atunt, tungro virus and brown plant hopper.
The atrategy for the rainfed lowlands, which cover about 26 percent of the total
rice land, is sirilar.
But there are aome important differences. Because the
water 8upply i8 unreliable, weed problem8 are usually greater. Hence, varieties
with moderately erect leave8 and intermediate height are needed to ahade out the
A h o , riakn a88ociated with uncertainty of water eupply Imply the need
weed..
for varieties raaponeive to lower fertilizer rates (60-90kg/ha of nitrogen),
and drought and aubmergence tolerance.
For dry seeded environmente, early
8eedling vigor, early maturity, drought and submergence tolerance are especially
important.
Non-irrigated upland rice amount8 to 17 percent of the land planted in rice.
noat of thia area lies in Sumatra (42 percent), followed by Java, Ball and
Kalimsntan.
The re8earch atrategy is eimilar to that for rainfed environments,
except that varietiea are needed with slightly drooping leaves to compete
again8t weed.,
reapon8ive to 45-90 kg/ha of nitrogen, and re8istant to bla8t
di8ea.e.
For the intensive cropping systems being developed, very early (90-105
day.)
varirtie8 of roderate height (110-120 cm) that respond to nitrogenoue
fertilizerm are required.

Indone8ia ha8 exton8ive area8 of tidal &warp that can be

developed

for

rice
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cultivation.
Presently, only about 4 percent of the rice is in tidal swamp
areas.
About 55 percent of this is located in Kalimanten and 41 percent in
Sumatra.
Research strategy for this environment calls for developing varieties
tolerant to low pH and acid sulphate soils, and submergence, drought, and
aalinity tolerance.
The development of new varieties is pursued through the genetic evaluation and
utilisation program discussed in the last chapter.
This involves screening and
listing for yield, diseaee end insect resistance, environmental etreea and
eating and milling quality as has already been described.
This program has led
to the release of more than SO new varieties since 1970 (Annex 1 Table 26) which
now cover most of the rice lands, especially in the wetlands.
Nevertheless,
pests and diseasee remain a continual problem, particularly BPH of which three
biotypes have evolved.
However, varieties resistant to each of these have been
produced.
Tungro virus is also a problem and has caused losses in IR36 and
Cisadene, two widely planted varietiea, although varieties with e higher level
of tolerance are now being released.
Not many varieties of upland rice have been developed so far, since many
promising lines are susceptible to blast.
It is necessary that new varieties
with resistance to different races of blast be eyetematically released and five
such varieties were put out in 1983 and 1984.
Several new varieties perform
well under tidal swamp conditions: one from Thailand was released in 1981, a
All this reflects a dynamic
locally-based one in 1983 and another in 1984.
research program constantly trying to keep one step ahead of the problems.
Another is extension, for
However, research ie only one part of the etory.
which AARD does not have responeibilty, this task being performed mainly by the
Directorate Generals of food crops, fisheries etc.
In order to foster closer
linkages with the extension services of these agencies, AARD has established a
communications unit in each research coordinating centre. It is reeponsible for
assisting in the organization of training courses for extension workere,
technical meetings, seminars and publication of technical bulletins and papers
dealing with all aspects of egricultural production.
To further strengthen the linkages, extension subject matter specialists (PPS's)
belonging to the five directorates general have access to selected research
PPS'e have the opportunity to
institutee, stations and farms as home bases.
interact directly with multidisciplinary research teams working at the research
institutes and stations.
At the same time, researchers are also able to
contribute
to problem solving in the field,
aseisting the
provincial
agricultural services in carrying out verification trials.
The research institutes periodically hold field days which are open to the
A special effort is made to secure the attendance of key farmers, and
public.
provincial and local agricultural officers concerned with the commodities
studied in the research institutes' programs.
Theae field days provide the
opportunity to demonstrate significant research findings in a field situation.
Regularly
structured consultations between research institute staff
and
provincial agricultural officers provide the opportunity for a two-way flow of
information on reeearch results and current problem6 and needs in the area.
The production intenaification program including BIMAS, INMAS, INSUS, NESS,
TRANSHIGRATION, etc. are all involved in extencrion work in the country and have
effective linkage8 with agricultural reeearch.
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This is a considerable change from the situation a decade ago when the research
effort was weak, and there was little information available to be communicated.
This is reflected in Table 4 . 1 which shows the area covered by the BIUAS and
INMAS programs from 1970 to 1983 with their steady build, up in the INHAS
(farmers own cash for purchasing input& area under HYV, fertilizer use and
ylelda per ha.
Both INHAS and BIHAS get their technical advice from staff of
the Director General of Food Crops.
TABLE 4 . 1
PRODUCTION PROGRAH COVERAGE AND COMPLEMENTARY INPUT USE, 1970-83.
SOURCE: BIHAS OFFICE, PASAR MINGUU, AND BIRO PUSAT STATISTICS.

Y

Years/

BIMAS
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

b/
C/

d/

1,235
1,419
1,243
1,889
2,996
3,086
2,974
2,509
2,235
1,802
1,374
1,384
1,296
1,315

INHAS
849
1,467
2,020
2,223
1,094
1,161
1,500
2,775
3,348
4,607
4,142
4,802
5,047
5,617

TOTAL
2,084
2,886
3,263
4,112
4,090
4,247
4,474
5,284
5,583
5,869
5,516
6,186
6,343
6,926

(1,000 t)
342
413
485
669
604
670
666
919
975
1,096

-

Hodern
var ietieec/
(1,000 ha)
1,072
1,848
2,279
3,226
3,244
3,784
4,151
4,801
5,216
5,552

-

-

-

6,537
6,797

Wetland
yielddl
(t/ha)
2.6
2.7
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.2

3.2
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2

Year includes wet and dry season data, i.e. 1970 includes data for
1969-70 wet season and 1970 dry season.
Program farmers only.
Wetland area including nonprogram hectares.
Rainfed and irrigated paddies.

Apart from the rice progran itself, an important start has been made in
realising the potential for rice-based cropping systems in areas unauitable for
very intensive rice production in both wetlande and uplands.
joint AARD-IRRI program has shown how cropping syetems could be furthor
inten8ified through use of earlier maturing crop varietiea, use of gpge ranfah
(direct seeding of rice on aerobic soil, followed by flooding aa the rain8
increacre) in partially irrigated and rainfed areae, and reduction in turn-around
tire.
Component research developed more appropriate fertilizer rate8 and
method8 of application, insect control meaeures and weed management.

A

The patterns of "lowland rice - lowland rice - legume" have been 8ucce86fully
and profitably grown in the fully and 7-9 month6 irrigation categorim.
A
combination of p g g psmgh rice and lowland rice in the pattern "gogo rancah

-
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lowland rice - cowpea” has permitted the production of three crops in one year,
where previously only one crop wee grown, in the area8 which received only 5
months or no irrigation.
The adoption of this technology was slow from 1973-1977.
The longer maturing
Pelita varieties, which were vigorous and high-yielding varieties of good
quality, were widely accepted by fernera. But because of maturity end tradition
only one good crop could be grown per year in the partially irrigated and
rainfed areas.
Farmers were reluctant to change to earlier maturing varietiea
until they were forced to change during the brown plant hopper epidemic in 1977.
The introduction and use of IR36, which has a field duration of only 90 day8
when tranplanted, removed much of the risk for intensifying cropping patterns.
Consequently, after adoption of earlier maturing varieties, rice production ha8
drastically increased because two crops can be grown with little ri6k in
irrigated and partially irrigated areas.
One good crop can be grown in the
rainfed areas.
Programs for production of legume crops after rice are being
implemented.
These include eoybeans in the irrigated areas, mungbean in
The major
partially irrigated areas and cowpeas in the rainfed areas.
constraint to widespread and rapid adoption ia the availability of sufficient
quantities of viable and vigorous seed of adapted varieties.
The experience of
the last few yeare is encouraging, although still small in scale (Table 4.2).

TABLE 4.2
ADOPTION OF

1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979 80
1980-81
1981-82”
1982-83 **

-

GgGQ RAXCAfi IN

LAMPUNG.

1976-1983.

0.1
4.0
30.0
212.5

262.0
640.0

5,517
8,000

7,000
72,000

* INSUS program
** Target
Source:

Siwi (1985)

Various author8 have attempted to eetimate the contribution of different factor8
to the growth in rice production in recent years. These have been reviewed in (I
report (World Bank, 1982) which suggest6 that 25% of the incresae in production
between 1968 and 1982 was due to area effecta and 75% to yield increa6e8.
16%
of the production growth waa attributed specifically to improvement8 in the
quality of irrigation, about 4% to fertilizer and 5% to improved varletiu
(although in Java thia effect accounted for 9% of the production growth).
However, 75% of the yield was due to the interaction or joint effort8 of

I

i
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fertilizer, irrigation and HYV’s.
The major impact of the HYV’s was not really
felt until the late 1970’s and en unpublished USAID (Jakarta) study covering the
period 1976-81 attributes 13.5% of the growth in yield during this period to new
varieties.
This same study, by assuming a five year lag between research
investment end returns, calculates an internal rate of return of more than 60%
for investment in rice research between 1974 and 1979. Whilst five years may be
too ahort a tine span for this type of analysis, it must be borne in mind that
AARD breeding work started with selected material (and IRRI’s input to this ha6
not been costed) and also that production in 1984 was 14% higher than in 1981.
If a ten-year horizon is placed on the time lag, and 1983 production is related
back to research in the early and nid-1970’8, the rate of return (even including
Clearly
a generous allocation for IRRI costs) would probably be auch higher.
there has been a very high return to investment in rice research in Indonesia.

Apart from rice, the best documented changes in production over recent years are
in the food crop area, particularly maize, where new varietiaa and cultural
practices (AARD 1 9 8 4 ~ )have helped raise average yields from 1.08 MT.ha in 1973
to 1.70 UT/ha in 1983, an increase of 4.6% a year. This, in turn, ham resulted
in an average increase of 149,000 HT each year (4.1% of the mean production) in
spite of a decline in the area under maize of 39,800 ha each year (1.5% of the
mean area).
The yield levels attained are, however, far below the potential of the new
varieties now available and being used.
If only 70% of the full potential of
these varieties were to be realised, average maize yielde would rioe to between
2.3 and 4.0 UT/ha, depending on the variety used.
Such yields are well in
excess of the Repelita IV 1988 target of 2.0 llT/ha.
The main constraint to yield increaeas is the low profitablity from maize due
to complex marketing linkages, high costs of transportation and the inadequate
drying and storage facilitiee.
There is also an inadequate aupply of high
quality seed of both improved and local varieties.
Conoequently, many faraere
u6e aeed from their own previous crop or froa purcha6e in the local aarkat; this
seed is generally of poor quality and gives a low gemination and yield.
In
addition to this, the market uncertainty leada to inputs being uoad at levels
below which the improved varieties give their optimum yield6.
In oome areas an additional constraint to the use of improvad variatiam is that
farmera still plant them in the traditional way at a planting danoity ouitad to
poor quality seed and much in excess of what is required.
Thim maka8 the cost
per hectare of improved seed extremely high and discourage8 it6 uoa. Ovarcoming
this problem is principally an extension task, whereas the problam8 of markating
and demand are more complex and relate more closely to davalopment policy.
The
growth of the animal feed and agro-induetrial uoee of raiza would ouggaot that
paet and on-going maize reeearch should have an even greater impact in Rapalita
IV than in Repelita 111, providing that adequate quality maad can ba producad
and markat price. do not become less attractive.
Sorghum, although a minor crop, presento a similarly ancouraging pictura.
In
thi8 case the area under the crop increaoed fro* 17,600 ha in 1973 to 39,900 ha
in 1980.
During this period average yield. incraasad by 80% from 600 to 1075
kglha and overall grain production roae fourfold.
Much of thir incrreu ir
attributad to the releaae of new variaties.
The rain conatrainta to furthar
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adoption of new varieties ere the lack of good seed and the low profits from
producing this crop, both of which lie outside the responsibilities of the
research staff.
Whilat it ia difficult to aaseaa the overall input of the grain legume program,
it appears that improved legume varieties have replaced the traditional local
varieties on about 30% of the total area for soybean, 25% for groundnut, and 75%
for mungbean.
Given the problem that exists in the supply of adequate eeed,
these figurea are encouraging.
Although the uptake of AARD’s cropping systems reeearch is not yet wideepread,
it is starting to have an impact. Tuo examples of this involving soybean are:
1. In North Aceh, paddy rice is grown only once a year and the field6 are left
fallow until the following rainy season.
There are about one million ha of
The
lowlands under this condition, with an average farm size just over 1 ha.
introduction of zero-tillage (after experimentation) has led to an increase in
the soybean planted area from lees than 10,000 ha in 1981 to more than 40,000 ha
in 1984, and a doubling of the corn area.
Zero-tillage techniques reduced the
cost of production by about USS 70 per ha and increased the yield of soybean
from 1 to 2 MT/ha and corn from 2 to 3 l4T/ha.
These zero-tillage upland crops
were planted after lowland (unirrigated) rice.

2. The Sitiung area in West Sumatra is characterised by marginal soils with lou
pH, poor nutrients and low organic matter contents. Average farm eize is again
just over 1 ha. The introduction of lime and fertilizer (PI increased the yield
~
the yield
of corn frorr 0.5 to 4 IlTlha. The same input6 plus R h & z o b ~ g increaeed
of soybean from 0.4 to 1.6 MT/ha.
To date only 800 ha have benefited from the
new technology but even this is significant in B transmigration community.
These technologies improved farmers’ incomes from US0 1,200 to USS 1,780 in Aceh
Theee incomes could be further
and from US$ 900 to US$ 1,470 in Sitiung.
improved if farmers cultivated lore land and had supplemental farm equipment.
To further extend these technologies, better seed availability and reliable
market outlets are also required.
But a start has been made and with a strong
government comnittment to developing these types of areas, the future inpact of
cropping systems research looks promising.
Newly introduced mungbean varietiee are also having an inpact through the
increased area planted to the crop (193,000 ha in 1978, 267,OO ha in 19831, the
increased yields obtained (520 kg/ha in 1978, 603 kg/ha in 1983) and the
increased efficiency that their more uniform maturity provide8 by requiring only
two harvests rather than three or four as required previouely.
The early
maturity (58 days) of the new varieties provides an excellent opportunity for
including mungbean in the cropping system.
An example of the impact of the new
mungbean varieties is exhibited in the Jatiluhur area where they are now the
favoured crop between irrigated rice plantings.
The release of the latest varietiea of groundnut is too recent for an impact to
be demon6trated a6 yet but their rust tolerance should enhance their adoption.
Groundnut6 also reepond to lime when grown on the red-yellow podzolic eoila of
Sumatra.
Research has demonstrated that yields of 2.5 IlT per hectare are
poeeible with liming, whereae average national yield8 are only 470 kg.
The root

crop

program ha8 not had either the strong market

demand

that

ha8
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encouraged the uptake of the soybean research nor the time epan to produce
material as superior as that produced by the maize program.
It has also, until
recently, had very few staff.
Nevertheless, the Adira 1 variety, which it
released in 1978, now covers 25,000 hectares and the newer materials and
agronomic techniques are being.taken up enthusiastically in the industrial
caesava plantations of Sumatra where the plantations’ own factories offer an
assured market.
Overall, however, the uptake of newer root crop technology has
been constrained by market and price factors, and adoption rates could continue
to be sluggish if progress cannot be made on these fronts.

In horticulture a nunber of new varieties, especially potatoes and tomatoee,
have been released, most of them from imported seed, but it is not possible to
quantify their impact. The sale comment applies to most commodities outside the
food crop sector, although this study has not attempted to look in any depth at
non-food crops.
The greatest observable growth has been in oil palm where a
doubling of area in the 1970’s and the introduction of new hybrids in 1976 has
led to a growth rate in output of over 12% p.a.
This and other early results of
AARD’s work are well deecribed in a publication which celebrated AARD’s first
five years (AARD 1981).
In livestock and fisheries the marine capture has increased through the use of
bigger boats and better equipment, and poultry meat production has increased
through the expansion of the modern, western-type, intensive poultry industry
and through the use of better vaccines, but the wider use of better husbandry
practices makes it difficult to quantify the impact of research p g gg.

It is difficult to analyse the effects of changes in agricultural production on
human nutrition in Indonesia because there are considerable differences in
consumption patterne by region, by urban or rural residence, by season and by
income group.
Aggregation of data hides important variations, although
disaggregation provides a confueing mass of numbers, patterns and exceptions.
Any commenta must, therefore, be very general.
Nevertheless, it can be stated that, in the country as a whole, about 98% of the
energy and 90% of the protein intake is based on plante, principally rice, corn,
cassava and sweet potato.
Of the data for these crops, that for rice ia the
most reliable, and this ia important both because rice provides around 50% of
the total energy and SOX of the protein intake.
Furthernore, per capita rice
availability has increaeed overall from 104 kg in 1968 through 117 kg in 1976 to
148 kg in 1983.
The significance of this, in nutritional terms, has to be interpreted with care
because the available evidence (Dixon 1982) suggests that overall national
calorie intake was more than sufficient, and protein intake adequate, in 1978.
Aggregate figures are, however, misleading in terms of income groups and a 1976
aurvey showed that even though the lower income groups epent 75% of their income
on food, the energy and protein intake6 for the lOWe8t 40% of the population
were below the recommended FAO/WHO levela.
In term8 of individual foode, data are available from a eerie. of food balsnce
aheete prepared from production estimates.
Although the linitations of auch
FBS’8, especially for crops other than rice, are well recogniaed they do providr
a broad picture of coneumption and capture major changes.
The data over the

- 62 last fifteen years (Table 4.3) show a steady trend of increase in average rice
consumption with little change in corn and sweet potato and fluctuatione in
cassava.
Regional studies show that the increase in rice intake has fluctuated
around a rising trend but has taken place both on and off Java and in both urban
and rural areas.

TABLE 4.3
AVERAGE NATIONAL ENERGY INTAKE FROM STAPLE FOODS IN DIFFERENT YEARS

1968/70(%)

Crop

Source:
Note

1971/73(X)

1975/78(%)

1979/80(X)

Central Bureau of Statistics Food Balance Sheets and FA0 FBS 1975-1977

that the same agency publishes a set of population consumption expenditure

(SUSENAS) data which show lower intake levels for palawija crops and an overall
intake level that was lower in 1975178 than in the above table.
Dixon
attribute8 the error in 1976 and 1978 to an underestimate of the
population.
However the 1979/80 data are based on the 1980 censue end do not
suffer from thie error.

energy
(1982)

................................................................................

When the consumption data were disaggregated in income terms, the rice
consumption of the poorer half of the population wae shown to have risen between
1970 and 1976.
More recent detailed data on income groups have not been found
but given: the trend of 1970-76; the rising average per capita consumption of
rice: the low energy intake of the poorer 40% of the population, as recently a8
1976: the growth rate of the GDP; and an expenditure elasticity of 0.5 for rice
(in the rural areas where moat of the population lives), it ie not unreasonable
to expect that the energy intake of the lower income groups has risen further
since 1976.
In average national term, the rise in the per capita availability
of rice was only 5X between 1970 and 1976 but 27X between 1976 and 1983 when the
full impact of the HYV’s waa felt. In 1976 rice contributed about 1200 calories
and 22 grama of protein daily on a per capita national basis; by 1983 the
increase in rice production ehould have contributed significantly toward8
improvement of the nutritional status of the lower income groups.
Follow-up
studies are, however, necessary to confirm this point. It should aleo be noted
that the effects of increased rice intake are, to some degree, likely to be
reduced by the fact that part of the new technology package has been the
introduction of many compact small mille and this has led to the virtual
elimination of hand pounding, a8 a result of which there ie now lese bran in the
milled rice which is, therefore, of lower nutritional value than hitherto.
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Another aspect of nutrition in relation to HYV’s that needs mentioning is that
of palatibility.
Indonesian conaumers prefer non-chalky translucent grains
since chalkiness leads to the rice hardening after cooking and this makes the
cold rice lunch of many labourers not very tasteful.
Chalkiness is associated
with immature grain. It is common in IR36 fertilized late in the growing period
which stimulates new panicle development and leads to the harvesting of iamature
grain (especially now that harvesting is done with the sickle rather than the
ani-ani).
The chalkinesa is further aggravated by the tendency to harvest many
HYV’s earlier because of their tendency to shatter.
For this reason local
varieties often fetch a higher price and tend to be consuaed on-farm (one survey
showed only 14% of traditional varieties, but 58% of HYV produced, as being
marketed).
However, the higher yields and better pest resistance of the HYV’s
has meant that their production increases farm income and for that reason they
dominate the rice lands.
Apart from rice there are no significant changes or trends in production that
relate to nutritional status other than a very small but consistent trend in
higher animal protein intakee, mainly as a result of the marine fish cstch
increasing at a faster rate than the GDP.

There have been several studies and comments on the effects of technological
change in rice in Indonesia on the role of women.
Stoler (1977) has drawn
attention to the fact that one of the moat rapid and wideapread changes in
Indonesia in recent years has been the replacement of traditional home pounding
by rice hullers.
The use of theae reduces coat8 and, more important, preserves
rice better than pounded rice, and this facilitatee sale. Thus, although a few
landowners still hire client women for daily pounding, hulling machines have
almost completely replaced this labour. Rice pounding for a wage was formerly a
major and regular source of income for women in poor houaeholde, with returna
per hour comparable to those from harvesting.
For women who do not cultivate
enough rice even for subsistence, let alone enough to clell, the rice hullers,
then, serverely limit employment opportunities.
In recent years the necessity
of seeking alternative sources of income ham, on one hand, set off an influx of
these women into local small-scale trade, and on the other, has increased the
importance of their harvesting incomes.

This was important in that about 75% of households in Stoler’o study had to meet
their subsistence needs through sources other than the cultivation of rice.
This was done through a variety of different activitiea.
But planting and
harvesting rice, the moat labour intensive of all agricultural activities, waa
traditionally the role of women and required three times a8 much effort per land
unit as did land preparation which was predoainately a male activity. For women
in poor houeeholds rice harvesting was the most productive aource of income and
was one of the primary means of supporting their familie..
During the
harvesting season aany of the women teaporarily 8topped trading and men even
took over part of the womene’ non-farm work, 8uch a8 child care and cooking.
This situation has been influenced by the introduction of high-yielding rice
varieties and technology changes.
For example, rotary and toothed weeders have been introduced and their spread
haa diaplaced women workers.
The new weeders tend to be uoed by men and eight
man-day.
u8ing a weeder displace 20 woaan-day8 of hand weeding (Collier 1981).
There has also been a change in the traditional harveating pattern in which
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not a very efficient instrument end about 10% of the rice was left in the
fields.
But harvesting was a social custom deeply embedded in the cultural
traditions and any woran in the cornunity had the right to join in harvests in
In recent years population
her village and to claim her share in kind.
increases have led to a large number of landless labourers moving from village
This has put unacceptable pressures on the
to village for the harvest.
traditional system, and in combination with the need for land-owners to adopt a
more commercial attitude to harvesting in order to repay the higher costs of
inputs aesociated with the HYV’s, has led to the need for a more efficient,
harvesting system. This has been achieved through the use of the hand sickle to
replace the ani-ani.
Gangs of men are now hired by middlemen to carry out
harvesting and little rice is left in the field.
The new harvesting method has
enabled the employment pattern to be changed. Harvesting is more efficient, but
female employment has been reduced, particularly that for landless women who
relied on rice harvesting for a major part of their income.
However, these
women are versatile in that they also derive income from trade and handicrafts,
eo a loss of harvesting income is leading to alternate income generating
activities.
The implicatione of this for household income as a whole are not known.
However, the point is very clear that new agricultural technology can and does
affect men and women in different ways, especially in a culture in which
different tasks are normally carried out by women and men.

A guaranteed floor price for rice linked to the cost of production from
subsidised inputs has certainly meant that farm incomes have risen alongside
higher rice yields, especially on thoae f a r m able to utiliee the HYV’s.
This
does not, however, seem to have been reflected in real wages paid to landless
labourers and marginal farmers for their hired labour in agriculture.
Although
these wages have, in the last few years, begun to rise, halting the decline
observed in the early 1970’s (Collier gg
19821, the new technology has not
Indeed, as has
led to a great deal of employment generation in agriculture.
been seen in the last section of this chapter, some technological changes have
been labour displacing.
For example, a hectare of rice cut with the sickle
utilises only 75 man-days as opposed to 200 days when cut with the ani-ani.
Likewise the introduction of small mills has deprived rural wonen of the
opportunity to work in pounding rice.
In spite of the extra work entailed in the new technology and in handling the
larger tonnage of rice produced, agricultural employment grew only at 1.0% p.a.
in Indonesia in the 1970‘s as opposed to 1.4% in the 1960’s. The slow growth is
even more striking in Java where the figures were only 0.9% and 0.5%
respectively, only half of that of the reet of the country in the 1970s (World
Bank 1983).
Since the new rice technology has had its major impact in Java, it
would appear that its employment generating activitiee in agriculture, judged
overall, are not very great. Given the size of the agricultural labour force in
Java and the projected growth in total labour force of 2.6% p.a.
in the 1980a,
there are clearly considerable needs for employment generation.
The prospects
for this ray lie more in developing agro-industries based on increased
production than in the production iteelf.

A

more

proaperous agriculture has ala0 generated

more

employment

in

other
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secondary and tertiary industries, and all of these, particularly construction
end services, have had e good record in the rate of growth of employment (8.2
and 7.8% p.a.
respectively) in the 1970’8. Some of this is undoubtedly a spinoff fron the new agricultural technology, as ie apparent to anyone who has
visited rural Java regularly over the past fifteen years and seen the
improvements in housing and dress and the increased availablity of consumer
items, all of which are very obvious.
The benefits of the new technology for equity have, however, been questioned not
only in terms of the Jabour fgggx~gfg and mechanisation mentioned earlier, but
also a8 e consequence of other factors.
For example, new community level
management techniques, such as synchronous planting, which can increase water
use efficiency and pest control, often have a880Ciated with them consequences
which effect equity edversely.
Synchronised planting echedulee meen thet the
poorest farmers cannot delay planting to supplement their incomes while working
on larger farms. As hae clearly been seen, there is also a tendency to displace
females by males and to reduce labour’e share in production and processing.
The new HYVs are scale neutral in terms of farm size but they do require caeh
inputs.
The widespread participation in the INHAS scheme suggests that many
farmers are finding these inputs, although the suggestion ha8 been made that
this may not apply to landless and near landless farnere who may now be worse
off, particularly as a result of the breakdown in the traditional communal
harvesting system (Soetriano 1982).

A number of new varietiee are in the pipeline and two new rice and two new maize
varieties have already been identified for release in 1985 as well as one new
soybean introduction from AVRDC.
The latter could have a useful impact on
production, especially if adequate seed supplies can be developed, beceuse the
market and price for soybean are both so strong.
Overall, no outstanding changes are anticipated until the late 1980s by which
time it is hoped that AARD bred maize hybrids and IRRI based rice hybrids will
be available for release.
In the main, progress in the years immediately ahead
is seen as being brought about by steady improvement in all crop yields,
especially rice on newly opened swamp and upland areas, and by developing better
farming systems in rainfed areas tha,t will result in higher incomes, nore varied
and balanced diets and an even spread of labour requirements.
The massive build up in staff over the next decade (Table 2.3) is expected to
materially contribute to the attainment of these goals.
These staff will have
accees to excellent newly-constructed facilities and in e number of programs and
institutes will be led by colleagues whose research ability has been proven in
the rice program.
This is particularly true for food crops, and an extremely
etrong animal science team has also been developed with ADAB support.
In some
of the other 8UbseCtOrs it will, however, be some years before the capability
Nevertheless, outeide of rice, the
approaches that of crop6 or animale.
existing yield levels ere sufficiently low to offer excellent long term
proapects for impact by a NARS a8 large and competent as AARD ie in the procese
of becoming.
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Agriculture plays a dominant role in the economy of Indonesia and for the past
fifteen years four objectives,
eoretimes contradictory, have
dominated
government thinking on agricultural development.
The first has been the
attainrent of self-sufficiency in the production, of rice initially followed by
other major food etuffa.
The second has been the improvement of farm incomes
A third objective ha8 been to provide urban
from the equity atandpoint.
consumers with rice at a 'reasonable' and relatively stable price.
The final
objective has been to control the producer and consumer subsidies necessary to
reet the first three goals.
The last goal has proved the hardest to achieve,
This has
although the firet three have been ret insofar as rice is concerned.
entailed the provision by government of a set of supports for credit, inputs,
land and water development, marketing and so forth, all of which have been
It has also entailed a consistent
discussed in some detail in this report.
policy of strong eupport for reeting the above goals and one which has not
wavered throughout the fifteen years.
An important component of government support has been the creation of a large
multidisciplinary research agency which now has a professional staff of 1500,
200 research sites and an annual budget of over USL60 million. In parallel with
this, the extension service8 have been strengthened and expanded to more than
fifteen thousand persons.
In collaboration with IRRI a naeeive effort has been
applied to bring high technology to rice farners, nany of whom cultivate 0.5 ha
or less. This effort has ret with a very large measure of success given all the
support measures offered by government, and yields, production and income have
all increased, especially in the wetland environments.
There are residual
problems, particularly in keeping ahead of new pest biotypes, but in the main,
until perhaps hybrid rice or new technology causee a quantum leap in rice
yields, these may be expected to start to plateau on the wetlands.
Thie is not the case for upland and swamp rice where there is still considerable
scope for improving yields.
However, much of the upland area is not suitable
for rice and will need to go under other crops.
This need is not only
ecological but is also relevant in terms of both income and equity, particularly
for tranemigrante who are often locsted in euch areas.
To resolve problem8 of
agricultural production in these areas will require nany of the types of support
already provided for rice. Amongst them is a major research effort to determine
the varieties and husbandry that are necessary to make agriculture viable and
attractive in upland and swamp areas. There are no delusions in Indonesia about
the difficulty of such a task, given the many technical and non-technical
constraints which confront it.
In examining the prospects for change in theae
non-rice areas, it is inetructive to see what leeeons can be learnt from the
rice story, particularly the link with an IARC, since that is the theme of thie
report.
Five main interactions with IARCs were identified.
The precursor of all others
was the demonstration by IRRI in the 1960s that widely-adapted new rice
technology could be developed and that agricultural research had a major role to
play in netionel development.
IRRI gave credibility to food crop research
conducted in an Asian country, and the government of Indonesia took up the
challenge and planned and established a NARS appropriate for the eize and
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importance of agriculture in the country.
At a more modest level IBPGR appear
to have played a similar role in helping establish the credibility for germ
plasm conservation and evaluation that led to the eetablishaent of the National
Comaittee for Plant Genetic Reeourcee.
The second, and most important, interaction which took place throughout the
1970s was the role played in training AARD staff at all levels particularly
lf.Sc. and Ph.D. training at IRRI carried out in conjunction with the University
of the Philippines at Loa Banoe.
The more than fifty AARD staff, either with
post-graduate qualifications or undertaking post-graduate degrees, who underwent
training at IRRI, form the core of the research leadership in many AARD programs
and institutes today.
Only one IARC (IITA), apart from IRRI, was identified as
providing thie level of training for Indonesians,
Formal academic training is considered vital for the long-term strengthening of
AARD and considerable funds for this, both local and overeeae, are provided by
In view of the impact that the IRRIvarious donor projects in Indonesia.
trained staff have had it is, perhaps, a little dieappointing that few of the
more than five hundred ecientiste who have been involved in AARD’s post-graduate
training program funded by IBRD and USAID appear to have done their poetgraduate work at other IARCs.
Short-couree training appears to be accepted as a useful training adjunct,
especially in the early stages of commodity programs and nearly all IARCs have
provided such training for AARD staff.
A number of scientiete favour auch
training being held regionally, rather than at the IARCs, where courses
sometimes tend to cram too auch into a short time.
There was also a fairly etrong feeling in A A R D that once a NARS had developed to
a certain size and capacity the short term training of its staff should be incountry, so that local scientists could participate in its organisation, and
participants could work on local problems under the supervision of national and
international scientists.
To

some degree this has been a permanent feature and a great etrength of the
It has had staff in the field working alongside NARS personnel
throughout the last twelve yeare.
Furthermore, these IRRI staff have been able
to maintain contact with ex-IRRI traineee after their return home, which is
often the time when the traineeee are most in need of guidance in terms of
planning and formulating their reeearch.
This type of support appears to have
been particularly valuable for IRRI’s cropping systems reeearch program.
Both
this
and ISWAR’e inputs have been inportant in strengthening research
methodology, the former at the field level and the latter in terms of central
management.
ISNAR’e impact might have been even greater had it had the eaae
strong local counterpart support that IRRI has had as a result of some major
training inputs in the early and mid 1970s.

IRRI approach.

Another frequently mentioned aspect of training related to the maturity of both
the IARCs and the NARS.
A number of senior AARD staff felt they would benefit
from a period of further education’in an IARC sufficient to complete a
’sabbatical’ period of research.
This would help them avoid profeeeional
iaolation after they had been working in Indonesia for a period of yeare.
They
felt that the IARCe should consider this as a line item in their training
prograas. It wae also auggested that with the development of large NARS euch a8
AARD the IARCe ehould give more emphasis to outposting staff in the way that
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IRRI had done in Indonesia.
Thie two-way exchange of personnel was
another aspect of AARD'e 'collaborative' philosophy.

seen

as

The third nost important interaction identified is the interchange of germ
plasm. Thie interchange, which varies from program to program, is a function of
the maturity of the reeearch program, its capacity to manage early materials,
the personal relationship between the staff of the IARC and the program, and the
conpatability of objectives in the two research groups.
The interchange of
genetic material nay be evaluated by the developnent status, its quality and
adaptability, or its quantity. It s e e m that there ie a good adjustment between
the IARCS and the respective prograne in relation to the development statue of
the promising lines those program that have the capacity to manage early
lines receive then but those that do not have it receive fewer, nore advanced,
lines.
The quality and adaptability of the material is related mainly to the
regional location of the IARC program and the compatibility of it8 objectives
Nateriale coming from IARCs located outside of
with the needs of Indonesia.
Asia are lees likely to succeed, while materiale developed within a regional
program have a better chance.
This is, however, not always recognised by the
AARD scientists who eometimes tend to base their expectations from all germ
plasm on what they receive fron IRRI, with ite rather longer eetablished and
stronger Asian program than that of rost IARCe. There is also a feeling in Bone
programs that the results from material eent to then for evaluation may be of
more interest to the IARC than to the NARS.
This argument is one that featuree
prominently in the felt need for other centres to adjust their approach to the
However, it
'collaborative' one of IRRI which takee account of national goals.
hae to be recognised that not all AARD programs are yet strong enought to be a
partner in collaborative reeearch, even if this is undoubtedly the approach that
Indonesia wiahes to pureue in the future, as and when it becomes practical.

-

The fourth interaction is the interchange of information.
Host AARD scientiets
regard IARC publications as being of coneiderable value.
The flow of technical
and logistical information received by AARD varies from progran to program, and
is mainly determined by the degree of association between the IARC and the local
In general there ie a complaint that not enough information ie
researchers.
being received by AARD scientiste.
Many of the publications, including
technical oncaa,
diatributed by IARCs finieh up on the bookshelves of
adminietratora and remain unread.
There icl a particular lack of IARC reports
and bulletina at research atatione away fron Bogor where if one copy is
received, it ia usually taken by the director. There would seem to be scope for
the IARCa to relate their publication distribution more cloeely to client neede,
since 80 many of their client8 (and not only in Indonesia) are chronically short
of up-to-date literature.
The final forn of interaction io through the personal technical aupport given by
IARC rea8archers to the national prograne, which occurs through visite by IARC
peraonnel to Indonesia.
The value of thia variee from prog'ran to progran and
depend6 on the degree of cooperation between the IARC and the local program. At
one extreme ia the international ecientiat who only viait6 to check on the
development of hidher international nurcleriea, ueually at harveat tine, or the
Both of these caaea
visitor from an IARC who is on a feriliarfsation tour.
provide little aupport to the NARS but can be a drain on clenior ataff tine.
In
contraat to thia, AARD value8 highly the caaea where international reeearcher.
make bsU8tdned effort. to keep in contact with a national. Thi8 could either be
by locating in the country, as IRRI has done for e number of year.,
or by the
same scientist visiting regularly (CIP, ISNAR), raybe mveral tinea a year, to
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provide continuity to his inputs.
Such personnel are regarded as effective
partners in the NARS.
They Understand the constraints and the culture and do
not require lengthy faniliarisation briefings before they can start to be
productive.
Against this background of past experience, AARD feels that the IARCs have much
to offer as the agency shifts its emphasis from rice to other cereals, grain
legumes and root crops.
Nevertheless, the growth in population implies that
there will be a steady, if less spectacular, need for an increase in the
production of rice.
Thus, there is a felt need expressed by AARD to continue
its close links with IRRI, especially in areas of potential new growth such as
swamp and upland rice, and hybrid rice.
At the sane tine, AARD is seeking new
collaborative research arrangements with other IARCs, especially CIHMYT and
ICRISAT and, to a leeeer extent, CIP, CIAT and IITA. All of these centres have
supplied germ plasm, advice and training in the past but only on a modest scale.
AARD wishes these centres to capitalise on the potential which is now realisable
in AARD’s rapidly expanding manpower resources by developing more active
’collaborative’ programs on the same pattern as that which now exists with IRRI
(and CIHMYT has already started movee in this direction).
’Collaboration’ impliea that rather than AARD sppperatigg in the IARCs programs,
the IARCs will @&a_borate
in those parts of AARD’s program where they posses
expertise still lacking in AARD.
It calls for a structured approach which
optimises the comparative advantages of both partners with respect to resource
utilisation.
Such an approach was previously only possible with rice, but with
ever increasing numbers of AARD steff returning from advanced training to join
progrars other than rice, AARD considers that it is now timely to broaden this
approach to other programs and commodities.
However, because of the emphasis
that Indone6ia is now giving to areas where farming systeme, rather than
monoculture, are the normal pattern of land use, there will need to be not only
close collaboration between AARD and individual IARCs in this research, but also
between the IARCs them8elves in order to put together packages of appropriate
component technologies for the many different ecosystems which exist in the
country.
In addition to the problems that it faces with developing new component
technology and packages of it, the success of the rice program and the rapid
growth of AARD have confronted Indonesia with two problens in the areas of
research policy and management.
On the policy front it is necessary to define
the optirum approach to developing the appropriate infrastructure for supporting
the growth of crops other than rice, often on poor soils, in relatively isolated
areas.
With reapect to research management, the problem lies in the fact that
few of AARD’s 500 scientists have prior management experience.

IFPRI io assisting in analysing the options which cover the policy

issue and
in the strengthening of research management.
There is considerable
intcreet in Indonesia in these two IARCs as their current approach, in both
instances, conforms with AARD’s ’collaborative’ concept, and the work that the
two centre6 have done to date has been well received.

ISNAR

Within the framework of ’collaboration’ there is very strong support for the
IARCs in Indoneaia.
However, given the past and expected growth in AARD’8
trained manpower (42 post graduate degree staff in 1975, 397 today and a further
449 alr88dy undergoing training) it is envisaged that thim collaboration will
require a groater input from the IARCe in the future and also a very flexible

- 71 approech in order to optimime their impact in thia large NARS. The need. of the
country, and the paat perfornence o f IRRI, (and to a learner degree some other
IARC'a)
have genorated a great deal of local confidence that 8uch
a
collaboration can be attained end for thia reaaon there is very atrong end
poaitive aupport for the CCIAR ayater.
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ANNEX 1

TABLE 1
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION I N " E S I A

Islands/Main Groups

(1980)

Density
Per Sq. Km.

Land area
% of Total

24.7

19.0

59

Java and Madura

6.9

61.9

690

Bali and Nusatenggara

4.6

5.8

96

28.0

4.6

12

Sulawesi

9.8

7.1

55

Moluccas

4.0

1.0

19

Irian Jaya

22.0

0.8

3

Indonesia

100.0

100.0
-

77
-

Sumatra

Kalimantan

Source:

Census of Indonesia 1980.
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TABLE 2
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY INDUSTRIAL
ORIGIN AT CURRENT MARKET PRICE (19821

%

% of Agriculture

15,668

26

100
-

Food C r o p s

9,961

(17)

63

Non Food C r o p s

1,227

E s t a t e Crops

1,026

Livestock

1,418

Rp. B i l l i o n
AGRICULTURE

Forestry
Fisheries

8

9 83
1,053

11,708

20

7,681

13

380

1

coNSTRUCTIc%J

3,507

6

COhNERCE

8 ,865

15

TRANSPORT/(Xb"ICATIONS

2,795

5

BANKING

1,604

3

RENTS

1,703

3

PUBLIC ADMIN AND DEFENSE

4,429

7

SERVICES

1,293

-

59,633

100

MINNING/PETROLEUM
MANUFACTURING

UTILITIES

GDP

Source:

S t a t i s t i c a l Year Book of Indonesia 1983.

2

TABIE 3

AGRICULTURAL TRALIE (1982)
W$m

ALLlw.DE
AGRICULTURE

IhrnRTS

EXPORTS

16,859

22,328
3,287 (15%)

1,211 (9%)

-

KEY AGRICWTURAL I=

Sugar
Wheat
Rice
Other Foods
'Others'*

.

4 26
284

-I
v
v

103

*

I

51
347

Forestry Products
Wber
Coffee
Shrimp
Palm O i l
Tea
PepperTobacco
cdp=
Cassava
Others
*Note:

lhese figures include over
US$lOO of m
e
a
n and its cake

Source:

Statistical Yearbook of Indonesia 1983.

630
602
34 2
181

97
90
45
38
36
16
1226

TABLE 4
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE I N REPELITA I11

Rp. b i l l i o n

Domestic
External Aid
Total Revenues

1978/79

1979/ 80

1980/ 81

1981/82

1982/ 83

4266

6697

10227

12418

1036

1381

1494

12213
1709

-

1940

00

5302

8078

11721

13922

14358

2744

4062

5800

6978

6996

2556

4014

59 16

6940

7360

5300

8076

11716

13918

14356

EXPENDITURE

Routine Budget
Developmnt Budget

Source:

I
U

S t a t i s t i c a l Yearbook of Indonesia 1983

-
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TABLE 5
SEClQRAL DEVELOPMENT BUDGETS I N REPELITA I11 AND IV (PROJECI'ED)

(Billions o f Rupiah)

code
Nunher

S e c t o r

I11

1.
2.
3.

Agriculture and Irrigation

4.

bnnnunication and Tourism

5.

Trade and Cooperatives
Manpower and Transmigration

6.
7.

kpelita

Industry
Mining and Energy

10.

Religion

Education, Youth, Culture, and
Belief in the Almighty God
Health, Social Welfare, Role of
Women, Population and Family
Plming

11.

Housing and Human Settlement

12.

LaW

13.
14.

National Defence and Security
Information, Press and Social
Comication
Science, Technology and Research
S t a t e Apparatus
Development of Business Enterprises
Natural Resources and hviranment

15.

16.
17.
18.

Iv

-

3,049
1,174

(14.0)
( 5.4)

2,944
3,384

(%)

,

10,014
4,282

(12.7)
( 5.4)

(13.5) .
(15.5) '

12.126
9,923

(15.4)
(12.6)

192

( 0.9)

969

( 1.2)

1,241

( 5.7)

4,552

( 5.8)

2,143
152

( 9.8)

( 6.8)

( 0.7)

5,379
507

2,277

(10.4)

11,539

(14.7)

829

( 3.8)

( 4.5)

532

( 2.4)

3,516
2,981

193
1,484

( 0.9)
( 6.8)

629
5,239

( 0.8)
( 6.7)

151

( 0.7)

499

( 0.6)

448

( 2.0)

1,758

( 2.2)

580

( 2.6)

1,047

( 1.3)

370
707

( 1.7)

1,690
1,959

( 2.1)

Regional, Rural and Urban

Developmnt
8.
9.

Repelita

(%)

T o t a l

Source: Repelita I11 and Repelita IV.

21,849

( 3.2)

(100)

78.609

( 0.6)

( 3.8)

( 2.5)

(100)

-
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TABLE 6
ESTIMATED IGGI DONOR CX"RIBUT1ONS TO 1 " E S I A

FY 83/84

- FY

84/85
(Millions US$)

Bilateral Donors:
Aur t r & l i a

Belgium
Canada
France
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Switzerland
United S t a t e s
West Germany

FY 83/84

FY 8 4 / 8 5

40.7

39.8
6.4
30.7
51.2
30.0
321 3
53.2
4.1
115.0
37.4
5. 9

6.9

32.4
51.0
279.3
56.1

106.5
-

'

-

U.K.

572.9
-

B i l a t e r a l sub-total:

.

695.0
-

H u l t i l a t e t a l Donors:
Asian Development Bank

500.0
14.0

400.0
16.0
39.0
12.5'
1,200.0

12.4
1,200.0

M u l t i l a t e r a l sub-total:

1,667.5

1,764.4

TOTAL DONOR CONTRIBUTIONS:

2,240 4

.

2,459.4

EEC
UNDP
UNICEF
World Bank

'

Source: USAID in Indonesia (1984)

,

38.0

-
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF PAD1 FARMS BY SIZE
1973 AGRICULTURAL CENNS

Farm Size

(Ha)
c .1

No. of F a m
(000)

% Total

Area Harvested

% Total

Nuher Farms

263

C l

2

.5
.75
1.0

4,358

17

40

1,807

13

17

1,086

10

10

Under 1 . 0

7,277

40

69

-

2.0

2,085

27 -

3.0

6 84

13

19
6

4.0

264

6

2

Over 4 . 0

382

14

4

10,930

100

100

.1
.5
.75

1.0
2.0
3.0

-

Total

-
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TABLE 8

NON FOOD (INDUSTRIAL AND E S A E ) CROP PRODUCI'ION a)
(1982)

.

,

!3ALLHOLERS

ESTATES
ESI'Al'E CROPS

NO.
-

000 Ha

R&ber
Palm O i l

4 36
127

4 30
29 2

Sugar Cane
Coffee

Tea
Tobacco
Cocoa

Cinchona
Ramie

58
133
101
41
78
17
3

207
43
63
15
24
4
6

Mr
302

1;:

IKnel

1609
20
74
11
13
1.5
5

'000 Ha

Mr
-

1996
6

549

134
730
47
N/A
16

f ;:
1505
245
18
N/A
1.5

-

-

INDUSRIAL CROPS

Coconut
Clove

2847
540
34 8
75
77
58
7.2
1.2

Kapok
Pepper
Cassiavera
Nutmeg
Rose1l a

Castar
C itrone 1l a

7 .O

Vanilla
Cotton

0.6
N/A

1085
a)

b)

Source: S t a t i s t i c a l Yearbook of Indmesia 1983
M&
I
of t h i s area is double cropped.

6890b)

1711
31
51
38
16
19
3.2
0.2
0.8
0.6
N/A

TABLE 9
L.uas panen. produksi. dan hasil rata-rata padi (gabah kering) di Indonesia.
t(ctnvebW

1969-1983
M U , prtoduction and av-e

in Zndon&a,
Fadi ladanq
O J y t a n d Jzice

y&td

06

dly unhu4hed'ILice

1969-83

Rdi sawah

WemZd &ice
Luas
panen

Tahun

Luas
panen

Roduksi

rata-rata

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

1 170
1456
1432
1311
1340

1592
1622
1594
1 497
1671

1,08
1,ll
1,25

6 679
6 893
6 673
7 064

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

1 168
1161
1139
1157
1231

1411
1481
1 449
1539
1599

1.21
1,28
1.27
1,33
1.30

7 340
7 334
7 229
7 202
7 698

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983'

1 128
1181
1191
1116
1 162

1551
1659
1785
1808
2 027

1.37
1,41
1,SO
I,62
1,75

7 675
7 824
8 191
7 873
7 941

Hasil

6 511

1,ll
1,14

'Data semenfara p/Lovisionat daAk
Lihat juga Tabel 2; Cambar 3, 4, S/See d o

'.

Tab&

Fadi ladang + saw-&
+ w e t e a n d &ice
Luas
ha511
panen
Roduksi
rata-rata

vtytcnd

Roduksi

Hasil
rata-rata

16 442
17 702
18 588
18 970
19 807

2,51
2,65
2,70
2,71
2.80

8 014
8 135
8 324
7 983
8 404

IS 013
19 321
20 182
19 567
21 481

21 053

2.87
2,84
3,07
3.03
3.14

8 509
8 495
8 368
8 360
8 929

22
22
23
23
25

464
331
301
347
772

t164
2,63
2,78
2,79
2,89

3.22
3,58
3.78
4.04
4,18

8 804
9 005
9 382
8 988
9 102

26 283
29 552
32 774
33 583
35 237

3$0
3,29
3.49
3,74
3.87

20 850

21 852
21 808
24 172
24 732
27 993

30 988
31 775
33 210

2; FigLLnu 3, 4 , 5

2,25

1

2,38
2,42

03

2,45

2.56

w
1

-

-

84
TABLE 10
UUtd rLicc pkahtW.on in l n d o n a i a , 1964-83

7'nhun
Yeah

Sobelurn h l i t a I &&te
1964
1961
1946
1967
1968

.

Rnta-inta A w g c

pcuta

2

7
7
R
7
10

275
783
049
950
441

1145
1094
1270
1047
1225

n

301

ii~n

8 420
R 877
9 339
9 047
11 667

Y

9 459

klita I

I 1 167

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

12
12
12
13

1082
1103
1OR4
1014
1138

13 103
14 607

Rntn-rata A m g c

12 296

ion4

13 381

14 ,316
14 178
14 859

960

1007

15 276
15 1R5

037
640
169
469

'

12 249
13 140
13 724

h t i t a 11
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

9M

14 030
16 137

10R7

16 818
19 035
21 072
21 607
22 592

1054
1128
1214
1229
1378

1046

15 845
15 876
17 524

k l i t a 111
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

*

1984
1985
t 9136
1987
19RR

i

*

17 872
20 163

22 286
:22 836
23 961

'.

25 146
26 430
27 386
28 367
29 362

27 338
0

Data sementnra Phouibionat dala
Lihnt juga Tabel 3; Gambit 3, 4, S/Se& a t d o TabLe 31 F-4Wed 3, I ,

S

-
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TABLE 11
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF
DIFFERENT AGRIannlRAL COMWDITIES (1981) a)

Value of Output
b i l l i o n Rp

% Agricultural

GDP
-

Net land Rice
Dry land Rice

'000 Ha of
land
-

8'191
1191

-

Rice

4.600

33.7

9382

corn

630
460

4.6
3.4

2955
1388

100
210
2 20

0.7
1.5
1.6

60

0.5
2.0
5.7
5.7
16.3
9.2
6.7
8.4

2 75
50 8
810
250

Cassava
Sweet Potato

Grand nut
Soybean

M g bean
Other annual crops

2 70

Fruits

775

Vegetables
Non food crops
Livestock

775
2.230

Fisheries

1.257
912

Forestry

1.140
13.642

NIA
551
409
6000'

100

a)

Sources: S t a t i s t i c a l Yearbook of Indonesia 1983 and AARD 1984 b and c

b)

No total

. because mch i n final column is multiple cropped including

much of the land in palawija crops and part of that in rice.

-
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TABLE 12
CXBISUMF'I'ION OF FERTILISERS
1961 - 1982
t

Thousand Metric Tonnes

Year
-

Nitrogen

Phosphate

Potash

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

85
99
96
79
84
110
105
198
105
202
196
347
350
345
342
351
465
549
620
851
997
981

47
46
30
14
8
31
16
66
64
32
26
73
93
121
122
111
112
138
151
231
320
356

4
5

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Indonesia 1983.

4
3
2
4
6
7

a
7
5
30
40
33
25
30
38
76
84
91
136
133

-
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TABLE 13

CC?VSWION OF PESTICIDES

1975

-

1982

M.T.
Year

Insecticides

Fungicides

Rodenti ci des

N.E.S.

75

2464

3208

84

81

76

3432

1885

159

90

77

4260

- 998

113

41

79

4191

612

79

26 8

80

6389

464

78

363

81

8943

1273

110

82

11089

93

94

78

Source:

S t a t i s t i c a l Yearbook of Indonesia 1983.

-
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TABLE 14

-

TRENDS I N IMPORTED AND ACTUAL RICE PRICES I N JAKARTA/a
Imported rice

Year

FOB Bangkok
(25% broken)

Cost t o r e t a i l

Actual
Jakarta
retail

--------------------

Jakarta/b
ton

---------------- us$ per

\

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

125.3
93.9
103.6
116,3
493.2
311.8
222.3
237.4
327.9
308.3
403.9
416.4
271.6

148.64
115.45
127.45
175.76
558.69
380.49
263.37
287 33
382.22
362.00
466.40
470.10
320.90

112.4
109.3
119.0
205.2
242.2
262 7
209.6
319.6
318,8
272.5
319.0
325.0/c
348.

378.6
378.6

438.60
438.60

(329.5)/e
(329.5)F

.

.

Or

P r o j ected
1985/d
199oT;i

-

-

~~

Source: World Bank 1982
Table taken from Mears, 1981 as modified by World Bank (1982).
Rp converted a t Rp. 415 = $1 u n t i l November 1978;
1979-1982 a t Rp. 625 = $1, Figures for 1980 and t h e r e a f t e r
estimated using regression analysis.

+ f r e i g h t + 10%t o cover c o s t s t o J a k a r t a retailer.
Figures for 1980 and t h e r e a f t e r estimated using regression analysis.
FOB Bangkok

From Bank Indonesia, weekly report.
Figures i n terms of constant 1982 d o l l a r s . Projections of Bangkok
p r i c e s based on World Bank Commodity Price Projections.

Assumes no change i n real price i n terms of rupiah, but conversion
a t Rp 660 = $1.

- 89 TABLE 15
PRICE STRUCTURE FOR UREA AND TRIPLE SUPERPHOSPHATE 1982

Urea
W o r l d export p r i c e , f.0.b. Europe
Ex-factory p r i c e , Palembang/a
Handling and d i s t r i b u t i o n t r r e t a i l level
Transport t o farm
Farm-gate p r i c e (economic p r i c e )
(Financial farm-gate p r i c e ) / b

-

T r i p l e Super Phosphate (TSP)
World export PI ce, f.o.b.
Florida
Ocean f r e i g h t and insurance
Handling and d i s t r i b u t i o n t o r e t a i l l e v e l
Transport t o farm
Farm-gate p r i c e (economic p r i c e )
(Financial farm-gate p r i c e ) / b

-

/a

185
198
+40
+4
24 2
(1061

160
(70)

160
+60
+35
+4

259
(106)

171
(70)

Urea is valued a t ex-PUSRI factory, Palembang; IBRD world market
p r i c e projections f o r bagged urea, f.0.b. Europe have been
adjusted f o r Southeast Asia markets with a US$15 t r a n s p o r t
premium

.

/b
-

Producers may pay more
e.g.
location.

/c
-

Assumes Rp 660 = US1.

o r less depending on circumstances,

- 90 TABLE 16

BUDGET COST OF FERTILIZER SUBSIDY (1981/82)

Quantity
(000 tons)
Domestically Produced
Urea
TSP
Ammonium sulphate
Subtotal
Imorted
Urea
TSP
Ammonium sulphate
Potassium chloride
Subtota1
Total /b
--

/a
/b

Subsidy

-

(Rp, billion)

($ million)/a

120

76,289
93,445
8 ,594

115.6
141.6
13.0

2,365

178,328

270.2

200
150
100
50

27,633
20,724
10,296
6,824

41.9
31.4
15.6
10.3

500
-

65.477

99.2

243,805

369.4

\

1,758
487

2,865

Converted at Rp 660 = $1

The fertilizer subsidy of about $500 million which is recorded in
the GO1 budget includes subsidies on pesticides, costs of BIMAS
administration and seed subsidies

Source: Ministry of Finance.

.

-
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TABLE 1 7
INDEX NUMBERS OF PRICES

PAID AND RECEIVED BY FARMERS
1976

-

1982

(1976 = 100)
PRICES RECEIVED

76 77 78 79 80 81 82
-

A l l agricultural products

100

114

122

143

164

178

201

crops

100

114

123

144

166

180

206

A l l items i n c l . house hold

100

107

113

131

155

176

195

Production r e q u i s i t e s

100

105

110

118

136

152

167

Fer tilisers

100

90

91

92

95

96

99

Pesticides

100

100

101

106

117

123

125

Seed

100

112

119

124

137

151

164

PRICES PAID

i
i

Source: FA0 h d u c t i o n Yearbook 1983.

-
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TABLE 18

AARD RESEARCH CENTERS, COORDINATING CENTERSlRESEARCH INSTITUTES
THEIR LOCATIONS, MAJOR COMDITIES AND AREAS RESEARCHED /1

A. Center for Soil Research,

Bogor, W. Java (CSR)

B. Center for Agro-Economic Research,
Bogor, W. Java (CAER)

Soil management and
utilization
Agricultural economics

C. Research Coordinating Center for
Food Crops, Bogor, W. Java (CRIFC)
1. Research Institute for Food Crops,
Bogor, W. Java (BORIF)

Pioneering research on food
crops; commodity analysis

2. Research Institute for Food Crops,

Food crops, upland, wet
climate, high elevation
area

Sukarami, W. Sumatra (SARIF)
3. Research Institute for Food Crops,

Food crops, irrigated area

Sukamandi, W. Java (SURIF)
4. Research Institute for Food Crops,
Malang, E. Java (MARIF)

Food crops, special emphasis
on palawija crops

5. Research Institute for Food Crops,

Food crops in tidal land
and swamp areas

Banjarbaru, S. Kalimantan (BARIF)
6. Research Institute for Food Crops,
Maros, S. Sulawesi (MORIF)

Food crops in upland,
dry climate area

D. Research Coordinating Center for
Horticultural Crops, Jakarta
(CRIHC)
1. Research Institute for Horti-

Vegetables or ornamentals

cultural Crops, Lembang, W. Java
(LERIH)
2. Research Institute for Horti-.
cultural Crops, Solok, N. Sumatra
(SORIH)

Fruits

\

- 93 -

MAJOR COMMODITIES AND
AREA RESEARCHED

.---------------------------------E. Research Coordinating Center for
Industrial Crops, Bogor, W. Java
(CRIIC)
1. Research Institute for Spices

and Medicinal Plants,
BOgOr, w. Java (BORII)

Cloves, pepper, other
spices, and medicinal
plants

2. Research Institute for Tobacco
and Fiber Crops, Malang, E. Java
(MAR11)

Tobacco, cotton, jute,
kenaf, kapok and other
fibers

3. Research Institute for Coconuts,

Coconuts

Manado, N. Sulawesi (MORII)
F. Research Coordinating Center for
Animal Science, Bogor, W. Java
(CRIAS)
1. Research Institute for Animal

Animal production

Production, Ciawi, W. Java
(RIAP)
2. Research Institute for Veterinary
Science, Bogor, W. Java

Animal disease

(RIW
G. Research Coordinating Center for
Fisheries , Jakarta (CRIFI)
1. Research Institute for Fresh

Fresh water fisheries

Water Fisheries, Bogor, W. Java
(BORIF I)
2. Research Institute for Marine
Fisheries, Jakarta (JARIFI)

Marine fisheries

3. Research Institute for Brackish

Brackish water and
coastal fisheries

Water and Coastal Fisheries,
Mams, S. Sulawesi (MORIFI)

Cont

.

MAJOR COMMODITIES AND
AREA RESEARCHED
................................

H. Board of Estate Crops Research
Management
1. Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Bogor, W. Java (BORIE)

Pioneering research on
estate crops, commodity
analysis

2. Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Sungei Putih, N. Sumatra
(SPURIE)

Rubber

3. Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Sembawa, S. Sumatra
(SERIE)

Smallholder rubber

4 . Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Medan, N. Sumatra

O i l palm

(ERIE)

5. Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Gambung, W. Java

Tea and cinchona

(GAR1 E)

6 . Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Jember, E. Java
(JERIE)

Coffee and cocoa

7. Research I n s t i t u t e f o r Estate
Crops, Pasuruan, E. Java
(PARIE)

Sugarcane

/1 Research S t a t i o n , Experimental Farms and Ponds associated
with t h e s e I n s t i t u t e s are l i s t e d i n Annex 2.

7

c

TABLE 19

NATIONAL EXPENDInmE ON AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
( b i l l i o n Rupiahs)
1978/ 79

1979/80

1980/ 81

1981/ 82

1982/ 83

TOTAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE
4062
269 8

5800
4486

6978
52 76

6996
5435

External Aid

2 744
1568
987

1316

1430

1664

1925

To t a l

5300

80 76

11716

13918

14356

Routine Budget
Development Budget

1

CD
VI

ALLOCATICN TO AGRICULTURAL RESE2IRU-I

1

Routine

3.3

3.6

5.5

7.4

8.1

Development (including estates cess)

11.7

13.5

20.3

23.1

28.7

Total

15 .o

17.1

25.8

30.5

36.8

AGRICUL'XURAL G.D.P

AGRIC. RES AS % AGRIC GDP

6706

0.23

Source: S t a t i s t i c a l Yearbook of Indonesia 1983 and AARD.

8996

0.19

11290

0.23

13642

0.22

15668

0.23

-
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TABLE 20

AARD TOTAL BUDGET AND !3OURCES

1974

-

1985

Million Rupiahs

Routine

Development

Estates

External

Total

1974/1975

1,146

2,361

1,413

1,646

6,934

1975/1976

1,827

3,799

1,730

1,774

9,129

1976/1977

2,104

8,124"

3,548

13,776

1977/1978

2,663

9,992*

5,251

17,907

1978/1979

3,256

11,704*

5,113

20,074

1979/1980

3,644

13,501*

-

5,720

22,846

1980/1981

5,525

16,563

3,778

10,025

35,890

1981/1982

7,408

18,646

4,405

12,370

42,830

1982/1983

8,070

21,203

7,447

13,521

40,240

1983/1984

8,745

16,225**

5,438

30,493

63,902

1984/1985

7,598

19,035**

6,027

34,504

67,164

~~~

Total

*
**

41,986

~

~~

~

139,177

~

_

30,639

-~~
~
~

_

124,235

Includes estates crop cess in these years
Includes msearch operations consignment f r o m estates crop cess.

345,737
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TABLE 21

AARD Headquarters/Secretariat
Agricultural Research Programming (3)
Data Processing
Library
Quarantine (4)
Research Centers:
Agro-Economics
Soils
Commodity Institutes:
Food Crops
Horticultural Crops (5)
Industri a1 Crops
Forestry (6)
Animal Husbandry
Fisheries
Estate Crops (1)

350
600
600

1,208
(2)
(2)
280
824

1,253
50
350
880
1,424

1.82
0.07
0.51
1.27
2.06

275
600

(2)
301

275
901

0.40
1.31

4 ,984

2,272

7,258

10.52

1,615
1 210
2,450
1,990
1,375

990
712
746
736
0

2,605
1 ,922
3,196
2,726
1 ,375

3.77
2.79
4.63
3.95
1.99

1 ,675
1 ,799
1 ,500

0
0
0
0

1,675
1 ,799
200
1,500

2.43
2.61
0.29
2.17

T o t a 1 21,335

8,070

29,405

42.60

60
SO

,

Intersectorial Programs

NAR I1
AARP
Conservation/Ecology
Tran'smigration

200

(1) In addition to this figure Estate Crops received 9,568 million Rps.
from PNP/PTP
(2) Included in Secretariat's budget
(3) Integrated with AARD Secretariat April 1, 1983
(4) Transferred from AARD to Sec. Gen of Agriculture April 1, 1983
(5) Established as a separate unit from Food Crops April 1, 1983
(6) Transferred from AARD to Ministry of Forestry April 1, 1983
Source:

AARD

I

-
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TABLE 22
PERMANENT RESEARCH STAFF OF AARD
April, 1984

RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CENTER OR OFFICE
Secretariat
Data Processing
Library

Ph.D.
-

Total

M.Sc.

Sarjana

2
10

1

29
25
23

33
36
2s

5

23
17

36
52

63
74

2

4

14

20

1

2

29

32

13

35

88

136

2

4

62

68

3

12

49

64

7

12

38

57

3

13

75

91

2

1

10

13

2

8

34

44

1

5

15

21

0

1

10

11

0

6

33

39

2

8

60

70

0

1

40

41

0

4

13

17

10

45

67

122

2

7

37

46

2

1
1

RESEARCH CENTERS
Agro Economics
Soil Sciences
Research Coordinating Center
for Food Crops
Banjarbaru Research Institute
for Food Crops
Bogor Research Institute for
Food Crops
Malang Research Institute for
Food Crops
Maros Research Institute for
Food Crops
Sukamandi Research Institute for
Food Crops
Sukarami Research Institute for
Food Crops
Research Coordinating Center
for Horticultural Crops
Lembang Research Institute
for Horticultural Crops
Solok Research Institute
for Horticultural Crops
Research Coordinating Center for
Fisheries
Bogor Research Institute for
Fisheries
Jakarta Research Institute for
Fisheries
Maros Research Institute for
Fisheries
Research Coordinating Center for
Animal Husbandry
Ciawi Research Institute for
Animal Production
Bogor Research Institute for
Veterinary Science

4
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RESEARCH INSTITUTE, CENTER OR OFFICE
Research Coordinating Center f o r
I n d u s t r i a l Crops
Malang Research I n s t i t u t e for
Tobacco and Fiber Crops
Manado Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
Coconut
Bogor Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
Spices and Medicinal Plants

Ph.D.
M.Sc,
-

*O f these t o t a l s , 169 Sarjanas and

Total

2

1

5

8

0

8

30

38

2

0

18

20

2

13

71

86

9

29

45

4

24

31

13

16

32

1

14

17

2

16

20

4

49

57

4

23

28

280

1,134

1,505

Management Board f o r
E s t a t e Crops Research
Bogor Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
E s t a t e Crops
Medan Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
E s t a t e Crops
Sungei Putih Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
E s t a t e Crops
Gambung Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
E s t a t e Crops
Jember Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
Estate Crops
Pasuruan Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
E s t a t e Crops
Sembawa Research I n s t i t u t e f o r
E s t a t e Crops

TOTAL*

Sarjana

91

1 M.Sc. were on honorary s t a t u s .

.
TABLE 23
NON-BANK EXTERNAL SUPPOKT FOR AARD SINCE ITS POIPUTION

SOILS

Benchmark Soils
Fertilizer Use
Soil Research
Soil
Zoning
Land Resources
Land Capability
Tropsoils Project

77
82
74
74
79
72
82

Sumatra Agricultural Research
Agricultural Research
Regional Rice Research
Rice/Soybean/Co rn
Horticulture
Secondary Crops (Malang)
Sweet Potato
Food Legmes
.
Food Crops
Sumatra Agricultural Research
Grain Handiing and Storage

78
72
72
74
74
81
80
78
71
78
77

-

FOOD CROPS

Tropical Agronomy for Potato
(SAPPRAD)
Tissue Culture for Virus free
Potato
Hybrid Rice Project

- 83
--- 807983
- 85

- 76
*

86

-- 8382
- 82

- 77
--- 868178
- 83

- 78
- 84
- 79
82 - 87

- 84
82 - 84
82

U S A
Australia
Holland
Belgium
FAO/UNDP
PAo/uNDP
U S A

G
G
G
G

U S A
U S A
U S A
Holland
Holland
Holland

G

G

G
G

0.4
1.6
0.4
0.8
2.1
1.2
5.4 (11.9)

G

2.5
2.96
1.1
1.1
0.9
5.2
0.2
2.3
1.5
7.0
0.14

G

0.23

U S A

G

0.15

U S A

G

0.55 (25.43)

U K

G

G
G
G
G
G

Japan
Japan
U S A
Australia/
ASEAN
Australia

G
G
L

ANIMALS

ESTATE CROPS/
INDUSTRIAL CROPS

FISHERIES

FORESTRY

Small Ruminant R 8 D
Animal Disease Research

-- 8485
-- 89
87
- 85

USA
Australia
Australia
Australia
U K
U K

G
0
G
G
G
G

-- 80
81
-- 86
83

Australia
Holland
Holland
U K

G
G

Animal Production Center
Pasture t i Fodder Crops
Animal Health
Epidemiology Laboratory

80
80
74
82
78
80

General
Tea and Conchona
Pepper
Cloves
Rubber and O i l Palm Research
Coconut Research
Rubber Research
Rubber Technology

70
78
81
75
72
73
79
80

Post Harvest
Xnricul t u r e
Fish Parasites
Inland Fisheries
Fish Parasites (Phase 11)

79
76
81
83

-- 81
-- 8479
86

Saw Use

80

- 83

- 77

-

83
83
83

77 - 79

2.5
5.52
33.0
6.3
0.3

1.1

0.06
1.8
0.3
0.7
0.2
2.4
0.25
0.5 (6.21)

G

FAO/UNDP
FAO/UNI)P
Holland
Jap.n/ASwN

G
G
G
G
G

U K
Japan

G
G

Crnada

G

IDRC/canaCia

IDRC/Canada

G
G

FAO/UNDP

G

(48.72)

'

0.2
2.5
0.2
0.25
0.2 (3.35)
0.2

(0.2)

1
CI

0

c1
1
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LONG TERM TEQUVICAL ASSISTANCE To AARD

April 1984

RESEARCH INSTITUI'E, CENTER
OR OFFICE

RESIDENT SPECIALIST
non-PhD
PhD

Secretariate
USAID
World Bank

3
2

Center for Agricultural
Data Processing (CADP)

2

National Library for
Agricultural Sciences (NLAS)

1
1

Center for Soil Research (CSR)

1

1
2

America
Philippines
America

1

America
.Australia
America

2
1

1
1
3

Center for Agro-Economic
Research (CAER)

1

1

America

1

Malaysia

10
1
1

2

s

19

11
2
1
2

Australia
Nether1ands
Canada
England

1

1
6
3

2

Research Coordinating Center
for Fisheries

1
3

1
1

1

Research Coordinating Center
for Industrial Crops
T O T A L

Australia
England
Bangladesh
Pakistan
America

AmeAca
Colombia
India
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Japan
England
Philippines
Netherlands

Research Coordinating Center
for Food Crops

Research Coordinating Center
for Animal Science

HdME NATION

3

40

62

France
Japan
America
Canada
India
England

-
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TABLE 25
IBPGR TRAINING COURSES
ATTENDED BY INDONESIAN SCIENTISTS

Indonesia

77

9 + 1

Indonesia

78

3

Indonesia

79

6 + 4

India

80

1

Indonesia

75

3 + 4

Thailand

80

Malaysia

82

2

Charact. and Eval.

Thailand

83

3

Eval. Root/Tubers

Philippines

80

2

Philippines

81

2

USA

77

USA

78

Philippines

79

China

81

1

Philippines

81

1

UK

78

1

UK

81

2

Collection

Conservation
Perennial Crops

Co11 /Cons

Documentation

Tissue Cultures

Seed Technology

.

3

Y

Maturity
Days

Variety

Year

Variety

released

I. Lowland

Maturity
Days

Year
re1eased

111. upland

Pelita 1-1
Pelita 1-2
Serayu

135

1971
1971

135

1978

Gata
sentani

Asahan

135

1978

Brantas

135

C i tarurn

135

Gati

105
115

1976
1976

Tondano

115
115

1983
1983

1978

Singkarak

115

1983

135

1978

cisadane

140

1980

Arias
Ranau

135
105

1984
1984

Cimandiri

130

1980

Amg
Cipunegara
Krueng Aceh

135
128
125

1980
1981
1981

Barit&/
Atomita 1
Atomita 2

135
125
125

a h g

Bahbolon

IV. IRRI Introductions
Lowland

IR 20

120

1974

1981
1982

IR 26
IR 28

125

1975

1983

IR 30

110
110

1975
1976

12s

1983

140

1976

1983

Parang

125
110

I R 32
I R 34
IR 36

130
115

1976
1977

Bogowont o

115

1983

125

1978

Lelara

105

1983

C i tanduy

120
140

135
105
115

1980
1981

MahakaIL’
Kapuas 1/

1983
1983

IR 38
IR 42
IR 50
IR 52

125

1984

IR 54

125

1981

C iLapundung

115

1984

IR 56

125

1983

I R 46

130

1983

-

I f . High Elevation
Mil
Mmkaur
Gem

Semenr
Batamg Agam
Batang Ombilin

140
140
140
120
150
140

Source: Siwi (1985)

1983

1976
1976
1976
1980
1981
1984

1981

TABLE 27

Luas penyebaran varietas padi (000 ha), musim tanam 1975/76-1982/83
Area planted to r i c e d e t i e s in Indonesicr (000 ha), 1975/?6-1982/83

tooat

Others

Varietas unggul baru peka wereng coklat'
v d e t i e s susceptible to brown pZanthoppe9
Lain
Jumlah
PI/1
PI/2
PB 5
PB 8
C4-63
others
Total

-1975/76 wet 1 770,9
1976
dry 943,l
1976/77wet 1 694,4
1977
dry 779,2
1977/ 78 w e t 1 861,7

441,3
169,6
399,7
167,3
342,6

105,o
20,s
89,O
19,9
80,6

834,9
387,O
694,9
244,8
408,3

228,7
109,4
145,6
58,8
112,s

449,2
166,9
237,s
111,8
177,3

51,6
16,7
26,4
13,9
20,l

359,4
173,O
248,3
126,6
213,6

dry 936,2
1978
1978/79wet 1 811,6
dry 832,8
1979
1979/80 wet 1 525,9
1980
& 849,8

119,9
293,8
79,7
122,3
75,l

62,4
178,2
38,l
93,O
80,s

150,3
378,O
89,O
157,O
76,6

45,s
88,8
34,O
60,O
25,l

90,2
140,l
48,O
89,O
33,l

14,2
18,s
4,o
8,O
1,8

116,2
205,2
66,O
58,O
49,3

34,s
11; 9
13,4
13,9

5,8

422,2
865,l
252,9
385,4
199,8

1980/81 wet 1 414,9
dry 841,8
1981
1981/82wet 1 241,8
dry 516,O
1982
1982/83
608,4

97,3
42,2
83,6
35,8
29,s

226,l
44,4
44,4
15,2
89,2

167,4
95,7
83,l
25,8
47,8

36,3
40,3
49,2
14,9
22,9

43,l
29,7
34,9
8,9
15,o

4,4
484
8,5
096
185

110,3
48,O
51,4
18,O
30,6

9,o
16,2
10,6
5,2
9,4

370,s
234,3
237,7
73,4
127,2

Wim

Unggul

lokal

tanam

Lokal

Season

boa1 Iwmwd

.

Galur
lain

-

-

-

1 923,8
853,l
1 352,8
555,9
931,7

I
c,

0

Ul
I

Source: DGFC
Cont

.

TABLE 27 (continued)
thSilD

Varietas unggul tahan wereng coklatb u r n h e t i e s resistant t0 b m DhthovDe8
PB 26 PB 28
PB 30 PB 32 PB 34
PB 36 PB 38 PB 42 C i t a - Scnaenr CisaLain Jumlah
rum
dme other8 l'otcrt

tanam
SeaBO?Z

*

1975176 wet 295,6
328.3
1976
1976/77 wet 609,8
1977
h 330,8
1977178 wet 371,s
1978
1978/79
1979
1979/00
1980

s,1
21.7
114;2
96,3
119,8

3,s
49,6
249,6
245,7
446,3
231,7
236 ,3
88,3
54,O
32,2
26,7
18,9
7,6
384
4,4

191,3

wet 185,9
dq

wet
dry

81,6
52,O
35,s

71,9
29,l
17,O
13,6

1980/81 W t
1981
1981/82
1902
1982/83 wet

26,3
14,s
8,s
3,2
7,9

13,9
10,l
6,2
389
1,s

-

0,2
8,1
194,3
90,9
128,6

s,2
13,9
421.2

4 3
26,3

157,3
273.5
200; 3
230,O
248,3

41,4
59,8
17,6
19,o
7,9

487,4
1 041,4
892,O
1 804.7
1 128,3

95,2
229,s
304,9
517.9
293,3

226,2
128,9
138,6
36,6
29,2

12.0
5,9
14,2
36,2
1,7

1 945,o
1 154,6
2 107,8
787,l
1 747.4

337,7
207,O
183,O
10S,2
154,3

---

9

0,4
11,2
45,8
108,6
39.2 36,9

-

72,9
211,l
174,l
221.5
88,l

54,9
20,9
32,4
13,2
5,0

87,3
109,2
107,2
67.1
93,9

96,2
179,l
504,7
385,8
812,4

89.3
79.9
43,s
59.8
75.1

393,7
488.3
1 244,6
087,6
1 970,2

57,2
48,9
60,8
64,l
43.2

1
2
1
2
1

326,O
158,4
723.3
873,6
910,4

62,2
60.7
179,8
257,7
381,2

2
2
3
1
3

961,3
l20,9
544,l
920,9
327,O

Smlah

Totat
4 634,7

2 474.6
4 781.5
2 409,8
5 194,6
2 866,7
2 926,8
5 000,3
3 115,7
5 077,4

3 283,6
5 189,s
2 561,2
4 181,3

.

%eberapa varietas lain seperti IR 22, Gata, Gati, Gemar, Maltnnrr, M i l , dan IR 24, areal tansmya tidak p e d melebihi
25.000 ha
bBeberapa varietas seperti PB 20, IR 29, Brantas, Serayu dan Asahan areal tanrnmya tidak pernah aencapai 100.000 ha,
sedangkan varietas PB SO, PB 52, PB 54, PB 56, Cimandiri, Cipunegara, Barito dan Krueng Aceh karma relatif masih barn
dilepas areal pertanamannya masih d i bawah 100.000 ha.
a

Other & e t h ,
inctud3ng IR22, ate., mt3, Csnar, Muhnur, Ads1 and IRZ4, &d not w e e d 25.000 ha.
b
Other d e t i e 0 , 3ncZuding IR20, IR29, Braratas, Serayu und Asahan did not w e e d 100.000 ha. fie u d e t 3 e s IRSO, IRS2,
IRS4, lRS6, Chandhd, &$unegam, &&to
and Krusng Aceh have been released rehUveZy reaently, and 00 f m ) have not
exceeded 100.000 ha.

Lihat juga Tabel 6, 7, 8, 9./ See ah0 Tabtes 6, 7, 8, 8.
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Milled rice production in Indonesia,
1970 1984.
Production (million TOM)
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F c r c i l i z e r use for food crops from 1969-1983

Source:

Siwi (1985)
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ANNEX 2

LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED

Ministry of Agriculture:
I r . Wardoyo (Junior Minister for Food Crops)

D r . Sjarifuddin Baharsjah (Secretary General)

t

D r . Soetatwo Hadiwigeno (Director of Planning Bureau)

D r . A.T.

Birowo (Special Assistant t o t h e Minister of Agriculture
f o r I n s t i t u t i o n a l 61 Regional Development

-

Former Director of Planning Bureau)

Agency f o r Agricultural Research and Development

- Research Managers

D r . Gunawan Satari* (Head of M R D )

M r . Sadikin Sumintawikarta*

***

(AARD Head 1974-1984)

D r . Ibrahim Manwan (Director of AARD S e c r e t a r i a t e )

D r . F a i s a l Kasryno (Director of Center f o r Agro-Economics)
D r . B.H.

Siwi (Director of Food Crops Research Center)

D r . S. Subiyanto (Director of Horticulture Research Center)
D r . Prabowo Tjitropranoto (Director of National Library f o r

'Agricultural Sciences
Dr. I.N.

Oba** (Head of Plant Protection)

D r . Farid Bahar (Director of Maros Research I n t s t i t u t e )
D r . Soetaryo Brotonegoro (Director of Malang Research I n s t i t u t e )

M r . Omar Hidayat (Acting Director of Sukamandi Research I n s t i t u t e )
D r . Azis Azirin (Director of Lernbang Research I n s t i t u t e )

*
**
***

Former Member IRRI Board of Trustees
Current Member I R R I Board of Trustees
Current Member ISNAR Board of Trustees

-
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-

Other Research I n s t i t u t e s
D r . Shiro Okabe (Director of ESCAP CGPRT Centre)
D r . S e t i j a t i Sastrapradja (Director of National Biological

I n s t i t u t e Bogor)
D r . Mien A. R i f a i (Assistant Director National Biological

I n s t i t u t e Bogor)

4

D r . Rudolf Sinaga (Socio-Economics Department, Bogor Agricultural

University and Special Adviser t o
Deputy Minister f o r Livestock and F i s h e r i e s )

Extension Services
D r . Samedi Sumintaredja (Secretary U T E )

P r i v a t e Sector
M r . J. Kardono Nugroho (Farm Manager P.T. Umas Jaya Casaava

Plantat ion, Lampung)

External Agencies
M r . S. Draper (IBRD Indonesia Office)

- Director, Office of Agriculture)
Hurdus (USAID - Research Advisor)
Johnson (ADAB - F i r s t Secretary)
Young (IADS - Execbting Agency NAR 11)
C o l l i e r (RMI - Executing Agency AARP)

M r . R. Cobb (USAID

M r . A.
M r . P.

D r . W.
D r . W.

Mr

. W.

Tappan ( IRRI Representative i n Indonesia)

D r . J. McIntosh (IRRI Farming Systems S p e c i a l i s t based a t Bogor)

-
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Agency for Agricultural Research and Development

- Research

Scientists

Bogor
Dr. Sridodo (Head of Programming

- Food Crops Research)

Mr. Sadikin Somaatmadja (Coordinator National Grain Legume
Program)
Dr. Roberto Soenarjo (Coordinator, National Root Crop Program)
Dr. Subandi (Coordinator, National Maize and Sorghum Research
Program)
Mr. Mahyuddin Syam (Research Comnunication Department)
Dr. D.M. Tanterr) (Plant Pathologist

-

Rice)

- Food Crops)
Dandi Soekarna (Plant Pathologist - Food Crops)
Mukelar Amir (Plant Pathologist - Rice)

Dr. Moh Iman (Entomologist
Mr.
Dr.

Mr. Soetjipto Partohardjono (Agronomist
Dr. M. Ismunadji (Plant Physiologist

-

Rice)

- Rice)

Mal ang

- Fruit Crops)
Yudi Widodo (Agronomist - Root Crops)
Marsum Dahlan (Plant Breeder - Corn)

Mr. Kasyadi (Agronomist
Mr.
Dr.

Mr. Soejitno (Plant Breeder

-

Grain Legumes)

Mr. Tatile Wardiyati (Physiologist

- Root

Crops)

t

-
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Maros

-

M r . Mamiek Slamet (Entomologist

Corn and G r a i n Legumes)

M r . S a l e h Pandang (Cropping Systems Research)
M r . Syahruddin Rahman ( P a t h o l o g i s t

-

Rice)

Lembang
M r . S y a r i f u d d i n S a t j a d i p u r a ( P l a n t Breeder

M r . I t e u Hidayat ( T i s s u e C u l t u r e
M r . E r i S o f i a r i ( P l a n t Breeder

-

-

- Potatoes)

Potatoes)

Potatoes)

Sukamandi

- Rice-based Cropping Systems)
Tohar Danakusumah ( P l a n t Breeder - Rice/wheat)
T a r y a t T j u b a r y a t ( P l a n t Breeder - R i c e )

D r . A.M.
Dr.

Mr.

F a g i (Agronomist

D r . Bambang S u p r i h a t n o ( P l a n t Breeder
D r . Muhadji Moentono ( P l a n t Breeder

- Rice)

- Corn)

-
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This study was carried out by the author assited by Dr. Joko Budianto of AARD
who did noet of the field interviewa and Dr. Ibrahin Hanuan, alao of AARD, who
drafted the comnente on ISNAR.
Preliminary work was done in Indonesia during November 1984 and the rain field
work carried out between January 19th and February 5th 1985.
During the course
of thia, viait8 were nade to a nunber of AARD Research Centres, Inetitutee end
Station8 at Bogor,
Jakarta, , Lenbang,
Halang, Sukanandi and Haroe, to
Universities at Bogor and Halang and to Governnent and Donor Agency offices in
Bogor and Jakarta.
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